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{Type in plaintext or code) 
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Via____AIRTED ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁὃϑΘὃδο᾽ REGISTERED 
᾿ ᾿ ᾿ (Priority) 

To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Η Biers 
| FROM : -SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

supreon, soto ῥὲ 

ReNYairtel, 10/29/65, reflecting that a group of 
CP functionarieswis scheduled to go to Moscow on 10/28/65 
and 11/3/65 respectively, among whom were THOMAS and ELLEN 
DENNIS of Detroit, and PHILLIP and ROSE BRUNS of 
Minneapolis. . . 

On 12/13/65, CG 5824-S*, currently in NYC, 
advised that THOMAS DENNIS and his wife, ELLEN, had 
arrived in NY on their return from abroad on 12/12/65, and 
Wase scheduled to return to Detroit on that date. 

Also, according to σα 5824-S*, PHILLIP BRUNS 
and his wife, ROSE BRUNS, of Minneapolis, had also. 
arrived in NY from abroad, and are scheduled to return to 
Minneapolis within the next few days. 

j The above information is being transmitted to the 
᾿ Detroit and Minneapolis Offices respectively. 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

για... AIRTEL _—ss— «= REGISTERED MAIL " 
“ (Priority or Method of Mailing) ΝΕ 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

P | FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ἘΝ 

ReBuairtel dated 12/10/65 relative to informant 
coverage of the joint CP, USA - CP of Canada Marxist training 
school scheduled to be held in Toronto, Canada, from 1/3/66 
to 3/28/66. 

Chicago has instructed CG 5824-S* to be constantly 
alert to ascertain the identities of CP, USA members selected 
to attend this school. In the event any Chicago informants 
are given the opportunity to take part in this school, we 
will insure that every step is taken to assure that nothing 
stands in the way of their attendance. 

As you are aware, a number of individuals have been 
mentioned by CG 5824-S* as having been under consideration 
for attendance as CP, USA representatives at this school. The 
individuals mentioned were uniformly of relatively high position 
in the CP, USA Districts. In view of the closely held nature 
of the information concerning the existence of this school, 
there is little that can be done in a positive manner to place 
informants in the way of an invitation to this school, Since 
the CP, USA leadership apparently intends to select for 
attendance individuals from the higher level of their cadre, 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

selection will bé limited to ἃ comparatively small number 
of members of the CP, USA. Nevertheless, we will follow 
the situation closely so that should an invitation be ex-~ 
tended to one of our high level informants, everything 
possible will be done to assure such, informant’s attendance. 

Since the Bureau instructions in this matter were 
furnished to Chicago. and New York under: the caption of "SOLO," 
the Chicago Office would suggest that, the Bureau. may wish to 
consider alerting other logical offices from which candidates 
‘for this school may be forthcoming. It is noted that in a 
previous communication it has been noted that there is expected 
to be but ten students from each Party attending this school. 

If not already arranged by the Bureau, it is sug 
gested th t Bureau_may wish to consider making arrangements 

to provide coverage 

of this school at 
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Θ- Tureau (1) 

DIRECTOR, FRI (65-55 3405) 12/7/55 
{ATE VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) | 

SAC, URW ¥OnX (65-17695) 

TRANTS 
ESP ~ R 
"Rocucst For Automtic Data 
as Unit Service" 

On 11/13/65, Jy 694-c% received $215, C60.C5 
consitstin~ of $100.00, $50.00 and $20,008 notes fron the. _ 
bovietu. 

x 

Xerox copies: of tris money have ‘been furnished to o, 
‘the Burcau by separate communication dated, 11/04/65, / 
captioned, "SOLO, Is-c" (ΤΡ 19 tec-hasesn} te be program ned 
ὋΣ automatic processing unit. _ ' 

| 

Ἂς 

wall 

“fae WO for this reason, has not metuded the 
serial nusbers of this money in the index maintained in 
captioned Cases and no analysis of this money has becn made - 
by tha, NYO. | . 
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ὉΜΙΌΜΑΙ Ione wo, | 
MAY 1962 DITION 
GIA GEN, ἐξα, HO, Phd 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. We. Ὁ, Sullivan 

FROM " Mr, F ΓῚ εἶ ΓῚ pemearaney - 

SUBJE oro: 2 
“INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

FOtQ=106 

TO 

My memorandum 

Union, 

dng about hin," 
disseminated to the Whi ¢._House, , Aktorney General~and Director ο ral intelligence Agency, “τῇ 

᾿ I 

‘Reported that Shelepin has been assigned to an influential the stop level_of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
st! 

n. Shelepin ions of Deputy Premier and Head of the 

has been elevated to the” positio Committee for Party and State Control, 
Nikolai y, Podgorney, Supreme Soviet, 
Chief of the Secretariat 

OBSERVATION: Shreyas 5 

Th 
we have been 
leadership level of the 

is is nother in 

Such informat 

CG 5824~g%, 

in the position to 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 

“ΕΝ of 8/31/65, contained information furnished 
by CG 5824-S* relative to" the leadership of the i y through his contact with officials 
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Communist sources have 
two post formerly -held by who was recently made Chairman of the number two post is second to Leonid I. Brezhnev, » the most powerful unit in the Soviet Union, 
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(Type in plaintext or code) 
J ge the following in 

γα. Airtel REGISTERED VIA AIR COURIER, Ι 

—=———— ee ee ee ee ey ee ee eye ee ee κασι ἀποαν 

Tor Director, FBI (100-428091)-<- 

ms Legat, Ottawa (105-684) (P),-, 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

IS - CANADA " 

ReBUlet 10-28-65. 

ΤΠ ᾿ _ Enclosed are the originaland two copies of 

[ |acttex dated 12-9-65. 

Note equest in paragraph nine of the enclosure 
and furnish the requested information as it becomes available 

Ib 7D ; - ἴοι. 
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(Ὁ Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE = 
TO : Mr. Conrad Yn DATE: December 15, 1965 ss 

ΑΜ, 

Ζ. Wick 
y ’ Tele. ROOD penne 

‘ye C,_F.* Downing ὟΝ Holnes ———_— 
5 Gandy oven —nenm 

SUBJECT), 90 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly vahable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 12/15/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

‘Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W. 6. Shaw) 
Mr. Downing 

- Mr. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock RO. gp at ; Oy OF: «Ὁ oc % fe- (250%, - ΧΩ 
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AIRTEL 

TO :. DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

‘FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100+134637) 

SUBJECT: (" O10 
ἘΞ 

Date: 

> OTE IN ENVOPE 
12/15/65 

(Type in plain text or code) 

"(Priority) 

ὗ fal 
On 12/14/65, OG seals, who is currently in 

NYC, advised that pursuant to instructions from GUS HALL, 
LEM HARRIS, CPUSA functionary, would 
Embassy in Washington, D.C. on 12/14/ 
that the Soviets make ΚΟ ΚΑΤ for ΔΤ, 

o to the Soviet 
5, and request aie 

the "People's World" iri Sari Fraricisco, an 
head of the CPUSA Youth Organization, to attend a 
CP Congress in Italy at the end of January, 1966, " ᾿ 
HARRIS also has instructions to inform the Soviets 7 4 ἢ 

in Italy, RICHMOND an wish to visit the 
that after attending ἣν ae CP Congress 

Soviet Union. 

According to σα 582}: 
RICHMOND Will be accom 
will be accompanied by 
whom in 

The information above will be furnished to the 
San Francisco Office under the caption AL RICHMOND, with 
instructions to handle in accordance with current Burea 

instructions relating to foreign travel by security 
subjects. 

fB-pureau (100-428091 Ὁ 47 
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7 ‘FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ΘΟ Re Xe ὁ ΝΣ ' 

4) ROUTE aN ENVELOPE 
Date: 12/15/65 

(Type in plaintext oF code) 

νὰ. AIRTEL ss REGESTERED  ὁδ τ᾽ ' a = (Priority) oY τ τ τ τ-ττ-τ---------------------------- -ροξ---α παν a 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ( ἢ uk) 
FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 6 et 
SUBJECT:X SOL 2 “ IS-C δ 

On. 12/15/65, CG 5824-S*, who is currently in NYC, 
advised that he has been inst: proto by GUS HALL to arrange 
with the Soviets that SCHEER ,Roreign Editor of the 
publication _Ramparts, ge tg! North Vietnam.on 8 peace mission, 

—Ketording toca" ΒΘ 5. he is yet uncertain as -to how 

The above information will be furnishe Ὁ the 
San Francisco Office under the caption "ROBERT SCHEER"! 

ἢ with instructions to handle in accordance with current 
{ Bureau instructions relating to foreign travel by 
Security subjects. 
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Legat, Ottawa. (105-684) ὁ . : 12/17/65 

Director, FBI (100-428091) “᾿ | «1 & ir. ‘Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANAD, 
Bay SECURITY τ CANAD aa 

4 

‘memorandum, classified. 
arty. lez Canada" which, pertains to. the recent visit of 

_Hyma mmer to Canada, “er | / το eS ΝΕ sha copy οὐ the: um" ΝΣ preferably 

that due’ to: the very delicate. nature of our source, ‘it is 
essential that ‘no distribution ‘or “use ‘of our intelligence 
information: be: undertaken which- ‘would ne. likely. to: jeopardize 
the: security of our SOULE, 

τῷ om. 
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WGS:pah, 
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NOTE: 
We have been supplying information colcernin the cP. 

of Canada furnished by our Solo sntoreants| aed Such’ 
..| information, pertaits largely to the organizational activities 
t\of, the Canadian CP, Because .of ‘the. sensitive nature of these 
H/sources, Legat has been instructed. to emphasize that no action 
&] be ‘undertaken by’ hich would likely’ jeopardize: our Be lunder Lp 
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DECLASSIPFICATION ΔΙΤΗΘΕΤΤΥ DERIY 

wl AUTOMATIC GECLASS IFICATION GUTDE 

BATE Li-30-20 ΝΕ 

* = 

ary 1 

~ 

Decenbor 17, 1965 

ΝΞ 1. Shaw : 
ΤΟΝ ΒΤ PARTY OF CANADA 

_.. . he foliowing information was supplied by 2 source 
which has furnished reliable information in the: past. 

a Hyman Lumer, National Educational Secrotary, Communist 
| Party, USA, recentiy. returned to the United States fron Canada, 
| where he had gone to finalize plans for the joint Communist — 

Party, USA -. Communist Party of Canada training school. . Although 
Limer did not discuss the school, he indicated that the, leader~ 
ship.of the Canadian Communist ‘Party was.making preparations for 
its national convention, ᾿ 

πος; According. to Limer,. the. Canadian Commnist Party no 
longer ‘desires that the Communist Party, USA, send correspondence 
to the Communist Party of Canada, via William Kashtan's daughter, 

. Sue Elaynan, Apartment. 507, 2760 Bathurst Street, Toronto, 
Qe. , ᾿ 

300-428091 
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit 

NOTE: 
=" ss Classified “Eep=seCr€t" because unauthorized disélosure Ὁ. 

/ ‘of this information could reyéal the identity of the sourcé ! 
“ (CG 5824~S*) who is of.continuing ‘Value and such révelation could 

τ κ result in exceptionally grave damage to the national defense. 
Information éxtracted from CGlet: 12/10/65, captioned “Solo, 

a IS-= C." 566 letter to Legat, Ottawa, captioned same, dated 
, 12/17/65, prepared. by WGS:pah. : f 

NGS:pah 
Talsan 
DeLogch were (G 

0-42809/ 583 νὰ 
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. i Date: 12/14/65 

Transmit the following in 

wr 

' (Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED I 

(Priority or Method of Mailing} J | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM: NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

SUBJECT: 

On 12/13/65, CG 5824-S*, currently in New York City, 
advised that pursuant to instructions from GUS HALL, 
LEM HARRIS, CPUSA functionary, would go to Washington, D.C.,. 
on 12/14/65. to contact the Soviets for the following oe. 
purpose; Fi ἃ 

\ HARRIS will request that the Soviets arrange that a 

ΠΣ 

peace delegation, headed by HERBERT APTHEKER, member — 
of the Natiorial Committee of jhe CPUSA, go to siete 

by APTHEKER, Will be_¢ 

ΠΕ According to CG ΡΝ HERBERT APTHEKER, 
BRN the Helsinki Peace Conference in‘July 1965, met North ᾿ 

Vietnamese CP functionaries who invited him to visit North ΛΠ aK 
\ Vietnam, and for that reason he is being designated as 
ΝᾺ head of the aforesaid delegation. Before going to North 
Y Vietnam, it is planned that the above-mentioned delegation 

may go to Prague or Moscow, or to both cities. 
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NY 100+134637 

᾿ CG 5824-S* further stated thattheré is ἃ possibiity 
that there may be a change in the above plan for the 
reason that NORMAN THOMAS, Socialist leader, and 
Dr. BENJAMIN: SPOCK, nationally known pediatrician from 
Cleveland, are considering, leading. ἃ peace delegation 
to North Vietnam in the immediate future. This délegation 
would openly negotiate with. the U. S. Government for 

‘ permission to go to North Vietnan. Τὰ the event that 
this second delegation should go to North Vietnam, the 
Party-led delegation hight not join the other group and 
might go to North Vietnam at a later date. 

The above information will be furnished to interested - 
offices under appropriate captions with instructions. to. 
handle in accordance with current instructions relating, 
-to foreign travel by security subjects. 

-8- 



ἘἘΠΙΑΒΕΙΕΙΌΛΤΙΌΝ ΑΠΤΗΌΡΙΤΥ DERIVED FROM: 
FRI AUTOMATIC ΠΈΓΤΙΑΞ ἡ ας ΓΈΡΟΝ GIDE τ’ 

πῃ “' ι VATE 12 -}3- 011 τ κα 

1 =~ Belmont 
i DeLoach, 

ἐ. 1 Sullivan 
7 ᾿ 1. Branigan 

| ( “2 ΝΞ December 16, 1965 

‘L + Cotter 

PEACE DELEGATION TO NORTH VIETNAM Το" ‘Baumigardner 
SPONSORED BY:THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USAT ~ > Sha 

_ The gollowing: ‘information was ‘supplied ‘by. sources | 
which. have fiirnished reliable information in the -past. a 

.' ‘The. ‘Communist ‘Party, USA; is waking ‘irvangements. 
with the Soviet Union. to send ‘a. peace. delegation ‘to _— 
North. Vietnam, Herbert Aptheker , &, member of the Party * .S. 
National Committee, has been selected by Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communisé ‘Party, USA, to lead the delegation. | 
‘Hall ‘selected Aptheker ag. the delegation - ‘leader in view of 
‘the fact that Aptheker,. ‘while, ‘attending the. Helsinki Peace 
Conference in. July, 1965, received an official invitation 
from North Vietnamese Communist . Party. leaderg to visit μα 

με ; North Vietnan.: The delegation Will also include:Carl. Oglesby, 
bic : παῦε, for 2: Democratic. Society, and Professor’ 
_ ΟΣ Yale University, New-Haven, Connecticut» 

ere is, also 8. possibility that John Lewis, Chairman of the. 
Student. Non+Violent:. Coordinating Committee, a civil rights 
organization, wild ‘be included in the delegation. 

4} 320 

id’ 59 € . 

00} ouigvay~q9au ; “aie | & 

= 

ee ᾿ Present. plans’ call for: the ‘delegation, to: depart 
ἘΞ from the. United. States on: December 18, 1965, for Prague; 
‘22 Czechoslovakia, via air transportation. The delegation 
ones plans to spend about «two days in ‘Prague prior to departing 
i ss ‘£0X} Hanoi, North Vietnam. ‘There 4s also ἃ possibility ‘that: : 
is ‘the: . delégation may ‘confer with Soviet: eaders in ‘Moscow,. i 

 € ΕἾ Russia, prior to going to. Hanoi. ͵ 
ὮΣ a 

| “Ὁ S8students for ἃ Democratic Society is ἃ socialist~ 
᾿ oriénted: youth. group. which-has been extremely active in oie 

xeéént, dénonstrations protesting United States ‘Raetion. ‘in 
ν᾿ Vietuam. 
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Mapai 
PEACE DELEGATION TO NORTH VIETNAN = a 
SPONSORED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY, UsA “ 

professét [aril is a self-wadmitted former 
meéinber of the American You or Democracy, which has been 
designated as subversive’ pursuant to Executive Order" 10450. | 

. Because of the sensitive intuiie of the sources which ° 
have furnished: the Above information, this memorandum ‘is 
Classified "Tép=seeveéelt 

r 
- ᾿ - > 

, NOTE 
Classified "Top- ret" since unatithorized” disclosure: 

of this information. could reveal thé identity of the source 
(CG _5824-S%*) who is o£ -cotitinuing yalue. and such réyélation’ 
could result in exceptidnally grave ‘damage: to ‘the Nation. 
Dissemination is being made to Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to. the President; Hondtable Dean Rusk, 
Seeretary of State; Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, ὅτε; 

. Director, 6f Central Intelligence Agency ;. ahd the Attorney 
 Géneratl by routing slips. Data extracted from NYairtel 
12/14/65, captioned "Solo, IS .-.¢;" See memorandum Baumgardner 
to: Sullivan,. 12/16/65, éapticiied “golo, Znternal Security’ =. 
Communist,” ‘prepared’ by ΤΟΣ spa. 
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SPTIONAL FORM HO, 16 5010-108 
MAY 1762 EDITION 

Ὁ at 

? . Casper - 
Callahen Memorandum R OUTE IN ENVELOBE — 

TO Mr. We Cc. Sullivaty DATE: December 16, ΚΝ “ 
. cy Ν ker 

l= Belmont “4 ee Room -------.-- 
FROM : ir. Ἐς ὦ, 1 =~ DeLoach | an) ~ Holmes - Baumgardner i. Sullivan’ __ * indy - 

‘ ‘ 1 = Branigan --- & Lye SUBJECT: go. 1- Cotter § 2 : 1. ner INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 1 πὶ Baumgangne Liaisons Ma 

deme p16. . 
ves pat fe es 

. a : FR ζς 

CG 5824~S* recently learned that Gus Hall, Gen ie κ ary, 
Communist Party, USA, was sending Lem Harris, a Party official, to 
the Soviet Embassy, Washington, Ὁ, C., on, 12/14/65 to make arrange-~ 
ments with the Soviets to send a Party-sponsored peace .delegation to 
North; Vietnam, Hall selected Herbert Aptheker, a member of the 
Party's National Committee, as the leader of the delegation in view 
of the fact that Apthéker, while at the Helsinki Peace Conference in 
July, 1965, received an official invitation from North Vietnamese 
Commilinist. Party leaders to visit North Vietnam, The delegation will 
also‘include Cari Oglesby, President of Students for a Democratic 
Society, a socialist-oriented youth group active im protest demon- 
strations. tates action in Vietnam, and Yale University 

| Proféssor a self-admitted former member ‘of American 
Youth for emocracy, designated as subversive pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. There is also a possibility that John Lewis, Chairman 

| of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, a civil rights 
group, will be included in the delegation, 

: τα learned on 12/13/65 that the above-mentioned 
Party=sponsoréed peace delegation will depart from the United States 
on 12/18/65 for Prague, Czechoslovakia, via air transportation. The 
delegation plans to ‘spend about two days in Prague prior to depart- 
ing for Hanoi, North Vietnam, CG 5824~S* learned that the delegation 
may conifer with Soviet leaders -in Moscow, Russia, prior to going to 
Hanoz, _ 

RECOMMENDATION:  BX-108., peg. 51" WZ Yo — fake WU —5 2S, 
ou iy 

_ That the attached summary of thegahove oinigimation Be sent 
to the Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assi he President}; 
Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William F, 
Raborn, Jr., Director. of the Central Intelligence Agency; the 
Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General, by routing ”slips. ΠΕ 

Ὧ 

100~428091 
Enclosures 
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FD-36 (Rev, 6:25 ξδ) ἃ 

ὃ 

Date: 12/ 21/65 

"ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Transmit the following in ΜΝ ᾿Ξ . 

΄ (Type in plaintext or code} Ὁ 

ve/ πατεῖ . | | 
a; = . - ως . - ι . = 

ἜΝ ee Ὁ (ΡΠ, SSS ἢ 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI E (200- 128051) | 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

suszeor: Ceo) 
“iL iN) 

ReBuairtel, dated 12/10/65, and Chicago. airter.® 
12/13/65, concerning the joint CPUSA - CP of Canada Marxist 
Training School, scheduled to ‘be held in ‘Toronto, Canada, from. ° 
1/3/66. 10:328/66, and for the marinum informant coverage possible : 
at the school; 

As. reported by CG 5B24-=S%, the group: of stufents 
attending the scHool from the CPUSA will be limited to fourteen 
students or even @ lesser number... ‘These. individuals-will be | 
hand picked by GUS. HALL ov HYMAN LUMER and only individuals. 
will be chogeri- whom: the Party considers: to bé: potential leaders 
‘of ‘the CEUSA. ‘ 

oa 58oh- gx indicated that. a person οἵ the “status of 
JACK KLING. cowld-be~a candidate. for this. school, The informant 
said that this will be, a leadership school and each person will 
be selected by reason-6£ the fact that he has exhibited leaders | 
ship potential or a potential for such ἃ future responsibility. 

“FERRIS . : 
φ Bureau (309: bebo ἵν ( 

- Chicago.. CO34-46- SUB B) 8010) (RM) of S23 bs (ὦ 
-3 OG - ae 

(1 ~ 134-46) ute 24 
1 - New York ἘΣ 80 ἣ Fs 2h~s*) (42): 
1. - New York 100-13463 

EMN: enid oy (8) _ tog 

ee πα Approved: Sent 2M Per 



NY 100-134637 

Another eriteria for selection to the school may bé 
some persons who are now leaders in the Party and will use the 
school as a refresher course, 

The NYO is alert to this ae afd in the event 
any informant so qualifies for this ion all possible stéps 
will be takento guarantee participation these activities. 



FD-36 (δῦ, 10:29.63) 
O a © ROUTE IN ENVuLOPE 

FZ Date: 12/15/65 

[ Tran ΓΗ the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

για... AIRTEL REGISTERED _ | 
(Priority) { 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) 

NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Go 0 ΄ 
IS-C 5 

airtel, 12/14/6 
CPUSA δαποῦ onary, Was instrye 
Washington/ D.C., to conta 

Ρ 

Me 

ted by GUS HALL to go to 

YAPTHEKER, CAR πόθος Prof. 

the Soviet Embassy there Mh pe 
ilitate a tr nam. 

si bul 
On 12/15/65, CG 50h. S*, whd is currently in NYC, 

reflecting that LEM HARRIS, mA 

Coordinating Committee, will not be a meinber of the aforesaid 
ἘΞ that JOHN LEWIS, Director of Student Non-Violent , 

᾿ delegation to. North Vietnam. 

‘The above anformation is being furnished by 
separate comniunication to the Atlanta Office. 

~ BUREAU (100-428091 ) (RM) 
- CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 5) (avn 

ἢ - ΝΥ 66-6989 . ENV) (ἢ 1) 
1 - N¥ 100- ABHOR Ay) 

som: be α ὁ δ fad 72 (5 aay ΝΠ _patey φορῆ at 

a δι. & 
a 8. DEG 23. Ὅῃξ 

+ ees, -.-- .-... ὦ 

Approved: 

WisSpecia DAG gent in Charge 

— 65 DEC3 0 1065 2 

neg a eg} 

-Πςἀς κι ὅς 

(Ua Sent _.. Citi‘ Per 



FD-36 eh Hyg 6) 

A “a 

o 

Transmit the following in 

| 

ῷ 

nporover: - FZ 

AGB Moo azto0n (RM) REC- 18 

- ACBieac A ° 6 OFC. 27 1965 

65 DEC 80 eS 

Date: 12/21/65 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED _ | 
(Priority) | 

ee a ee fe Le, 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (1004428091) 

FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100134637) 

SUBJECT: OL0 ἦ yy, Ι 

TSC | ye Ϊ \ Pl 1 

city, advised that he had received instructions from et tod es 

GUS HALL to arrange that en |} Ἢ ἡ 
(believed to. atl of Minnésota) and ISADORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN go to Poland to consummate the a yp 
of a Polish stallion... As the Bureau is aware, the 
stallion is being purchased for breeding purposes, 
as a result of which the profits therefrom will be 
given to the CP,USA. 

According to the informant. arrangements for 
the trip to Poland by Hati[ —__—land ‘NEEDLEMAN will, 
be made abroad by HERBERT PTHSKER, who together with Ὧδ 
three other individuals, has gone to North Vietnam on bIC 
δι peace - Ὁ ig not known as yet when NEEDLEMAN 
and HA will ‘leave for Poland, but σα d82t-S* 
believes they will go in the near future. 

It is requested that the Chicago: office obtain 
from σα 5824=s* any further pertinent information regarding los 
the travel of NEEDLEMAN and HaLI[ to. poland, b7C 

“when: such information becomes available. 

W132 
Ζ : . PO 

Tohtesse Che A ny £00 G2E Se Α' , 
A-NY 1οῦ-2386 " 

τ τς Sent MOP er 
ecial Agér nt in. Charge 



NY 1004134637 - - | 

The above information will b ad _the D6 
Minneapolis office urder the ΣΤ ΝΌΟΝ. bic 
instructions to handle this, matter in accordance with , 
current instructions relating to foreign travel by 
security subjects, 



12/22/65 
“CODE 

πως 

CABLEGRAM URGENT 
1 - Shay 

TO LEGAT OTTAWA. 195 —™~ 

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-428091) —-S240 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, INTERNAL SECURITY «= CANADA’: 

REURCAB DECEMBER TWENTY+ONE LAST ADVISING THAT| ΡΕΒΙΒῈΒ 

IDENTITIES OF STUDENTS’ AND LECTURERS FROM UNITED STATES SCHEDULED 

TO ATTEND FORTHCOMING TRAINING SCHOOL ADVISE[ |FULL DETAILS ~~ 

CONCERNING aFenpance AT THE SCHOOL NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME, 

DISTINCT: POSSIBILITY EXISTS FBI INFORMANT MAY ATTEND’; IF HE DOES 

THESE GENCEGANFORMATION WILL BE AVAILABLE WHICH MAY BE OF CON~ 

SIDERABLE VABUE 10 BOTH FBI AND[____] AS ADDITIONAL DETAILS ARE 

DEVELOPED rity WILL BE FORWARDED TO YOUR. OFFICE FOR REFERRAL TO 

Γ΄] AsceRTAIN wHeruer[ 5 [ΠΠ1Π|| HAVE COVERAGE THIS SCHOOL, 

ADVISE? 

wee jpah W 

1 ~ Foreign Liaison Unit ROKER 

NOTE: 
Deal 

The CPUSA-CP of Canada joint Marxist training school, 
scheduled to be held in Toronto, Canada, from 1/3/66 to 3/28/66 is. 
being financed by the Soviets. : and is. to take the place of the 

Tolson scho g normally €'Soviet Union to students, from ἘΠ 
DeLoach τος Canada and the US. hasiibeen approached by the CPUSA "" 
ea pttend this schoo}. ang informant plans to make arrangenents?) 
Gellehoa ——t0 2 ij _ desires identities of studeitsan 

is lect hs CABG RAM | Oe δὶ 
DEC 2 21965 

- ae ——_ _ 

ee are wae! G0) YS, δὸς (ΚΠ μ ‘| ie 



to σα ΤΠ πππτπααο τ Τ-τ 

xe? 

MAIRGRAM &% CABLEGRAM/? CORADIO CTELETYPE τῶ πτοτεξ 
“= SS SR Se Se ee ee ee ee ee eee KH -  - - - - 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, IS-CANADA. 

DECODED Copy —- 
Holmes 

ἮΝ 

URGENT 12-21-65 

TO/DIRECTOR 

FROM LEGAT OTTAWA NO. 45 

~ 

REBULET DECEMBER 7 LAST. 
Ib? BR 

| frais DATE REQUESTED ON URGENT BASIS, IF AVAILABLE, 

DENTAL IES STUDENTS AND LECTURERS FROM US SCHEDULED TO 

ATTEN: TRAY LI Na SCHOOL JANUARY 3 TO MARCH 28, TOGETHER 

WITH ALL AVAL LABLE OPEN. INFORMATION WHIGH GOULD BE USED Ε 

PURPOSE, OF “PRECLUDING THEIR ENTRY INTO CANADA. ἐὰν ἐ 

ὯΝ Ὥ 

it ᾿ 

RECEIVED: 1:3). PM MCS 

4g ὯΝ Ve “FACOG ὁ B74 O 
. etF k ̓ “ἢ Rev Vii. Wachee 

ἰ ao Ε. Nata δ bliin: 
22; 

ΤΩ ΩΝ —oaeo ὌΝ YC TS peppy st 
_ - 

LOG pede [ἢ θῇ ὁ STR δὰ 

alt 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order ta protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 



OPTIONAL Form HO, 10 
MAY 1462 EDITION 
O5a GEN,,RIG. HO, 37 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

s010—<1068 
a 

TO ‘Mr. conrad PY / eas 

FROM “3*5C, F. Downing 

SUBJECT: so 

TERNAL SECURITY - C 

pr 

- δ 
Totson ae real 

DeLsach 
Mohr 
CSPOl seen: 
ΤΟΝ ΟΣ ΟΣ πωνανννιτκκιεν 
Conta 

Felt — ὕ«--.--- - 
pole 
osen 

DATE: December 22, wore 
Trotter — 

“μά ji 
Tete. Room — 
HOIM6S eer 
Gondy . 

Captioned: case involves the Bureau's highly( valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receivin 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

conmuni- 

τὸς On 12/22/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio Station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 
no messages were transmitted. 

ron. ᾿ 
ACTION: 

~ For information. 

Conrad ᾿ς 
Sullivan (Attention: 
Downing 
Newpher 
Paddock ~ 

—- Mr, 

- Mr, 

Mr, 

~- Mr. 
+ Mr. 

Lk 
HS : dek 

\ (7) 

ee be AD 

Ι 

Po 
Bra 7236 

Mr. ds A, 5izoo, Mr, Ἧς G. Shaw) 

a 
ec 9 0O-YI809) —F 21 

, 9. DEC 80 1965 
ὰ ΠΩΣ meee 



1 "ΜΝ 

ῳτομαι ἔξ NOL to s01=106 
MAT 1962 [DITION 

O34 GEM, REG, HO, 27 Ἰ Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLooch = = - 
Casper 

Memoran uMROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἘΞΞ 

TO : Mr. Conrad ; DATE: December 27, 1965 = - 

᾿ Trotter Ν Ν 

ky WHC erence 
2 Tele. Room mew, 

Gandy Ὡς 

7 
SUBJECT: Crore) _— 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

(ot 
_ Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly val ble 

‘confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-’ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 12/24/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 942 GR 189, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The case supervisor in the New York Office was 
advised of the contents upon receipt, as was the substantive 
Supervisor in the Domestic Intelligence Division. 

For information, — /t- 

A 477: - Rpg - (1907). 5 τ 
cay or S DEC 80 1985 

Mr. Conrad ~~ Qye =e 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: o A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

ACTION: 

Mr. Downing 
- Mr. Newpher 

Mr. Paddock PHP ΚΗ 11| 

dake, ΙΝ ὙΠ ς 
HS :dek 

Ν ἊΝ ν ἡ 

(7) . 

tee "ἘΞ 

“- 

. Tho | 
GHJAN3 1266 ~ 



NR 942 GR 189 12/24/65 

| THI SfisfrugscHeDULeF oRyaNuARY[NDE EBRUARY|1966q) [JANUA . 

RY {TVEsDavpeisssaladosilcchleazssa;feos76ekc)len25saf1ni2ef 

. yc eal ofp Vol αἰρανριουρηημουτεηκονεοή 

. KK Grle91 194K cL β12.45:}. 9957. 
™ YPHEDNESDAYP1217 slele924 94lcC 

lcavijsiGnesfly47 4) reeRuaR 

μεὐδηλνκηβήμλους vik ψ] 

CALLS 1 nhlelalahfelyw ashlee iDayy123sals . #1257 Wiissaikc, 

#9937 aK 00 41255:||510795ηκο}} 1515}. |918188 ΚΟ} }6ΑἘ 0818 

Neowtelelales a[ fr imelrsie ivenhi Νμτ Βα ραυϑίν τ βεμνμανυλαν 
-MONDAYANO|FHURSDA\p II NPEBRUARYTRESDAY|ANOITHURSDAY| PLE. 

᾿ ASE(CONF IRMBYPHONElT ODy 9) . 
Vip 

wf 

: 100 <b d§ a 

“Nose, 

G/—- 529 Σ- 

see te ἀν - - --- 

ἘΠ Η 
- , 

{Ἄ 

ΕΝ 

“- ae 

(x  ¢ 

cat cy hers 

"og γνῶ ἜΚΡΔΕ ἩΦΗΠῈ ΧΙΥΟΊΝΙΗ DNF θᾶ, στα 

γι 



᾿ ἦτ τ ΘΝ 12/20} 

NR 942 GR 189 42/24/65 _ 

dl 

99377 95474 25721 115341 27698 87821 40106 22588 62989 81517 

> 66925 40616 56353 71383 27750 03839 87232 77844 61024 11799 

εἰ 17720 67886 76669 16756 70883 44685 41247 94488. 09183 10694 

1477645 83767 71589 16487 34652 94353 26037 56479 682893 94177 

a ἧς 2. ann fy 46604 96340 29346 11413 97794 09003 11270 90589 14444 69064 

65971 24208 73152 90093 07992 17776 50756 43876 78061 49386 
ie 

24484 42041 92548 37360 05504 58598 19381 61844 13478 45692 ; 

- 99426 83713 02937 56719 61359 06876 11214 10011 43909 69202 

17938 35256 64950 05930 43193 19452 69572 31783 32794 18204 

290468 94196 63073 65746 99346 66580 18333 56016 07060 47585 

; 699934 43569 38647 14788 64442 24118 43570 87155 98903 22140 

50111 235197 09741 27514 00644 25565 66511 36089 41923 57879 

TO πὰ 

μαι. 

10235 22640 70945 93177 80221 06442 97545 84505 64831 55952 

——, 

; $2789 20417 77986 71127 20442 66666 79551 88994 62651 33210 

28989 67800 76393 94037 72892 95498 57778 69220 942435 75632 

48656 64498 49327 $6548 58268 47151 69028 30446 24721 23749 
au 

ΒΝ ; 

OLA "WHOT κιξον μον πε arvotnst “pee swod σιοιτγα, - 

ΓΝ ‘= - 7 

'Ὰ ) 85492 54441 83319 55712 96052 06499 74350 15092 11819 91001 

22686 59488 45479 $2801 04684 15572 71357 17956 94872 75700 
mn — 

— ag ee 22993 39329 65659 49971 34096 42883 06336 $6554 76803 

— 

---. oa 

EXCLOSUBE © ! 
00> “256 27. Σ᾽ UGRe εἰ 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 16 ° 
SO1O=104 ΘΟ 

UNITED STATES ϑονίλεμεντ ᾿ 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 12/23/65 

MWY, FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

SUBJECT: p 
Is - Cc b 

pe | 
ReCGlet to Director dated December 2, 1965, 

and NYlet to Director dated December 3, 1965, setting 
forth monthly accounting of Solo and reserve funds. 

It is noted that in reCGlet there is included 
under additions to CP, USA reserve funds the amount of 
$798.00 received in early November, 1965, from the "World 
Marxist Review," Prague, Czechoslovakia, as royalties on 
articles prepared by CP, USA members and published in the 
magazine, On the day following his return from the last 
Solo Mission, November 13, 1965, CG 5824-S* was in contact 
with GUS HALL in New York City and apprised HALL of the 
receipt of these funds and the purpose for which they were 
received. Inasmuch as HALL expected to see the individuals 
for whom these funds were intended that same evening, he 
requested that amount be turned over to him immediately, 
CG 5824-S* did not have those funds with him at that time 
so he requested NY 694-S* to provide them and NY 694-5* 
did from funds he had in his possession. Therefore, NY 694-S* 
turned over to HALL $800.00. Whether the $800.00 given to 
HALL was from CP, USA reserve funds which NY 694-5* was 
carrying or from his personal funds to be reimbursed later 
is not known to CG 5824-S* or to the Chicago Office at this 
time, 

ReNYlet dated December 3, 1965, did not include a 
disbursement of $800.00 from Solo funds for this purpose. 
New York has advised that NY 694-S* has not informed the 
New York Office of this disbursement and cannot be contacted 
at this time to determine the manner in which this disburse- 
ment was made. UACB, no cognizance will be taken of this 
disbursement until NY 694-5* returns to New York City and 
this matter can be discussed with him by the New York Office. 

This matter is being brought to the attention of . 
the Bureau in view of the apparent discrepancy in the reporting 

ay CP, USA reserve: fund, ‘transactions. 

@Burea (RM) ΝΣ de & 3 

3-New York (RM) ΠΣ jo? 9 «τ ὅ G/-§27 
(1 - 100~134637) (SOLO) ᾿ 

T - i rhino (CP, ΣᾺ - Reserve Funds) nee 30 1985 

ΓΤ: % — 



“727-296 Ζ7,.-- GBIF 
ΘΡΗΤΑΓΙΖΆΤΤΙΟΝ, ΝΞ 

IN THIS FILE SKIPPED DURING 

J-/f- 677 

So | 



ΕἾ 536 (Rev. 5-22-64) ' 

Θ 
ΕΒΙ 

w 

Date: 12-93-65 

Transmit the following in. 
’ (Type in plaintext or code) — 

Ι 
[ 
i 
{ 
| 
Ι 
i 
Ι 
Ι 
I 
{ 
Ι 

I 

Via Airtel REGISTERED . | 
᾿ (Priority) Ι 

me ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ae ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Top Director, FBI (105-28091) 

on: Legat, Ottawa (105-684) (P). 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
| IS - CANADA 
A 799-4290 9- Sab 
: 

Ὡς 

ReBUcab 12-22-65..~ oe ΙΔ 

are attempting to effect coverage of the 
forthcoming training school but are encountering problems | 
in this regard. He. was apprised Of information in reBUcab. “- 
Bureau will be promptly advised of any developments in this 
connection. ; 

4 —- Bureaw 
1 ce - Liaison. Direct 

1 - Ottawa . 
jhe “ z 

(5) τς - 

RE 4 ες ᾿ Α΄ δον» 8 Jog-Y 2804 ἜΣ as 
ΟΝ 

. 
| 

WO 
Og — sent

 MO Per —____ τ΄. 

AF Ν ΥΩ in Charge 
cS Ss 



a 
“4 

FD~36 ὌΝ ὦ 
μ ν᾿ 

= TA) ἘΣ ὦ (Ὁ if , | σ΄ Round IN ENV ΡΘΕ 
Date: 49 /20 1/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via _ATRTED 
(Priority) | 

ce me ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee Low te ee 

TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

: FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) ψ R 

| SUBJECT: “Gono? | ont 
AZ eG | | f CO 
“ On 12/17/65, there was received in a New York "4 

mail drop a letter from the Canadiah ‘cP enclosing Fae 
the following message, which, according to ca 5824-s*, ἢ 
who was in New York on 12/17/65, was written by ALF ἢ 
DEWHURST, Cariadian Répresentative to the World Marxist 
Review in Prague. The letter is as follows: 

"For World Marxist Review, ordered by the 
Department of Philosophy: 

"ithe Myth of Freedom! - 

ΝΕ "by: Herbert Aptheker 

“The article to be not more than 25 pages, double- 
spaced, The Department would appreciate receiving the 
MS as -860n as possible, sometime before the end of 
January. Of course, if this is not possible then when- 

| ever it is ready. flew) 7 
νος "The Dept. chief sends his kest regards and hopes 

nevy e that it will be possible for comrade Aptheker to fulfill / 
| qo feos ) this request. ᾿ 

Boe ν ᾿ * τὰ. Ὁ," Q 

: Roo \A@B-Bureau (100-428091) (RM) EX 100 ( Va 

ΤΌ TT SeESSLE co oR δ᾽ (Aan “NY - CG “-5}) τὴν . 
~ ane ᾿ ὃ: Ὁ δε We cA ΟΝ 100~134637 (42) RECS. Lo0- 42 5 : W527 

_ ACB: oe Bh) A . 

(7) ™ . 6 JAN 4 1966 

, ΄ ee 
Approved: TO ᾿ bs Sent .. MP 

65 JAM Ὁ {Spee ai Agent in Charge 



NY 100-13} 637 

The original of the above described letter 
was given to cG 5824-s* for delivery to ΟΞ HALL. 

Reference New York airtel, 12/4/65, to Bureau, 
eopy to Chicago, reflecting that HERBERT APTHEKER, 
member of thé National Committee of the CP,USA, would 
gO to North Vietnam as head of a peace delegation. 

on 12/17/65, σα 5824~s* advised that GUS HALL 
- had planned to go to Maine on thé aforesaid date on a 
fishing trip, but cancelled plans with respect thereto: 
in order that hé might prepare a letter to Ho Chi-minh, 
President of North Vietnam, which was to be delivered 
bY APTHEKER upon the latter's arrival, in. North Vietnam. 
According to σα. 5824~s*, APTHEKER and His delegation 
were scheduled to leave for North. Vietnam on. 12/20/65. 

CG 5824-s* further advised that according to 
HALL, the content of the letter he would prepare to 
HO Chi-minh would:‘be similar in nature to a letter which 
-he shad sent to FIDEL CASTRO. Tt is believed that the 
letter to CASTRO is: that réported in New York airtel 
to Bureau, copy to Chicago, dated 4/17/64. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUT OMET CD ENASS TARTS iy Scire - > ns 
DATE 12-14y2011 ς wm NS — - 

<0 ΝΕ Ο a ae 7 - δα. Belmont. 
ty ' RE: . “ἢ DeLoach - 

- Mr. Sullivan 
- Mr; Branigan - 
- Mr. Cotter 
- Mr, Baumgardner 
- Liaison 
~ Mr, Shaw 

December 22, 1965 

i 

fed ed pd feed pd Ht μὲ fd 

| PEACE DELEGATION TO NORTH. VIETNAM Oo 

Ny memoraridum of December 16, 1065, in the above- | 
. | / captioned matter, reported that Herbert Aptheker, a menber of 

the. National Committee, Communist Party, USA, had beén 
selected by Gus Hall, the Party's General Secretary, to 
tead a peace. delegation to North Vietnam, Aptheker departed 
on this mission on December 19, 1965, 

The following information was supplied by a source 
which has furnished reliable information in the past, 

Gus Hall is known to have prepared a letter to 
HO Chi-minh, President of North Vietnam, and has instructed 
Aptheker to personally deliver the letter to HO as soon as 
Aptheker arrives in Hanoi, North Vietnam, Although the 
actual content of Halits letter is not known, it reportedly Φ τ 
was similar in nature to a letter Hall had previously sent ~ ΩΦ 
to Cuban, Premier Fidel Castro, In his letter to Castro, = = 
Hall conveyed his best wishes for Castro's suecess in the Τὶς ᾿ 
Struggle of the Cuban pedple against the "common enemy, cD Lo o= 
United States imperialism," ES 

_ “YY πὰ o 

ae τὰς Because of the sensitive nature of the source which: ἘΞ 
. rsh j epaesooe the above information, this menorandun is classified x 

<a ἢ TOR SCGEET,. " τῇ pO are 

SS 3 REG. ΞΘ ny 297 ᾿ΕΝ 100-428091 -- ὅ SER NOTE PAGE THO 
μι : 

ἘΞ \\ WGS:pah:skp (14) 
ae τὰ 

F 

Mh teed 

Folson “το τ «Ὁ 
Belmont ww - 
Mob? ων, ὦ... 
DeLoach .. : 

. Casper 
Callahon nee 

Τανοὶ any : ᾿ ᾿ Z : 

πο ΣΡ ΘΕΘΌΝΟΝΙ ; γὺ te 
hie ρου πρρνννα 

Coney i pmicen ©, N πο TELETYBE unit Lt 



_ PEACE. DELEGATION ΤΌ NORTH VIETNAN. ὁ “ 
SPONSORED. ΒΥ THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

νος . 
“-" Classified Wap eckat" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source. 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such révelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, Dissemination 

- 4s being made to Honorable Marvin Watson, ‘Special Assistant to the 
President; Honorabie Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Vice Admiral 
William F. Raborn, dr,, Director of Central Intelligence Agency. 
and the Attorney General by routing slips, Data extracted from 
NYairtel 12/20/65,. captioned "Solo, IS --C." See wemorandun | 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 12/22/65, captioned "Solo, Internal 
Security - Communist," ‘prepared by WGS:pah, 7 

- 
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FROM isc. " ΝΝ 1 - Mr, Sullivan tele. Rooa— DN μῦς, BE, J. Baumgardner 1 - Mr, Branigan 

Ca ie ΝΣ ἢ ἫΝ ie, Baunenardnes SUBJE Polo - ‘ 1 - Mr. Shaw 
1 INTERNAL SECURITY © -. COMMUNIST 

τὸ Be 

ὧν méemoranduii of 12/16/65 reported that Gus ‘Hall, Gener 
Secretary, “Comniinist Party, USA, had sélected Herbert.-Aptheker , a 
member of the Party's National Committee, to lead a Party-sponsored 
peace delegation to North Vietnam, Aptheker departelarhis mission 
on 12/19/65; . 

--ωπρππΠΠ 

‘Liaison 

CG: 5824-- sf μας advised. that. Gus Hall had plarined to leave 
- for a vacation? trip to Maine on 12/17/65, but. canceled his plans in. 
order that he might prepare a letter to HO Chi-minh, ‘President of 
North Vietnam, Hall ‘Anstructed Aptheker to deliver the letter to 
HO as soon as Aptheker arrived. in Hanoi, North Vietnam, Although 
CG 5824-S* did not. have an opportunity to see what Hall had written 
to; HO, Hall told thé-“informant that his letter to HO was’ similar in 
nature to a. letter which he had previously sent to Cuban Premier 
Fidel “Castro; 

‘ --κ 

NY 694-S* had previously made available 8 copy of Hall's “6- : 
letter to Castro, which contained. the best wishés of ‘Hall for 
Castro's success in the struggle’ of the Cuban people against: oy 
"common enemy,. United States imperial iene, τὸς - δ ¢ go a S27 7 

RECOMMENDATTON : | a a 
‘6 JAN 4 1966 

That, thé attached summary of the above information’ we - 
sent to the: Honorable Marvin Watson, Special. Assistant: towthe 
President; ‘Honorable Dean Rusk; Secretary of State; ViceéAdmiral 
William Fe. Raborn, σὺ, Director of Central Intelligence Agency; . 

- the. Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney. General, by: routing 
slips. 5 

™ 

100=-428091 
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WGS: spah/js 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 
Decembey 29, 196 Mr. Conrag DATE: 

Trotter 
Wick = 

Tele. Roos; ae 
Holmes wenneeme 
Gandy 

A ljene’ 
Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

‘confidential informant NY 694-S* who ‘has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him-by radio. 

we 

Φ: | a aA 
SUBJECT: ᾿ Ό 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 12/29/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time the message sent on 
12/24/65, NR 942 GR 189, was. retransmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

my 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J; A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr., Newpher J 
1. - Mr. Paddock z 

a gd λας pgo4— ΡΥ 
HS: dek tas ν _. morn Nena tener 

(7) ε = 
6 JAN 4 1966° 
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Transmit the following in 

_ _ (Type in plaintext. or cade) 

ATRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
oO ᾿ 

βυβύξου: (soto) Ag 

| 4 on 1/4/66, there was received from the Soviets, 
via radio, a ciphered and partially-coded message, the plain 
text of which is as. follows: 

"Due to technical reasons, we were not able 
to pick your Signal up last Thursday. Please 
confirm today by January phone, otherwise 
we are not sure that you have the new radio 
schedule." 

Re above, see NY airtel 12/24/65, reflecting that 
on 12/24/65 the Soviets furnished a radio srhedule for 
January and February 1966. Pursuant to instructions, from. 
the Soviets, the NYO, in the absence of NY 694-S*, madé a 
signal call to a telephone booth in New York, presumably 
monitored by the Soviets, acknowledging receipt of the 

radio schedule. On 12/29/65, the Soviets repeated the 
above message which also was confirmed by telephone signal 

by the NYO. - Ζ 

‘The Soviet reference in the message of 1/4/66 
with respect to "picking up your signal last Thursday" ob 
possibly has the following significance: ΝῊ . 529 a 

{00-YB CEU IZ 
ῷ romareme οὐ 

v4) Cu ee ΕΣ ὌΝ i 
ν fin “Ἔ ἜΜ}. ἊΣ . . 

| Vey Ureau Ay -y6-sup B) (AM RM) w 6 JAN. ‘Z 1966. 1. 1, - We ae L 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv)(4). ἘΞ ΕΝ 
1 - NY 105-14931-Sub Οὐ (NIKOLAT M, TALANOV)(34ay—* -- “ 
1..- NY 100-134637 (Hi? 8 

ACB:msb Ε . ᾿ t ph ny er 

(8). - PH eit 

— ; = 7 

- -..- ᾿ ἷ (ἡ Nf 5: 

cial Ag ἔπι in Charge 65 JAN 7 aS 

, 
"Η “τ 

Approved: . 



NY 100-134637 

Th the event that NY 694-S* should not receive 
in its entirety, or clearly, ἃ radio message, he is to 
contact the Soviets by walky-talky, sending a 4-dot signal 
indicating that he desires the radio. message repeated. If, 
as a matter of fact, the Soviets did not receive the 
confirming telephonic signals, they possibly anticipated 
that NY 694-S* would contact them, as above-described ;by - " 

Walky-talky, on Thursday, 1/27/66. 

The message} of 1/4/66 was given to CG 5824-s* 
who was. then in New York City. 

The NYO will send the requested telephonic 
signal call to the Soviets on the evening of 1/4/66. 

-2 
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9 UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT - 

MemorandumRoure IN ENVELO = 
TO Mr. Wi Ce. SiLliv - DATE: December 20, 1965 = i 

τ ‘ 1 - Belmont i 
FROM Mr. F. J. Baumgardner: i» DeLoach Holmes ———— 

(Attention: M.. 

iy 1 = Mohr 67 δον 
«5; - 1. Callahan Shy 

SUBJE 6010) 1.. Ἐς Row) 
oad INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST Sullivan Δ- 

1 = Baumgardner 
lL = Donohue . 
1... Shaw 

Ay (Solo is the code word referring to the liaison.) 
performed by our informants between the Communist Party» TSA 
other » ‘communist parties of the world,) - 

Special Agent in Charge, Chicago, by letter 12/16/65, 
\recotimended that a personal letter of appreciation and an award 
of $1,000 be afforded CG 5824=S* for having subjected himself to 
extraordinary risk in traveling.to the Soviét Union and 
Czechoslovakia on Solo Mission 19 toobtain vital intelligence data 
pertaining to current developments in ‘the international communist 
movelient ; 
ὧν - 

ς Ὃ You will recall that .cG 5824-S*, traveling under an | 
assumed identity and in a covert manner, .was on Solo Mission 19 
“from-.10/19/65 to 11/12/65; During that period informant con- 
ferred in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia with important 
functionaries, including, Soviet Presidium member Mikhail Suslov 
and “Czechoslovakian President Antonin Novotny, As a result of 
these high level contacts, CG 5824-5s* has supplied us ‘with much . 
‘sought~after. data concerning current. developments in the inter JL 
national communist movement. This has enabled. us to disseminate 
to top Government oe ealing) GAL igencedata which is vital in 
shaping our foreign policy, S}-JUoO RECs 52 JOG 1- 2 SOU. - — FS FOO 

Some,-of the more important items of intelligence infor- 
mation obtained by CG 5824-S* on this mission PertaGnddits the 
progress of the: action in Vietnam and the intentions. of the com-= 
munist world in that regard, the amount and type"or aid furnished 
by the Soviets to North Vietnam, Soviet views on the future of the 
Sino-Soviet rift, a current, analysts of the struggle for power 
among the leadership of _the. Soviet. Union, the fact that the Soviets 
are considering the formation of a hew international communist 

“100-428091 τος, 
‘Enclosures id aes - 

CONT INUED~=-OVER 
WGS: ἜΝ: . . 

Shim WH Pp iz 
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- appreciation, it will be returned to the Chj 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan - 
Re; SOLO 
100-428091 

tae 

organization to improve relations between fraternal parties and 
the granting by the Soviets of a $700,000 financial subsidy to 
the Communist Party, USA, for the year 1966; 

Solo Mission 19, as in all preceding missions, was an 
extremely arduous undertaking. CG 5824-S* was in ill health at 
the inception of the mission and returned.to the United States’ 
With many of his physical ailments more seriously aggravated; 

OBSERVATIONS : 

The intelligence data obtained by CG 5824-S* on 
Solo Mission 19 is invaluable and cannot be measured in dollars 
and cents. Inasmuch as his activities in this operation place 
his life in jeopardy, his willingness and cooperation in carry- 
ing out his mission certainly merit special recognition; 

It is noted that since 1/1/65 this informant has been 
paid a total of $12,9505 for services rendered. (this is the 
equivalent of a Grade 13 Agent) During this same period he 
has received meritorious awards in the amount of $2,000, 

. 

(1) That CG 5824~$* receive a personal letter of 
@ppreciation.as well as an award of $1,000, 

ον 
* r 

a” — so 

(2) That the attached letter bé sent to’Special Agent | 
in Charge, Chicago, authorizing the payment of $1,000 to CG-'5824-S* 
and instructing the Special Agent in-Charge to make the presentation 
of the award along with the attached personal ‘letter of appreciation, 
(After the informant has had an opportunity jto read the: ‘letter of 

cago Office and retained 
+ ry id 

in the office safe.) & 
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Date: 12/24/65 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plaintext or.code) 

Via RTEL — ! 

" {Priority} [ 

en ae ee ee ee ee eee eee ee ee ee ις--.................Ψ.Ψ 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: sac, N i} YORK (100-134637) nD 

. “ 
sussson: (Sou ’ | | ἴω 

18 7 ¢ . | 6-& rey 

On 12/24/65, there was received from the 
Soviets, via radio, a ciphered-partly coded message, the 
plaintext ¢ which is as follows: ‘ 

"This is radio schedule for January and 
February 1966, January - Tuesday 1215-B493KC, 1235-9376KC, 
1255-101L28KC, call sign 63D-repeat D. Friday 1205-8372KC, 
1225-9119KC, 1245-9957, call sign F-repeat F, 47. 
February «= Wednesday 1217-9249KC, 1237-10343KC, 1257-11533KC, 
call sign N2@X-repeat.2X. Friday 1235-9937KC, 1255-10795KC, 
1315-12188KC, call sign 8R-repeat ἢ. Time is given in 
GMT. Walky-talky days will be in January, Monday and - 
Thursday, in February Tuesday and Thursday. Please 
confirm by phone today.” 

The above message was telephonically transmitted , 
to the Chicago Office with instructions that this 
information be given immediately to CG 5824-S*, who will * 

“νοῦ REC- §2 nn 

“* Bureau (RM) 406-425 o7/ -ὅ- 56} 
WV Chicago (134-46)(SUB B) (RM) 
1 - New York {107 319 4/ 
1 - New York 13-91) (INV) (42) 
1 - New York 

+ +AGB:1 js ew 

Ot Tor 
AOPTES 

Approved: 9. 1965 : ‘Sent 
" Ἢ ial Agent in Charge 

6 er ΔῊ ¢ bole 



NY 100-134637 

handle it by reason of the absence from NY of NY 69}- 5}. 
The NYO will make the telephonic confirmation requestéd, | : 
by the Soviets, which consists of a signal telephone call 
to a telephone booth at 7:05 PM on the evening of 12/24/65, | | 

2 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pATE: December 16, 1965 

- 

FRoM : SAC, sh (134-46) 

Re New York tel to Bureau dated 11/13/65 and subse- 
quent communications from Chicago setting forth results of 
the 19th Solo Mission undertaken by CG 5824-S* during the 
period October 19 to November 12, 1965. 

It is being recommended that the personal sacrifice 
and bravery of this informant which produced outstanding 
results from this mission be recognized in the form of an 

| award in the amount of $1,000 and letter from the Director 
with his personal commendation for this informant's 
accomplishment, 

value to our country. CG 5824-S* was given access to 
information of paramount importance to both the United States 

“and the USSR by virtue of his many years intimate association 

As on past missions, this trip resuited in the 
acquisition of intelligence information of outstanding 

eS with leaders of the highest rank within the ruling bodies of 
ἃ ὦ the Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU) and the government 
‘YD of the USSR. 

\3 5S 
( a The following are a few examples. - 

| Q ΩΝ One of the most important items of information 
obtained by this source pertained to the progress of the war 

( SU, Viet Nam and the intentions of the communist world in 
his regard. CG 5824-S* reported. the analysis and stated 

\Nintentions of the communist powers in regard to Viet Nam 
~as revealed to him in conversations vith MIKHAIL .SUSLOV, a 

A Amember of the Presidi secretary of the Central 
~Committee, CPSU; and ANTONIN. NOVOTNY, President of the 

~Geeghoslovak socialist Republic διὰ Est Secretary of the 
Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia. CG 5824-S* also 
was able to report thie. amount “and type of aid furnished to 
our Vietnamese eneniies! by:‘the’ USSR as contained in secret 
documents in Soviet files. 

CE owrens (RM) ea 8) Ate όθᾶ.-. F280 f S 32 
1“- Chicago = 

JRW:mec ee “ες: 

(3) δι 

- " RECORDED COPY FILED iy G/- 766S7— 5 JAN 13 1968 el 
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CG 134-46 | . : 
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Second, a factor bearing upon miny future decisions. 
of our government is the status of Soviet-Chinese relations, 
In discussions, with SUSLOV and BORIS N., PONOMAREV, a ~ - 
‘Secretary of the Central Committee, CPSU, CG 5824-S* was - - 
brieféd on the Soviet dnalysis of their differences and ; 
obtained an insight into the official Soviet view of the . - ᾿ 
‘future of this rift in the world’ communist movement . εν ᾿ 

ας. ΝΒΟΝΝ 

Third, as a result of his discussions and observa- 
tions. while in the USSR, CG 5824-S* was also able to give a. 
current informed andlysis ὁ the struggle. for power aviong 

ithe leadérShip of the Soviet Union. ~ 

Parties, This could eventua: 
future international obganiza tion, possibly a new Comintern. - — - 

. _ kh addition to the above, 0G 5824+S* handtea- 
_ ‘humerous inner-Party tasks. for GUS HALL, Genéral Secretary, 
CPUSA, and thus consolidated his position with the ‘leader-— 
ship of the CPUSA and assured the coptinuation of the Sdlo 

co apparatus. Further, CG 5824+S* negotiated the annual 
ἮΝ _ Subsidy Of the CPUSA by the CPSU. in the aiiount of $700 ,.000 
Ἔ for the year 1966. This was the primary purpose of the 
" mission insofar as GUS HALL was concerned and contributes in large measure to thé informant's position of trust and 

confidence with HALL. ‘ Even béforé leaving Moscow: this 
time, the baSis was laid for the néxt mission. The CPSU 
extended an invitation to the CPUSA to send. a fraternay - 
delegation to the XXIII Congress. οὐ the CPSU in Jate March,. _ 
1966, and stated that théy expect CG 5824-S* will be a 
member of that delegation. τ - 



. CG 184-46. | oo 

. This mission, as in all preceding missions, was an extremely arduous undertaking. CG 5824-s* was already in very ill health at the inception of this trip in view of 
the heavy pressure of work prior to his. departure. Due to 
the rigors of such trayel in Such a concentrated span of time, CG 5824-S* returned to the Untted States. with many Ὁ OL-his physical ailments more seriously aggravated.- It Should be noted that CG 5824-s* was not accompanied by his —~ - Wife on this trip and, therefore, was not able to rely upon: her as in the past to absorb. much of the detail involved in covert travel. The physical and mental Strain upon the . anformant, already in chronic 11} ‘health, resulted upon his _ return. to the United States in almost complete physical . collapse, a condition from which he has not as yet fully _recovered. ᾿ ΝΝΝ 

ὑ | 1 δῃῃ sure we need not dwell upon how hazardous an " undertaking each of these missions is and how much skili, 
initiative, and resourcefulness is required to bring it off 
successfully time and time again. Since he is traveling 
under an assumed- identity and in a covert manner, he could 
disappear and thére would-bé πὸ question raised, In spite 
of having full knowledge of this fact, he unhesitatingly 
undertakes these missions. He has. digplayed great personal 
courage in the face of extraordinary risks and complete 

᾿ disregard for his own safety and health, as a result. of 
bo _ Which information οἱ outstanding value to the government was 

obtained. 

Because of the tremendous risks involved and the | 
great personal sacrifices from the standpoint of health, "° “‘Nental strain, and personal sacrifice in. time involved 
in carrying dut this mission, it is recommended that the 
Bureau: approve an award to CG 5824-S* in the amount of. 
$1,000 to be accompanied by a letter from the Director 
commending the informant for his actions in the successful - 
completion of another Solo Mission. — 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT REL 4 

Memorandum ~ 
το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/29/85 

δ ΠΩ : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Ceo SUBJECT: Ν 

Enclosed herewith, for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, ΘΗΝ AND EVELYN VAP IADE 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA." ee “249 eee 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was contained in a New Year's greeting card 
addressed to CG 5824-S* which was received on December 23, 
1965, at a mail drop box maintained for the informant'’s use 
in the Solo operation. The greeting card noted that this 
is a new address for the VAFIADESes. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
in order to protect this highly placed source 

who is furnishing information on the highest level concerning 

the international communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure 
Might jeopardize the security of this informant, thus adversely 
affecting the national security. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been prepared at Washington, Ὁ, C, 

sgf08 

- PLL a thn fee ja“ 
(Buregu, (Enc. 4) (RM) 
1L~New Yor (100-134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 
- 5 . πο Bo. ἡποϑοσ- ΣΟΥ is 6325. 
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ICLASST FICATION AUTHORITY DERTVED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUITE ΕἾ 

IS oh 

Τ 

ATE ᾿Ξ 3... 28 }}} 
Ο 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, " 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
File No. 

December 29, 1965 

Tomespn 
Fa 

JOHN AND eVELYT SAE LADES " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

On December 23, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
eliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

John and Evelyn Vafiades are former members of the 
Communist Party, USA, now residing and working in Prague, 

5 \Czechoslovakia. As of mid-December, 1965, their address 
Vee and phone number in Prague was as follows: 

Praha 10 
S¥aliste cv p. 2071 
Strasnice 
Phone: 97-24-62 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency, 

ENCLOSURE 

jou- «ο΄ δοφ... 5S, 50:3 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ale —S πα  ΕΡΈΣΕΣ. 

Rosen —_—_———— 

Tolson 

| 
NTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

TO Mr. Ἐς J. Baumgardner“ ate: January 6, 1966 Sullivan —— 
Trotter ——__ 

1 » Baumgardner Tok, Room 
FROM Mr. W. G. Shaw υ 1 - Shaw Holmes 

SUBJECT: 

This memorandum outlines the material developed during Solo 
Mission 19 and will assist in locating pertinent data within the Solo 
file, 

DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION AIRTEL SERIAL 

AUSTRALIA (cP OF) cacncccncvescccesccvccenccccssesesscee stl /18/65 5200+ 

AARON, 1, (General Secretary, CP of Australia) .sseseoeeeLl/18/65 5200 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE HOTEL (Moscow, USSR) .cscccsccsessacacs 12/2/65 5252 
CHERNOV, LEONID (International Dept. — USSR) .ccccecees set l/18/65 5200* 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL (7th Congress) ..ccccccceccsesesell/18/65 5200: 

11/22/65 5211 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (Fight Against Racism)....ecccecessll/24/65 5221 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Party Congress to be held May, 1966...........117167265 5200* 
Internal Situation, *#e¢ ones Φ Φ ὃ ὃ ὁ Φῷ ἢ ᾧ ὃ ὁ αὶ ὅ ᾧ δ δᾷ .117177)65 5200* 

Interest in Education within USA. ..ssseosceesetl/24/65 5229 

DENNIS, PEGGY (CPUSA member traveling in USSR)....cee.e.11/24/65 5224 
DEWHURST, ALF (Canadian CP representative to WNR).......11/18/65 5200+ 

ungarian CLtizen) .cccscecsevccvccccscevett/24/65 5224 
(CPUSA member traveling in USSR)...-....31/30/65 5244 

εἶ IN ΟΡ OF) «««.εουοσοοονοοοοονοονσοοσονοοοοο...,112237)65 
GUEVARA, ERNESTO "CHE" (Cuban official). sccccesssccececsetl/18/65 ΕἾ 

5238 

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOLO MISSION LO. cccceccccssccccvcvcseveestl/13/65  5200* 
HO Chi-minh (President of North Vietnam) ...cccccccseccsell/18/65 5200 

INDONESIA (Political situation) ..csssccccscccccccccsceesetl/19/65 9200%* 

JOHNSON, BEATRICE SISKING (CPUSA Cuban Representative).,.11/26/65 5226 

KORIANOV, VITALY Se τ ee eee . ae Be ON eee wey 65 5210 

BAW EL" foa- 92507 — SSO 

CONTINUED-~6GyBit' 10 1966 

100-428091 

wee pe 

rye “ 

65 JAN 13 1966 

cr 



Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO 
1L00=428091 - 

LATIN AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP MEETING (April, 1966)......6..117216765 5200* 
LIGHTFOOT, CLAUDE (CPUSA Vice « Chairman). 

* Speech to 7th Congress of Communist InternatlZ11/18/65 5200* 
Activities in Czechoslovakias.cecscccccovesseell/30/65 5244 

MOSTOVETS, NIKOLAT’ (Soviet official) 
"POSLELON sc coccecccecccvccicctecescsesceces soll /22/65 9210 

Visit to United States. ...ciscccsessscvecesesstl/24/65 5212 

NEW ERA BOOKS (CPUSA OUTLET) .ccccccccscvevesvcvccceseese ls /24/65 5223 

NEW WORLD REVIEW. (Soviets give financial aid)..seecseesell/19/65 5200: 
NOVOTNY , ANTONIN (Czechoslovakian Offdolal) .++++90+0s 11/17/68 5200* 

[___ kvaettang USSR) DOEHEH OOH OTEORHOEREL ERE EERE HO 11/22/65 5218 

PERLO, VICTOR (CPUSA MEMDEL) ceoceccccceseccceccsesesecsell/30/65 5244 

POLISH STALLIONS ‘TO BE GIVEN CPUSA. cossesvccevegesoecesstl/2a/65 5227 

PONOMAREV, BORIS N® (Soviet OFLIciAaL) coccecccedocesseessts/23/65 5213 

PRAGA PRESS (Czéchs to Q1d) cececccosccccecceescosevencestl/30/65 5247 

PUERTO RICO (CP OL) osecccccccccssccesscccccsssescescessets/29/65 5241 

SHARKEY, LAURENCE (CP of AUStLALIA) ccecsscccecesesecesscll/18/65 5200* 
SHIELDS, ART 

Moscow Correspondent of "The Workér"...e+seee11/23/65 5217 
‘Travel to East GOYMANy.cecesccceccecccescseds oll /30/65 5246 

SOLO OPERATION 

Discussions with Soviets re .communications....11/23/65 5220 
Outline of Informant’s travel on MisSion,..3..11/26/65 5228 
Evaluation of information by CIA and DIA,.....12/16/65  5200* 

SOVIET UNION a 
23rd Congress to open 3/28/66. «νον ον όσον... 11718765 5200* 
Plans to establish international body...ecseesll/22/65 5231 
Current status of leadersShip.cccccssceccesvesell/2Z2/65 5230 
To prepare bibliographies on World CP leaders.11/29/65 5241 
Plans to print book by Gus Hall,..scccccsceeestl/30/65 5245 
Visit by CPUSA Delegation re Nov. Celebration.11/30/65 5244 
Reimbursement to CPUSA for travel expenses.... 12/1/65 5264 

TIMOFEEV, TIMUR (Position in USSR) oo cccisesevccecessces cbl/22/65 5231 

VAFIADES, JOHN (EVELYN) (Payment of CPUSA dues) ..eceeeeeLl/24/65 5222 
VENEZUELA (CP OL) ccccccccccsccccccccesecccssesceccvones ell / 24/65 9215 

CONT INUED=--OVER 

- ἃ = 



Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Res: SOLO 
100=428091 

VIETNAM 

Soviet documents relating to aid..sccccesvesestl/16/65 
Soviet views MNesecoseccccescccccssccessesesestst/18/65 

τος ι [ ctivities in. Hungary) .<oseoee el /24/65 
(CPUSA dues payments) ....+¢+2.211/24/65 

ORLD MARXIST REVIEW 

Funds to CPUSA for royalty payments......e0.-L1/22/65 
Kavelenko in charge of finances...sceeceeseee sll /26/65 
General GISCUSSIONS ὁ ὁ seecececicvscdercrevees etd /29/65 

ἐν 
ACTION: 

- 

None; File for record purposes, ee 

5Z200* 
5200* 

5214 
5222 

5216 
5225 
5240 



TO 

FROM: Ζ' 

- SUBJECT:, 

i 

ΒΗ 

STINE FORA A 19 
MAY 1581 EDITION 
O54 GEM, REG, NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Mr. commas YU 

d= 106 

Tolsan - 
Del.oath ————- re 

F, Downing Holmes ---------- 

SOLO - 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~- C 

; Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 1/7/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 495 GR 45, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: [ 

For information. [« 72 

j00—- { δ᾽ ο71).- 
NOT RECORDED 

10 JAN 12 1966 

S$ 
Mr. J, A..Sizod, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Enclosure 
bal 

ne 

Conrad 
Sullivan (Attention: 

. Downing 

. Newpher 
Paddock 

+ 

G5 JAN 12 1966 



ae TCT SS i ee ee ere ὦὄ 

᾿ * ‘ " "F “ ‘ .- ν" aA . > £ 2 * die . 
- 

- 

, | 1/7/66 
¢ 

: 
| : “εἰ NR 0495 GR 045 01/07/66 | 

76666 69814 92526. 93694 33786 39009: 47414 98222 39434 63425 ἮΝ 
| 

90226 04489 29150 33579 87734 19792 54812 28929 77747 78297 ¢ 

69867 59919 19407 28255 22506. 23145 68125 62308 93027 04362 ' 

29656 24059 70925. 12043 40271 03035 32681 18426 16110 48307 -_ 

66912 773841 17674. 64007 04014 i 

NR 0495 GR 045 01/07/66 

7 i . . . 
UNTJLWowWEHAVEWOTRECET VED} OURCONF]RMAT-LONITHA TY OUAR 

᾿ EIREADY|T OWORKACCORD INGNEN|TUGSCHEDULE),PLEASECONSUL TE ΝΞ 

PRINGRNDGONF IRHffoDAYpYpaNuARYPHONE| peas . _ 
J " Ἀ | C 

1 € 
f Ε ‘ 

! 

, i ¢ 
| é i 

Ν Ϊ 

4 , C 
᾿ | 

hot 
' 'ς 

πὰ ἀρ τ τσ a tr OR EER EE ame τς =e - a -- 

᾿ μ CLOSURE, 
Ζ“6δ6 = YOO!) - 
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οὐιοναι σης NO, 10 
MAY 1692 EDITION 

Gta Gtr, LEO, HO, 17 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

ole=106 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ro » Conrad WG 

FROM? Cp C.F. Downing 

SUBJE 
" INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Talson 

Casper 
CH Gh an Ἰατττττατττταννν: 

ht re 

. R = = 
DATE: January 4, 1966, » - 

Trotter, - 

/ Wick = 
Tele, Room ——_e 
Holmes 

Captioned case involves thé Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. - 

On 1/4/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at Which time ‘a message, NR 271 GR. 47, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attactied. 

The New ‘York Office is. -Ayare, of the contents. 

ACTION: gs 

For information. 
αὶ 

\ ἘΝΘΡΟΒΌΣΣ 

Enclosure 

- Mr. 
- Mr. 

Mr. 
~ Mr. 

- Mr, 
4 

/ HS : dek 

) (7) 

ὙΠ 188 

Conrad 
Sullivan (Attention: 
Downing 
Newpher 
Paddock ΠΗ κε 

Ι 

100 ~ 420 /— 
HOE RE RECORD ‘ 

10 JAN 8 71966, 

i -- 

Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Μυ;- W. G. Shaw) 



Jee nl, | 
᾿ _ ῷ 1/6 ! 

| 

, NR 271 GR 47 | 1/ 4/66 | 

85302 11451 38785 89206 97266-62337 87302 26480 58133 32883 

ἡ 24950 55827 15443 60966 41558 33513. 66205 08907 21984 88254 ' 
. - 

27319 96448 46595. 28643 49116 $4448 05599 75645 58205 78256 | 

92461 70511 48379. 75120 77302 08124 64475 - 09202 42242 62224 

“03173 85395 45170 167441 86269 84379 35087 

J 

NR 271 GR 47 4/4/66 

or J 

| pue{ oftecuwi caLReasonghelenehorpaLelroP ἀν νου ον ΑΙ} 

} UPL AST|THURSDAY},PLEASE[ONF IRM{TODAYpYf. 

HERWI SEWE]AREWOTISURE| HAT} OURAVENEMTUGECHEDUL |, κα 

i 
1 

τη πα - aan πὶ - -- we πὰ, Ὁ -- -π--ὐς.- -- - -ὸὖὖᾧ΄ὄ. - τοῦ πὸ ee ee a a το τ Ὡς 

‘ 
7 

! 
i 

᾿ 
i 

@4EMCAD FORMA, Pr ἘΠΕῚ $0. ΟΝ Αἱ 

AO 0~ A507 / ~ Ν 
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ἐὰν 2 
Bo Η 

ΝΞ . ° κα Ι 
FD-36 (Rav, $-22-64) ar ᾿ ᾿" 

= I 

Transmit-the following in > 

| 
oo (Type in plaintext o

r το] 
AIRTEL ΜΝ 

β 

, 
| 

(Priory) 
: - 4 

dL TO : ‘DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ἫΝ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637). be 
ΠῚ ' : oO εὐ 

: ! * SUBJECT: Goto? | | . 
: 7 IS-¢ 

4 There was received from the Soviets, via radio,on 1/7/66, 
a ciphered, partidlly-coded message, the plain text of which 

is as follows: . 

"Until now we have not received your confirmation 
ΝΣ that you are ready to: ‘work according to, new radio 

. ἰὼ; ‘schedule. Please consult JACK BROOKS. and 
: | confirii today by January phone." 

As reflected in NY airtel, 1/4/66, the Soviets, 
on two previous occasions, have not received telephonic: 

_ Signals confirming that a radio message has ‘been received. 
. + Upon receipt of ‘the radio message on 1/7/66, the NYO 

i” ascertained that the telephones to which the confirming 
ye signals were being. sent were not operative. As a result 

of reporting this information to the New York Telephone yi 
Company, the said telephones were repaired. On 1/7/66 the 
NYO will send a confirming signal call to the scheduled 
January telephone nuniber. 

ἘΞ ΄ an a Bureau (ἘΜ . ΄ : 
1.+' Chica cere ̓δοβυὺ B) (AM eu) | fe) . 

1 - NY 13H -91 (INV) (42 joo~ ἐῤεῦσ- 6 3 Os 
1 = N¥ 105-14 am Sub -¢ (TALANOV) (341) ne πὶ 
1 - NY 100-13 637 (41) ὦ 42 1988 

ACB:msb / τ τἀ ᾿ we τὸ JB _ 

: rr 

Approved: ‘Sent = M~—O~Per 



δὲ προ Soha “ - ort FORM Ho. 10 ᾿ 

UNITED STATES cov unset ™ 

Memorandum 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/5/66 

| PROM ς SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) | νι “9 
SUBJECT: Cone 

is -—c GY 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated December 
ὦ, 1965, 

accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and CP, 
USA Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824-S*. Set forth 

Ἵν ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 

below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession — 
of CG 5824-S* as of 11/30/65 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, First National Bank of Chicago, 
Chicago, Illinois — $61,000, 00 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 115,394.00 

CP, USA - Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois . 4,048.00 

Total $180, 442.00 “2 

Additions Ri. 

2 
Solo and CP, USA - Reserve Funds 4 700-42. §OUl— 530 
--------------ς---.--ς--ςς-. 

ἴω pl ; eee ΝΠ... ἰανυδει 

> N bp. τ δ . Ne ΝΣ EQ one. 7 “τὸ JAN 12 1966 
4 ᾧ Ny «tf \ ᾿ς "" ἱ sbi. . 

Q! (2+Bureau (RM) ΩΝ 7 4 — eal 
 2~New York (RM) 

«| -ς (1 - 100-134637 (SOLO) | 
a (1 - 100-128861 (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) 

1-Chi icago. ae 

GE JikNenbig 66 
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CG 134-46 Sub Ε΄ 

Disbursements -- 
[ἢ 

- Solo 

12/1765. to LOU DISKIN, Modern ΝΕ ; ον τὶ Ξε 
ον Book. Store, for books purchased . ΝΞ ἜΚ 
and -sent abroad . | $ 36,00 ° | ΕΞ ΕΣ 

. οὐ, τῶ 12/1/65 as, price - of. shoes pur= τε ν μὰν ΞΕ : 

ἜΝ a ~ thased-for GUS: BALL, and. sent > ΜΗΉΉΈΤΈΕΞΞΞΕ ᾿ 
- ays ; to. NYC” Ε - 2a . 97. pre - 

τ τοῖν τ 12/2/68 Gost of pens, ‘fillers, oO τ , 
ἘΝ ᾿ "and Mis¢ellIaneous items sent 7 cM ΞΕ Ν 

ον in part ag. birthday. pitt to ..-.* . : ᾿ - 7 
' | NIKOLAT V. MOSTOVETS, Head of 3°. Po -- τιν ες 

ἦτ sthe North ahd South American - : - τὸς τὸς ae 
- Séction, Intérnationab Depart so SO 
ent, “Central Committee, CP of ᾿ . 

po ΦΧ. - "Ὁ the; Soviet ‘Union; and. to other ω ΝΙΝ ν΄. ᾿ 
πον τὸς CPSu- officials. a 41.007 2. 2 τ Ὁ 

_ τς 12/4-6/65 for. price. of shirts, cuff ες ᾿ 
ἐς πιο Tinks, and miscellaneous items of - - = oy 

ΝΣ clothing ‘purchased for GUS HALL ἢ me ; 
‘in connection. with: television and ως ΤΣ Ν 
press conference, Chicago, 12/6, - . oe ἴον 
“plus cost oF £oods Lodging, enter— 7 aan 

. tainment, ete. for HALL, 12/4 os 
τ 6/65 To . 110,00 * — 

. 12/5/65 to. GUS: HALL as ‘cash reserve _ oo 
> fon travel. -- ΒΩ 400.00 

ΝΞ 12/8/65: to "μαλ. WEINS Licaga |: a a 
ot ἐδ be transmitted Spc τ τ τ τ το ae 

, _ - | Youngstown, Li *usé ‘in re- ae 
& eotablishite | Jin business: 3,000.00 a 

ναοῦ δὶ 12/8/65: to. MAX WEINSTEIN - ‘as addi a ee ΕΣ 
ΠΥ τ τ tidnal investment. (for part of BO τς π ΝΕ. 

τς Building purchase pricé) in con- - ΝΕ : ως τὐ τ Ὁ 
᾿ “nection with, CP: interest An bumper “3 καρ δ eg 

Q 

business ΝΕ τὸ Ὁ 3,000,007 - war 

-» 12/8/65 to LOU DISKIN for purchase ©. - »" 
ες of ‘books’ sent” abroad a 60,006 

12/8/65, as, postage for books. sent ΞΟ = 

abroad - ' §,00“ , ΝΞ 

᾿ ᾿ = 2 -ὩἋ4ἼῈ ΝΞ | rot - 

ΕἸ Ξ ~~ 4 τ τῆς - = 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

12/12/65 for rental of Hertz 
automobile, NYC, used in con- 
nection with ineeting of HALL, 
Yonkers, NY 

Expenditures during week of 
᾿ 12/12/65; . 

Price of Uher 400 Tape 
-Recorder' and attachnients 

, purchased in NYC for GUS 
᾿ HALL, 

Amount paid to LEN HARRIS, New 
York City, to cover travel ex- 

. penses. relating to two trips 
to Soviet Embassy, Washington, ἮΝ 
D.€,, to arrange for visas for 
Vietnam delegation 

Cash personally © provided GUS . 
HALL, NYC © . 

; Food, entertainment, and mis- 
F ceLlaneous expenditures: in NY 

on, behaif of GUS HALL and- LEM 
HARRIS ~ 

Expenses for rail transportation, 
-food, etc., related to trip of 
CG. 6653- 5 to New Haven, Connecticut , 

| t tt 

On. 12/18/65 reimbursement to CG 5824-S* . 
for expenses. connected with travel to 

NYC 12/11-18/65 for méetings and dis- 
cussions with HALL and for handling CP 
matters, Total amount expended $408,.22 
for air fare, family plan, round-trip, 
NYC, -lodging, and transportation NY less 

$250. 00 expenses received from Bureau 158. 22 

$7,850.29 



Ν Balance of funds in possession δὲ 

OG ὁ ἰθ646 Suh Σ 

CG 5824-S* as of. 12/34/65 

Soko 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, First National Bank of Chicago, 
Chicago, illinois — $ 61,000, ΟὉ 

| Maintained in cash in safe deposit ᾿ -. 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, ae 
Chicago, Illinois . ‘107, 643.. 71 

ΟΡ, USA - Reserve Funds 

Maintained in, ‘cash in safe deposit .- ᾿ 
box, Michigan Avene National Bank, : 
Chicago, tiitnois. _ _ 4,048 1:00. 

Total $172,591.71 
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+ UNITED STATES GERNMENT : Q 

Memorandum 
TO : DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 2/5/66 

Af : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 

SUBJECT:( SOLO 

Ἴ5- Ὁ 

Remylet 12/3/65. 

, The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds during the month of 
December, 1965: 

CREDITS 

12/1/65 On Hand $1, 023,533.78 

DEBITS 

12/17/65 To GUS HALL, part 
thereof (not specified) 
for travelling expenses 
to Poland of ISIDORE GIBBY 
NEEDLEMAN and HALUL's 

$1.0, 000.00 

12/17/65 To LENA SCHERER to _ 
defray CPUSA National 
office expenses 30,000.00 20,000.00 

993,593.77 

At 

Ae 4 é 

CIB iM) 
- i i3iesk a 4. ΜΟΥ ἣν B) (RM) Ja 

1 - NY 13 1 CaNV 
1 - WY 190-128 61- AS (CPUSA, RESERVE FUNDS) (42) 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637A (41) ~ ° “" bh be - 

ACB:msb ne. ~ FRFOTl— | 
(6) | BEL SS (od YRS 7/— 5307 

\ fo JAN 32. 1966 q 

Ρ, Ao 
i2 R aan wha 

#20 JAN Lo Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



"ONY o0-13K637. oa 
_s - -- — , i 7 ᾿ - - ᾿ τ 

τς ‘The above palencé, δι, 603,533. ἴθι as ‘of Ρ 12/31/65, = 
is maintained as follows, according to aw eas 

Vault - 67 Broad St. branch of C.B.N. Υ. tT, Co.” = 000. 00 | 
- Vault - 20 Piné ‘St. branch of. ¢,B;Nv¥.T. Co... - 58} 609.00 . 
JACK BROOKS regular checking, account #1,. “Log 
(009 -: ~228919}, 20 Pine St. brarich of C.B.N. Yt. | 33,924.78 

JACK BROOKS regular checking*account #2, 
(O01 232835), 20 Pine St.. branch of O.B.N.Y. π', - 36,000.00 

. JACK BROOKS regular checking account #3, _ et, 
(001- -25379}}.: +20 Pine St. branch, _C.BeN.Y.T. ΠΝ 

NYO Vault at National City’ Banik, ae, 
7end St. and 3rd Ave, ἐν ον 215, 60.00 

ἐς ᾿ " - κα τον Ν ̓ τὸς ᾿ Ἦ - ᾿ ᾿ + ᾿ + oy ᾿ 3, ἘΞ ΣΕ 15 

Note: 10. .8. N.Y. qt above 4s Chetiieal Bank-NeW York Trust Cow. 
oar 
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“oa ΞΕ | 

swat - co | 
— ROUE Tr iN Υ ΤΡ τι 

Date: 17 10/ 66 
Ι 

᾿ | Transmit the- following in - 
-(Type ia.plaintext or‘code), 

REGISTERED Vie___.ATRTED 
(Priority) = 

TO . :- DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

Lg FROM : SAC; NEW YORK (1002134637) 

SUBJECT: CED 
C 

On 1/10/66, there was received at a New York mail 
drop. a, letter from WILLIAM, KASHTAN, General Secretary of the 

+ Canadian CP, addressed to GUS HALL, under the latter's 
pseudonym "HERBERT, " “The text of the letter is as follows 

"January 5th.1966. 

~ “Dear Herbert: 

"Have a few letters about. the, internal squabble 
from the Lads in far east, dated October: 18th and Nov. 5th 
and having to do with- whether father is doing enough to help 
out in the critical, area. I believe some of it may have 

: appeared in the press. “In any case they are somewhat bulky. 
Should we send them on as: this note is sent? Kindly advise. 

'Very sofry to hear about Jack S. The old guard 
is passing away. and somé of them are not very old either. 
Please convey” our’ respects to his family. 

| ae "phys ~ ‘pack noiy and in good, spirits. He met Apt 
‘who 1 snagtite will, give ‘you. the picture, 

"Al1 the best, 

"as ever, 
᾿ i tt | οτος ΝΝ ᾿ B. 4: 

4). Bureau (RM) ες 
1 - Chicago ( eee ΕἾ Sub B) (AM, RM) (Ene. 1) 
I - WY 13 } ι A 
1 - N¥ 100-1 τὴ "1. oo /00- 42 804f_§ SO§ ΤΌΝ ΟΝ LLNS 

D sce: msb S JAN 14 tgp | 
Pra | : _ 

Approved: Wo Sent — .-M Per: 

JAN 2 dQ gent .in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

With respect to paragraph one above, it is believed 
that the significance of the paragraph is that the Canadian ΟΡ 
had received two communications from the Canadian delegation 
that had gone to Vietnam. 

In paragraph two it is believed that "JACK S." is 
a reference to JACK STACHEL, CP functionary who recently died. 

tm" in paragraph is undoubtedly ἃ réference to 
TIM BUCK, Chairman Emeritus of thé Canadian CP, who. recently 
returned with the Canadian delegation mentioned above. 

"Apt" is probably a reference to HERBERT APTHEKER 
who also recently returned from a trip to. Vietnam. 

In view of the absence from New-York of NY 69}:- S*, 
it is requestéd that the original coiinunication, which is 
being enclosed herewith for the Chicago Office, be transmitted 
to CG 5824.s* for handling. 



TO: Mr. W. C, Sullivan DATE: January 10, 1966 We τὰ 

FROM: Mr, F. J. Baumgardne 

v 

| AI. oF ἜΦΙ 533,78 maintained by NY 694-S* in New York City... 
Bie 168, 543.71smaintained by CG 5824-S* in Chicago. 
ϊ y a 

° DETAILS : : 5 = 

Total received from Soviet Union. 9/58 to 11/30/65. eeseeeeeees$3; 443 ,639,00 

π΄΄---πτπ ποἴηὴππριοἕορέά͵δἘοὖΦΦὍΦὍΦιεο.ς-"- : 

WAY wae 
65 JAN 20 1966. — τ τὶ 

Coa mad | L-R, Putnam Ἢ | > SUBJECT: SOLO " ΝΞ 

INTERNAL” SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 572 ft 

‘bursements during December, 1965, 

» 

Sinem. O -- -Ω ᾿ς 
osa*oEn! nto, nO. 27) 4 Felson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Δ} Debocch 
Mohr 
Casper . 

Memorandum poupg IN ENVELOPE Ss 

1 = DeLoach ἃ Wee a 
1 - Sullivan Holmes ann, 
1. Baumgardner 

= 

My memorandum of 12/8/65 set forth in detail receipts and 
disbursements of funds from the: Soviet Union and Red China by the 
Communist Party, USA, during themnth of November, 1965, The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds together with dis~ 

SUMMARY; - 

Total received from the Soviet Uiiion 8/58 tO 12/31/65. 44600 0$3,443,639.00 . 
Total received from Red China 2760 to 12/31/65. scseccnseccece 50, 000,00 
Grand total reGeived 9/58 16..12/31/65..ciccccccccccvcsscccece 3 , 493 , 639,00 
Total disbursements to 12/31/65. cccesesccccccnseesasesebccees '2.381.561.51 | 

Balance of Fund L2/B1/65.cciscceccvssssccssssnccevvess etl, 12.,077...49: 

“--- 

s 

Total received from Red China 2/60 to 11/30/65......ceceeeeee _ 50,000.00 
Grand total received 9/58 to 11/30/65. ,..ccccssesccceaecscese 35 493 ,639,00 
Total disbursements. to 11/30/65. cccsncseccecdesesedccccccecps 2.293.711, 22 

- Balance of Fund 11/30/65. .ccesecoesvonaccecienovsepenves 1, 199, 927. 78 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING DECEMBER, 1965: Ε 

12/1 & 8/65 ~ Bookspurchased to be sent to the Soviet ὕπῖοθ. ,ΊΟΔ4,00 

12/2/65 - For gifts sent to leading. officials of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet UNION asievecevdeesarieme rence ray” 4 41,00 

12/1. & 12/4-6/65 - For clothing purchased for Gus Hall, General 
Secretary of Communist Party, USA, expenses: and; cashf svi 
($400) given Halliccisccccsecciosssccoacesseseeveee. 533.97 

ᾷ 

δα FFB )οο- 9077. σ΄ 797 
ΒΟΡ :pah CONTIN D--QVER © ER O ἐν aul Ze f 

(5) aa O° VAN. Ve tg5s ἢ. 
Ἄ 



Memorandum to Mr, W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

+ 

12/8/65 - invested in Party businesses, Peeeeereeteeeesoces +2 $6000.00 

12/12/65 -- For tape recorder purchased for Gus Hall...eseoee ~ 547.60 

12/12/65 - For expenses for meetings with Hall and travel 
expenses on Party WOLK . cocascvcccececcccsecesesses 215,50 

12/12/65 ~ Cash given Gus Hall accccvescccvcevcccccsscovecovece 250,00 

12/17/65 = Given Gus Hall; unspecified portion to be used for 
traveling expense dore Gibby. 
Needleman and Hal to pick 
up stud stallion for use on horse ΓΑΡΙΠν ον. ..ω...».. 40,000.00 

12/17/65 -- For expenses of Party's National Office...scesces 10,000.00 

12/18/65 = Reimbursement for CG 5824-S* for travel to 
New York ΟἿΌΝ... ccccccensasccccesncsvscescoasceece 

158.22 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR DECEMBER, 1965.....ccssseseesecseee 0$37,850,29 

BALANCE OF FUND “ DECEMBER 91, 19651... ceeceeeceeeceeesee$1,142,077.49 

a 

ACTION: . . - 

O° None, This «memorandum is submitted for your information. 
An lip~to-dateé accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your 
attention each, month, Details: of the accounting of. these funds 
ane nat ‘to, be disseminated. . 

eos 
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OPTICNAL FORM NO, 10 3010-104 
MAY 1962 EDITION * 
νῶτα GEN! REO, NO, 27 Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | μεῖς = = 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE a 
Pelt 

Ro “0 - 

TO : Mr. Conrad a DATE: January 11, 1966 a 

FROME, OF. Downing 

oO 
SUBJECT: (99 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
S\ confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

Ὰ cations transmitted to lim by radio. 

On 1/11/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times. and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

~ Mr. Conrad : ΝΕ 
-~ Mr. Sullivai (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
- Mr, Downing 
- Mr. Newpher 

1 
2 

1 
1 - Mr. Paddock ᾿ ἐπὰν | . Aa 
( REC. foo- Y28 δ7).. §°378 

6 JAN 17 1966 
ζ΄. enrenepey 

_ ἘΣ iY a 

Rive 

65 JAN 20 1966 



7 Looms as Be ae 

po Peele ; \ 

ἀκ (Rev.272-1-65%. A 

DECODED COPY we 4 
CIAIRGRAM xz CABLEGRAM CRADIO OTELETYPE 
——— SS ee -- - 

$0-03 

URGENT: 1-11-66 

TO BIRECTOR (100-28091) 

FROM LEGAT OTTAWA NO, 172 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, 8.ς 

REBULET DECEMBER 17 LAST. 

[____Jabvise 19 STUDENTS ATTENDING CPC TRAINING SCHOOL TO 

DATE, 13 MALES AND 6 FEMALES, AND OF THESE 9 REPORTEDLY 

AMERICANS WITH POSSIBILITY 1 OR 2 MORE AS LATE ARRIVALS FROM 

a ee ee er eee ress 

Tolson 
DeLoach καὶ 
Moht .. 
Casper - 
Calfohon 

Trotter 
Whek 
Tele, Room 
Holmes 

—m oe τῷ 

Ὲ U. 8. 
-ς Ing . 

4 S TWO ARE REPORTEDLY FROM, CHICAGO 2 
- wer 

y [> PossiBLY IDEN REFERRED TO IN CHICAGO © _ : 
᾿ ρα, 

{¥ ΓΓ LHM, DECEMBER 29 LAST CAPTIONED "CPUSA, EDUCATION, 185-06." € | dic 

% ANOTHER 18 KNOWN AS ΝΌ [8 PART NEGRO AND FROM BOSTON. 
x ‘ 

SER ANOTHER 1S KNOWN ἘΝ APPROXIMATELY 20, JEWISH, FROM 
ὁ 1 | 

3 |S DESIROUS OF OBTAINING ANY INFO AVAILABLE BUREAU RE " 

ΕΒ Ὰ ARG AND OFF Rie A]. , ANID Ν fy ἃ ᾿ 

‘foo sae 82.“ ro W. 
τεῦ. 8 ὃ 

14 JAN 18 1665 

“eee. 

we OSS 

ΤΠ N, » an deg 4 in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
ταν μας αὶ in order ta protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 

( 



-- - sa . πὰς ες - ws - - eee ee Mate -- ΟΝ 

Se ee 1 *. 

4-3 (Rev.uf2-1-633- “. Tolaon — 
a QO DeLegch 

° Mohr ... 
Casper. 

Callan, penanreetes 
Conrad - 

Felt 
, . : Gale - 

Ρ Rosen παν ᾿ 

. . ἘΠ ΠῚ eee 
Tovel νι,» -..ς 
Trotter 
Wick 

OAIRGRAM g CABLEGRAM RADIO CTELETYPE τὸς τας: 
re ae ee eee ee ee ee , “ "ὦ ὧπ τὰ τα ὦ ἡ "ν τἶν ᾿ς "ὦ Ὁ ee eee ΣΝ τ ..-. “Ὁ 

PAGE TWO FROM LEGAT OTTAWA NO 172 

BUREAU SOURCE INVOLVED TO ASSIST IN POSITION TO BE TAKEN BY 

[͵΄ ἢν EAGE EVENTUAL REVELATION SUCH SCHOOL BY PRESS, OPPOSITION 

PARTY, ETC. 

RECEIVED: 1-11-66 3:01 PM PARTIALLY UNDECIPHERABLE 

CORRECTION RECEIVED: 1-12866 11214 AM MCS 

- 

BRD CO MB, REE ΑΝ 

if the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably : 
paraphrased tn order ta protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. f 



OHIOMAL FORM NO. 10 δοιθαιον. 
MAY 154} EDITION 
G34 GIN, αἴ, NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE a 
Felt 
Gale δος τ -aalll 

TO : Mr. conrad WZ DATE: January 18, 1966 gina ae 
ΝΣ 

Trotter a, 
fc Wieck 

FROM. VA Ἐ, Downing | fees τσ τ 

2 ,.- 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C [ 4 - 

Holmes 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's: highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694~-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 1/18/66, transmissions were intercepted by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at scheduléd times and 

fe frequencies but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

—_ For information. 

HE 
»- 

2. = Mr. Conrad , . ᾿ 
2 - Mr. Sullivan. (Attention: Mr, J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) | 
1 - Mr. Downing . . 
1 - Mr. Newpher ; 
1 - 

wv 

- Mr. Paddock ΝΞ 

fe meet : 

ῷ. REO Bg .- Yat of 4972. 
4 

perennial semen, 
ay -τὖ- oT 

cu 6 JAN 21,1808 

say on 
eh JAM 25 Ἰυυῦ 



“ ᾿ ν hoon 
i 

a 

es Mx. Rushing,. ia cai 

January 18, 1966 

UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID μ 
PROSECUTION -- KIDNAPING, Ἷ 
SECURITY HATTER - C i 

χὰ 

gon ee 

yrensiiiererges, 

“a, 

ae 

AG tf PILED: 
i, 
all 

μον 

who is a well-knowo r 
Gi to Cubs following the. issuance || 

of a fugitive felon warrant based on a fGlony charge of | 
kiddaping which grew out of a racial incident in Monroe, ᾿ 
North Carolina; during August; 1961. He has carried on ἃ i 
violently -anti-United States. propaganda: campaign during 
his residence in,Cuba. | 

b6 , On January 17, 1966, an attorney!’ 
bic in Cleveland, Ohio; advised our Cleveland Office that he 

received ἃ teicphone call on January 14, 1966, ir lj 
ori: ted from Havana, Cuba. Acco a 

s desirous of survendering,. ἢ τι 
requested to be adv _the Federal warrants currently 
outstaiding against pointing out that the fugitive | 
felon warrant -may be based on a defective indictment in ᾿ 
Nonroe, North Carolina. | t 

1s Η 

ἘΞ ΟΣ; 
jz] 

: . 
any Ft x sues? ee tated tha: πὸ the attorney for F Fa 

hae εν one of codefendants. In this ἢ 2 
oF regax ais noted that bo q_______jhave been ᾿ ‘a 

reindicted in North Carolina as a result of a Supreme Court Ϊ ΧΕ 
decision to tho effect that the original indictments were a4 jo 
faulty because of racial exclusion in the grand jury ᾿ς ἔς Ι 

procecdings, | |. ub 

μ7ς leveland Office has been instructed to . 
aavisd@ | that the only Federal protess outstanding 
involves the. fugitive felon warrant issued in the Western ᾿ 
District. of North Carolina on August 28, 1961. The above 
is. being furnished for your infornation , ; 

aa [00 VEE OG! Ms 
LUN to Department by 0-6; SOF RECORDED 

CWH: din ' AS jan’ 20 Ἰθδὺ 

(ΟΣ ro0-tads 
DUPLICATE YELLOW ee 

γον ee | 
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} OPTIONAL FORM HO. τὸ 
MAT 1967 EDITION 
GSA FRR (41 CER 1GR= 34,6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091), DATE: 1/19/66 

FROM: > an, SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

SUBJECT: SOLO > ζ΄ 

Re Chicago letter to Bureau dated 12/23/65, 
calling to the attention of the Bureau an ostensible 
discrepancy in the reporting of CP, USA Reserve Fund 
transactions in that $800.00, given by NY 694«9* 

son to GUS HALL at the request of CG 5824-s*, has not been 
| reported as having been taken from Soviet funds maintained 

by NY 694~g*, 

On 1/17/66, this matter was discussed with NY 694—g% who, it is to be noted, has been in the hospital and 
convalescing for the past two months, ‘The New York informant advised that he had given the $800.00 in question to Gus 
HALL from his own personal funds, and that by reason of 
his hospitalization and convalescense had forgotten to 
notify the NYO to that effect. He stated that he will 
reimburse himself for this advance from Soviet funds in 
his custody, and that a record of the numbers of the bills 
involved will be submitted to the NYO. 

This transaction will be reflected in the next 
NY letter accounting for Reserve Fund transactions during 
the month of January, 1966, 

AN, (100-128091) (Rm) 1G 
“Chicago (134-46 sub F) (AM RM) » 63/3 - - τ! —dSTS 1-NY 100~134637 (41) Sp, κοῦ- 280% 

ACB:eac ‘ 
(4) 6 JAN 24 1966 

- 
+ 

3910-108 

ὟΝ -ι...-. 

: ul AN 2 j Gh, U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



hot 4 OPTIONAQFORM NO. 19 
οι σοῖο 

Ξ UNITED STATES G MENT eS 

Memorandum 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: = 1/14/66 

FROM = | SACS CAGO (134-46-Sub B) 

Oo SUBJECT: ~ CG sedis 

γη Z 

( ΜᾺ Chicago letter dated 9/15/65. 4 ye 

I. Recommendation 

It is recommended that authority be granted to 
continue paymen to CG_5824-S* in amounts 
per month for services rendered and normal, expenses,.incurred 
during the four month period effective February 1, 1966. 

mis saa atenaaunnmiaiietitatatied AIEEE SI Ac OT ae nat RR r tape 

if, Residence and Employment 

Unchanged. 

11, Membership in Subversive 
Organizations 

In December, 1961, GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
Communist Party (CP), USA, advised that leadership titles 
within the CP, USA, had been abolished but that respective 
leadership responsibilities’ would not be..so eliminated. 
He advised at this time that certain boards and committees 
would continue to function as in the past and he advised 
CG 5824-S* that his, the source's, responsibilities would 
remain unchanged and this situation has continued to date. 
In view of HALL's foregoing Statement and CG 5824.S*' 
current responsibilities, the source is presently 
considered to hold the following positi i ‘ollowing positions within the 

nee fee: w/o τα AE OF | 
(2)- Bureau (RM) 

1 . Chicago 1 JAN 20 1965 

RWH/mes 
(3) ——,.. —_, 

We | 
5'Z JAN 28 1808 Ν" 

MAIL ROOK RY 

arnt 

re 



Tite κ σπ 

; a ς 

- ." a. Ἔχ, ‘officio “nember of ε stadt, cP _ ok - ος- 

οὐ 134-46-gup BS, an 

, Ex officio member ; ‘Natiénal Board, τς 
ΟΡ, USA ~ | oO 

+, Covert. meiber National’ Committee , _ os 
ao” :CP, USA - Pe, τὸς 

oe Tne addition to the foregoing’, CG 5824-5%° also | 
holds“thé” following positions: and/or | nenibexship within: the. ; 
‘CP: wok Tlbinoiss © τς τ - ; - a a = & woot - , Ξ ἘΞ ie. . ᾿Ν 

- "ΟΕ ΕΣ ΣΌΝ 

“ Diving: the pertinent: period, CG 5824-84 has 
continued: ‘to. furnish, top ievél goverage of, the more. Amporfant 

" “Head 6f National: Review; audit and ite ae 
ΝΕ Appeals. Commission , CP; "USA - ; | oo 

‘Secretary ‘Of Foreign Abfairs ee 
Commi ttee,, CP, USA .- - στιν ge τὶ 

Sa ' official representative Of the. CP, ΞΕ 
ese. _ USA; tothe -CPs- of ‘the Soviet- Union, - τον πτ ἐκ 

a Canada ,- ‘Czechoslovakia, Mexico, Poland; Ὁ κ΄ 
ΝΕ _ German Democratic Republic, German: ane a 
ofl τὸ Federal Républic,, Brazil and other το τὸν ἔτεος το τ 

ἐς των" “éading Communist and Workers Parties. os 
rl throughout: the world with whom the - 2 ΝΣ - 

. vote GP, _ USA, iaintains relations. 0° τ. No 
_ ΕΝ ak. ‘ ne 

= Ex officio nérber of State Board, οι το ΕΝ = 
ΚΞ cP: of TiLinois | ; ae ΝΞ ΕΝ 

ΠΝ Member of Professional Sections.’ W2 ge RG τ 
τς τ ΟΡ, of. illinois er τος τ τ ἦς - 

ἄν. ϑυξπδυ, of Information. Furtisted ΝΣ ΝΠ τ ναι 
Between September 16, 1,965 and ταις ἢ : 

' January. 14). 1966 ὌΝ τ - a 



phases of both opeii and.covert activity of ‘the cP, ‘Wa, 

2 
a 

τ within the CP,-USA, as well as many of its sécret aotiy ities. τος 
_ AS in the “past; the information furnished “hy CG 5824-S5% © Te 

CG 134246-sup B ΝΞ OF ee 

‘ and othér individuals in the _leadership - ‘of the CP, USA, .'* . 

ae τᾷ 2 h 

= ν᾿ ᾿ - 7 ‘ 

on a- local, national and internatiotial Teyel. cote 

“ During the preserit pertinent period). the” ᾿ ᾿ τ ἢ 
source successfully undertook, and completed the 19th. SOLO - eee 
mission, one of-a 23 day duration, during. which time. λθ΄ τ. Ὁ τ τ 

ΠΕΣΕΕΕΤΥΝ Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union. in _ -- LT, 
_ Czechoslovakia, the source participated in. a symposium 
‘jointly sponsored by the CP of Czéchoslovakia and the τς 
"World Marxist Review" and was. a participant in-a- tieeting. ττε- - 
with ANTONIN NOVOTNY, First Secretary, CP of Czechoslovakia. ᾿ 
In the Soviet Union, the Source mét with M. .A, SUSLOV and ° : 
BORIS N, .PONOMAREV,, mémbers. of ‘the secretariat and - τ 
présidiuin of the CP, SU, and from: yhom: he: recéived current ~ 12. 

_ Up-to-date briefing’ on the Communist position ‘regarding - . ae 
“-Viet, Nam and status of the. -Yelation between the CP, SU, πεν τ 
and CP of China. During the visit to the Soviet Union, - oo 

‘the Source ‘successSfully_ hegotiated with representatives, τ δ 
δὲ the. CP, _8U, ΤΟΣ ἃ subsid in he amount ΕΝ 

- . a .- 4 

° “AS in the. past, eG 5824 -$k-has continued, ‘during: ’ ΕΣ σι 
the pertinent. period, to be one of. the Communist confidants. oft. 
of GUS HALL and has held. aviierotis: covert ‘private meetings ci. oe 
-with that individual. Thr ough. such contacts with HALL ; ᾿ 

_the source has, on ἃ ‘continuing. basis,’ been able to furnish: 
the Bureau with most of the dmportant "developments occurring 

“has placed the Bureau in a position of knoWing moSt of eo 
. the: ‘Signiffeant details concerning. the CP., USA" s current.” ae 
operations and in many instances = $nformation furnished at 
was. received sufficiently. in advance: of scheduled activities = 
which enable this. Bureau to provide the. hecesSary. covérage -  -*.. 
thereof. oe . — 

In the field of funds, CG 5824- S*, together with an " 
_NY 694-S*, ‘has been able to continue to supply detailed ee 
‘dnformation: concerning receipts of funds frm abroad and τ. τ 

Me 

+i 



CG 134--46.-8} Β 

distribution of this monéy within the Y.S, in connection 
with its daily operations as well as activities in the 
field of investments and businesses. 

V. Amounts Paid for Services 
and Expenses 

September, 1965 

$750. 00 on September 30, 1965, for services 
and expenses during period September 16 = 30, 1965, 

᾿ - $250.00. on September 30. 1965, for unusual, 
expénses in connection with trip to: New. York City, . 
September. 30 ~ October 4, 1965. 

ad 

- 

October, 1965 - . 

“ $750.00 on October 15, 1965, ton aan ‘and 
expenses during period October 1 - 15), 

$1,500.00 on: October 15, 1965, as advance of 
money for services and expenses during period Qetober 18 = 
November 15, 1965, 

$250.00 on October 7, 1965, for unusuak expenses 
“in- connection with trip to New. York City, October t - 13, 
1965, 

$633.52 on October 4, 1965, as dayanes of money 
for expenses incurred in sconnection with trip to Los 
Angeles, October 4 - 6, 1965, by CG 5824-S* and CG 6653- S* , 
for purpose of securing U.S. passports. Of the foregoing 
amount, source returned to the Bureau 869,80. as unused 
portion of expense money. 

$1, 978.32 on. October 15, 1965, as advance for © 
expenses in connection with 19th SOLO mission scheduled 
to commence October 19, 1965.. 

-4- 



ill 

CG134-46-Sub Bo Ὁ .- a ne ΝΕ 

7 * 

fea Ι 

Ὁ November, 1965 ΝΞ εκ 

$750. 00. on “ Novelabex- 80. 1965, for services: ὅπᾳ. ἜΝ 
‘exPERSeS | during’ period November 168. - 30,. 1965, ΝΣ - 

December 1965. . τος ΒΞ ΕΣ οὐ τος ~ - “ 

᾿ $750. 00 on Décember 18, 1965, for services. and” ἡ 
“expenses during period. Degeiber i - 15, 1965. . Ν 

π΄ φ7δύ,00' on December 29, “1965, for services: =. 7. τ᾿ 
- and. -expenses during period. December 16 = - 31, 1965. ᾿ : τε τ 

ΕΝ - $250.00:.on Décember 11, 1965, for. unusual expenses 
in coniiection, with txip. ἐσ’ New York City,, December 41 ~ 18; 

- 1965. Ν 

᾿ 

“et, 

$250; 60 on, December 29,1 1065, for: unusual expensés . 
‘in connection with trip. to New. York city, December 29, 4965 - 
ΕΣ τ 4, 966. - Ε ΄ ον α 

. $1,000, 00. on December 29), 1968, as. an award ae. 
on connection with 19th SOLO ‘mission, - 

τς “In addition..to. the: ‘above,..2..sim_ 18. the-amount of - Τὸ 
“sivo. 00 a. month is. curremtiy..heingdéposited.inaspecial - 
gevings “account. nia intained in the names. of the SAC and 

iéago Division, for +he future benefit of CG: 5824~5*, 
For the- months of September, October, November and December. ’ 

ΝΣ depos its. were nade to this Special account. The total .— 
amount now being held. in: this. ‘Special account, :which is. .- = 

! maintained at the First National Bank*of Chicago, and in -- 
Another account maintained at the Harvis ‘Trust and- Savings 
Bank, ‘Chicago, as. of. January. ἃ, 1966, was $14, 315.05; 

ee 

‘Of the basis of. the 1964 federal’ tax return ~ - 
submitted- ‘by. CG 5824-S*, it_was- found that at least $600.00 . 
@-month,.of the amount. paid td the source: was expended. by o>  -.- 

~ him for normal expenses. On tlie basis of- the above, the.” an 
ΒΕ 



το ρᾷ 134-46-Sub BO - one 

- εὖ Chicago: Division ἢ now 
month of moneys paid 
tax"purposes. 

Meetings and. Othe a ἐς τος ΣΝ Activities. __. τ ΕΝ : 

- September 15, “196s 

_ *  .* > | September 16, 1065 7 . <2 
" _ 7 a, ΠΩ a ᾿ 

ον το το πη Ὁ ΝΞ ΕΞ 
- ΝΕ ' September: 17,- 1965 

7 “+ Septeiber 18 -- 22, ~ ϊ τ 965 re 

i gua ° ᾿ . nan 

= September: 34, 1965 τ΄ 

" "| + September 26, 1965, ᾿ 
“yl BF 

πὶ τς ἢ | τς -, τι δος 

withholds +t ithe total 
to the” source - fox ‘federal “Income ᾿ 

οὖς Meeting with ‘Chau 

- - Source 111. and? “Gonfined to ~ ; 

: Ἐφ local ΟΡ leddeéts , 
ἧς 35 ‘GUS HALL, ,. 

τς 3’& Mumber of local 

‘ ἧς contacted Source 
Ἵν ~this ‘period, which included. 

_ ete, 

of + $200, Oa. “- Lote 
- Ξ Η 

τ 
= 

τ 
Ἐ 

eon _ 

Teléphonic, contact, 
NORMAN FREED, ‘CP of 
Canada. representative, 
‘Toronto, Ontario εἴς 

-ἰ 

_ Meeting.’ with ChAtbE ~~ 
_ - LIGHTEFOOT,: leading | 

functionary, ἢ CP, of idineis 

_ LIGHTFOO OOT a 

bed, Dur ing’ ‘this period - source, however , maintained “telephonic . ‘contact with: - 
‘as wert,. 

‘addition; 
ΟΡ 

‘Personally. 
during’ 

In. 

-representatives: 

° JACK KLANG, MAX, NEINSTELN, 

* Meeting with. CLAUDE. — ς 
LIGHTFOOT . - a 

ats 

‘Meeting with, LOU DISKIN, operator, Modern Rook. Store, Chicago . 

— 

τ τς 

-- + 

- 



CG 134-46-Sub Β΄. 

; -Septémber 28, 1965. 

ἮΝ Septembe® 30; 1985: “: 

ΝΞ September 30-7. = 
. = ‘October 3, 1965 

᾿ς Qetober 4 - 6, 1665. 

᾿ ᾿ .- October 4, 1065. -. - 

τς - > October. 7, 1965. ; 

Σ τος τ Getober 8 ~ 12; 1668. 

“October 13,, 1965 

- ᾿ Odteber: 16,1965 .. 

ΗΝ - ᾿ πὸ τ η. ΜῊ 

-ι ~ Return’ ‘Chigago. 

""* meeting: 

. "At ‘New York City-. 

Meeting. with JACK. KLING, | - 
“leading functionary, CP " ; 
of Tllinois, and other Party τ - 
leaders- ' Ν 

Meeting with MAX WEINSTEIN, 
Chicago, and. departure 
for New York a 

At New York City. Individual. = 
“meetings with GUS" HALL, . ee 
HELEN WINTER and. other τ Ν 

-Natiovial ΟΡ. functionaries ;.- 
_ New, York City oe re 

En “route to: and οἱ bos. 1 - 
"Angeles, California, for -. " 
purposes of securing v. Sy oo 
passport hoe | : 

Meeting in Chicago’ with - Ὁ 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and. . ὁ. . % * 
“meeting with JACK KLING ἢ an os 

‘in route New York City” ποτ πος 

= In ε τ 

attendance: four days for 
‘National Board, CP, USA © 

Individual τ" 
meetings with CP,. -USA a 
leadérs and attendance *_ - 
at meeting involving -- — 
national ‘leadership and. ᾿ τοι 

- _local CP of Illinois 

“Meeting With ‘MAX. WEINSTEIN 

functionaries. ΝΕ 
— Fe 

and depatt- New York City - ᾿ 



CG 134-46-Sub Β 

a 

“October 18 - 19, 1965 At New York City. 

October 20, 1965 - 

October 20 + 25, 1965 At Prague and. participated. 

6; 1965 

November 6, 1965 

October 19, 1965 

Individual meetings with: 
.GUS HALL, October 16, 17 
and 18, 1965, for briefings 
concerning 19th SOLO 
mission, 

Depart New York City on 
19th SOLO mission 

London, Amsterdam and: 
‘Prague τς 

in meeting sponsored by | 
CP, CZ; and "World Marxist ᾿ 
Review," Met with First . _ 
Secretary, CP, GZ, τ 

October 25 ~ November In Moscow. Meetings with - 
members .of Secretariat, 

' ὍΡ, SU, and individuals 
, ΤΟΥ "North and. South American 

τ Section; International. - 
Departmeént, Central | : 
Conmittee , ΟΡ, su. a 

τὸ Prague, Czechoslovakia 

November 6 - 10, 1965. ἴῃ Prague, Meetings with 
representatives cP, CZ, 
and with representatives 
“World Marxist Review. ας 

November 10 ~.12, 1966 Ea route to and at. Zurich, 

November 12, 1965 

Switzerland 

. Return, U.S, on | 29th SOLO. 
‘mission, arrive at Boston 
and proceed New York (City 

-8- 



November 22, 1965 

November 30, 1965 

CG 134-46-Sub"B ὁ 

November 13, 1965 

November 14, 1965 

November 15 ~ 18, 1965. 

‘Noyember 18, 1965 

November 19. - 21, 1965 

ss 

November 25, 1965 

November 26 ~ 30,1968 

τς December 1; 1965. 

Deceniber 2,
 1965 ΜΕ 

= . 

December 4 ~ 6, 1965 

Meeting with GUS HALL, 
débriefing 19th SOLO 
-mission 

A, 

‘Return Chicago 

Source 111 at home. _ 

individual meeting with 
JACK KLING - 

Daily meetings with. ARNOLD 
JOHNSON, Chicago, and 
meétings with CB of Yilinois 
Dis trict functionar ies 

Individual meeting with 
JACK KLING 

“Proceed to ‘New. York. City 

‘At New York City. Tidividual 
igetings. ὅτ. GUS HALL, 
HENRY WINSTON, CARL WINGER, 
HELEN WINTER and - Other 
national functionaries, 

Retu mn Chic ago 

Meeting with Jack LING ΜΝ 
‘Chicago ; ~~ 

Individual’ vee: 
JACK KLING and. . . ᾿ «bi : 

‘Telephone contact. fron 
Minneapolis. by GUS HALL.. 

“Daily covert, meetings with 
Gus HALD,, Chicago, as well 
as with ARNOLD JOHNSON, 



4 ᾿ -- τ “ ᾿ : = . 

Ό6.λ84-46- 80} Β <-> - ᾿ π΄ 

ΝΕ December 8, 1965 “ Meeting with MAX WEINSTEIN: 

‘December 9, 1965: Meeting with CLAUDE = 
- σε LIGHTFOOT, leading: -. we 

πο . ον .functionary, CP..of Illinois, - 
- fof . | - ᾿ returning from Soviet Union, - 

° ᾿ ᾿ ‘December 17,1965 ᾿ “To Néw York: City - 

τως _December -i8, 1965 In New York ‘City. Individual 
oa ; meetings: with GUS HALL, 

. : . ‘GLEN HARRIS, HELEN WINTER, - 
a “τ LENA SCHERER and other ὁ 

. - ΝΣ .Ν CP, USA functionaries. : 

-τ τῷ τ Ἴ; ϑρρθηβδε 18, 1966. Return ‘Chita go. and met ot 
a ee _ with MAX WEINSTEIN 

Oe ν Becember 20; 1965 tice ting with JACK KLING. ο..- 
ae Deéember 21, “Yp68 Meeting with. JACK LING. : 

“- | December 22. -' 24, Individual contacts, : 
τ - 1965. - ᾿ personal and ‘telephonic, ~ 

: ως vores Τὶ - CR of Hilinois. District τ 
i , ΠΣ Ὁ τὶ _funétionaries* 

ΠΣ .  -Déceniper 29, 965... To. New York City 9 
τς .. ~December 30, 1965 = _ -8t New York City.” Individual 

a - -January 4, 1966. ~~ ‘tteetings with GUS HALL, . - 
Ξ ΔΌΣ τορος December 30 and 31, 1965: and: Loe 

᾿ το . January ~ land 2, 1968. s 
_. ᾿ Meetings with ISAD - 

ον . | NEEDLEMAN-and: wo 
- πο ᾿ for: briefing ἢ εν 

᾿ τ trip to Poland and, Soviet, ̓ 
᾿ " ΝΣ ; . Union... - ; 

. January 4.1966 Return’ Ἐπ Chicaige . oe 

: -ι τ ᾿ - 10 " Ts ν 

᾿ 4 



“ΤΕ 

πον ΠΠῸν Januazy 5, i966 - 
- a τς January 5 = 61,1988 

ΕΞ January 8, 1966" 
"τς "κ᾿ 
ἘΠ " ᾿ 7 " 

ες το January 10;.19866. ὁ." 
ΕΣ " January 1, αϑόο:-. Ὁ 

_ Janvary 12; 1666. τ 

τ CG 134-46-Sub ΒΒ. - τις Be - 

“ieeting with MAX WEINSTS DY 

. Individual meetings with - 
“JACK KLING - 

“Individual méetings with 
ΕΠ DISKIN and: JACK -KLING 

Meéting with CLAUDE A 
LIGHTEOOT = = 5 

Meoting. with. JACK, KLING, ; 
ἢ 

᾿ Neeting with MAX WEINSTEIN . 

Meeting. with JACK. LING: νὰ ἜΝ 

νὼ τος Unusual “Vaiue: ae rs reo | 

" January 13, 1966: . Ἐπ route τὸ and at New ον τ ἢ 
: ὅς ᾿ York City. Meeting ‘with 

Lo, - 7 ἘΝ - - HELEN WINTER... το " 

ες VEL, Reports Submitted. - a te Be a ae 
- 2S αν νδν ἫΝ aoe. τῶν; : 

‘Written. - “none” - - Ἐς τ προ τῷ 

ΝΕ κι oral: (reduced “to: tindting) δ᾽ aviproxiately. ° ᾿ 
} of Which 55 consisted of letterhead: memoranda δὴ αι" 

τι rnant Statements: devoted: solely to SOLO information. - 

= -- - π φ = 

= YER " Information: utnished- ‘of a ΠΣ 
— Ἐπ - " - a 

See Sections 4: and. 6. above. ΕΟ τν ως 
= -7 - ~ 

aX. Approximate” Number of “Pedple on ᾿ 
Whom "Informant “Furnished - Coverage, a | 
and: Theix Importance we ie τς ΤΠ τον τυ στρ τὸς Τ _ 

It is estimated that during the éurrent period " 

τς - ΕΝ π - a Η ᾿ ΕΝ 



“delegite.from ‘the. CP, USA;. tothe 23rd Congress, CP. SU, Ὁ 
τ that the source continues. to hold his past position of a - 

trust and cont idence: in the mind of ‘GUS. HALL a ΞΞΞΞ 

ΧΙ, indoctrination Against ΠΝ - ᾿ ες 

ΟΝ - oa 

0G 134a46-Sub BL eS 

source furnished information. on approxima tely75un dividuals, 
including nearly all of those in the top leadership of the - 

..CP, USA, aS well as a number of individuals active in. the- - 
interna tional- Conmunist- movement. 

+ π = - a ~ ΒΟ ee 7: 7 8 

- Steps” Taken. to. Aavande gg 
_the: Anformant | oo τς το} τ τες 

As’ has been’ stated in the past, CG 5824-54 has: ye 
reached the ‘pojnt of leadérship within - thé ‘CP. - USA; where 
there. remains an ‘Opportunity. to. rise toa higher ο 
organizational level” without making a d@irect: political 
challenge to. the leadership of HALL’.or to the leadership 
-Of Somé: other top Party functionaries. . An effort to do this. . 
would: possibly, jeopardize. the source's current ‘high wae ΕΝ 

᾿ Standing. and, thereforeé-,~the. Chicago - ‘Office continues =~." ” Ν᾿ : 
to diréct its efforts towards a goal that will enable ...“'- 
CG 5824-S* to continue Ais own High level of activity =o - 
but not placing himself in a position which night jeopardize " 

‘his ability to furnish. the Bureau ever—increasing information. 
At the present time, source is - weing considered as a 

Scheduled March, “1966; This would again be anindiéation 

Lo - rs 4 a - ΒΝ - ᾿ ᾿ . + 

. - - 

ΧΙ, Stasiity and eLigbility ΕΝ πο ΕΝ ΠΗ 
Ξ π΄ 

any indication | of: untrustworthiness or ἐὸν oe ee whith ae 
"gould be a source ὋΣ ‘Sone’. future embarrassment to the- —~ wed a - 

Bureau, 8? : 22.4 a τ 

- Disclosure - — ΝΕ ΕΝ ᾿ ον τοὐτ ων 
a a ae - a? -7 OES τα 

Ae. 
Every possible. effort has. een m made to propeitly ” . ὦ. ἊΣ 

- 12 τον τ τ΄ ες Fits 



ἼΟὉ 134.--46- 5}. Β ee οι τ τὸς 

indoctrinate CG. 5824- Sk against making any disclosure οδ΄ 
his relationship ¥ With the ‘BI through any media whatsoever. 

+ 

XIIi. - Aétion ‘taken « on Information ; 
τι Furnished. 

Information furnished by informant has been. - -or oe 
-is in the process of being disseminated and where necessary — 
the appropriate. action is being recommended. 

τ RIV. Miscéllaneous 
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Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Detach - 

M. emorandur ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — 

TO : Mr. Conrad ‘ce DATE: January 21, 19 Tal =e 

FROM : C. F, me | TK Room Tele, Room πατατττονα 

sunecr:( S0L0 » - 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

4? Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

Holmes seem 
Gandy meee, 

confidential informant ΝΥ 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On, 1/21/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which ‘time a message, NR 368 GR 69, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents.. 

ACTION: | or 

For information. 7 Iv 

& 
poo- 726; OU: 
Pesca. 

REC . 
6 JANL RO 60 

Enclosure οἱ - 

ΕΞ ς 
J: : 

1 =- Mr. Conrad . _ 
2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W..G, Shaw) 
i - Mr, Downing τ τς 

i - Mr. Newpher me 
1 =- Mr. Paddock . ᾿ 

ky aS 
HS: dek oe 
@ go 

7 

GE JAN 26 1868 



a - 

a sine A τε. μακῖρῃ, -ριωνανα. τως ta ano, anon τ 

ee 

O 

2) 

ae 

y ouff “he 

NR 368 GR 69 

HEHAVE} ETTERT GB IRCHE ROHNESTIREF EREGONNES T}{PONLIREL A 

TIONS {FULUTEX Wa Ypcley/¢fENTSPRINGTHROUGHS I STERBET 

ΗΠ NalWEEn1 FISPR ING SREADYITOP ICKUAJMEANWHILEPLEASGARR 

AMGEIMAPLE./S\V 151 TT ONES IDELEGAT I ONTOREADTHISLETTERIN 

_ ORDERITOBEABLEITOINFORMB I RCH eee eeneerersnei aspen meng tn 

NR 568 GR 69 

49054 

96255 

70046 

90300 

88704 

51755 

68282 

414559 

29509 

28635 

30722 

85215 

42479 

42847 

25642 

53268 

96962. 

69645 

635501 

45903 

18778 

90560 

28601 59656 

97723 97014 

78186 96250 

64574 79763 62866 81787 

45212 36687 25604. 

38780 34396 9.8067 

- peo LN 

ζωξ- ex SOP) 

O 

60499 25004 : 

87099 

69135 

52186 

33467 87879 

82112 09527 

60819 75186 

44348 17128 

77890 81006 

55335 62968 

42438 

t 

S35 



OFTICNAL FORM HO. 10 
mat 142 [OHIO 
GSA GIN, REG. HO. 27 

$O19—106 

Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT reson - 

Memorandum ΒΟΌΤΕῚΝ ENVELOPE = Gale 

TO : Mr, DATE: danuary 20, 1966 = 
Tavel —— 

? ιν τοῖς 
WLC te ene 

. Tele, Room καὶ 

‘ming Holmes ————- FROM 3 Cc. F, 
ὕαπαν ,πττιιτιρυνπτας 

ῶ .-.. 
SUBJECT: foro “7 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 1/20/66, the New York Office furnished the text of a message 
the informant desired to send and requested that it be enciphered. The 
cipher text was furnished to New York on the same day. 

47 The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

- For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1~ Mr. Paddock REC- 69° foe- yr$0U- 5 ἅ 76 

Uh? 

@5-saN 281068 



FORM 810 

1 BS, POO τὸς CALUMET AVE, CHICAGO, AL, 6001S 

aiL.965}(T0T ALL YI THOUTFUNDSANDN I TH, ITTLERESERVE) {20TH 

O 

1/20/66 

‘REF EREEHOONP BENTH A sly OUNOWKNOWDURBOXERL ANEBARDP 
REPARAT I ONSRRENOWUNDERW A AND} TLUIREQUI REMOREF INANCE 

S|rHAT|CANNOTBEST ATED NITHEPUBL IcbocuNEWTS| WEF INI SHED! 

HUBANDUURGENTL Y{SUGGES TTHEEARL YEXPED IT INGpFITHEICOL OU 

APRINTS||THISH SNECESSARYS INCEOURLANEBARDIISITAK INGPLA 
C&S {MULT ANEOUSL ΥΓΝΓΗΕΙΡΕᾺ I ODACovecoNGRESS 1 onallHoPs| 

ANDALSOW ΤΗΝΕ ANE UL YPROJECTHNAIT IMESITHEL I ZEA sh Nit 965 

2 
ζὰ 

Σ 
Ώ [νὰ 

54104 

44050 

96891 

“97770 

25196 

23627 

43268 

$1037 

35270 

88344 

$1590 

82138 

47285 

64626 

45404 

ee RMR πὸ -ι- 

71969 46226 

64465 05770 02873 20555 $4300 

80999 39967 61753 

84109 57015 50924 

97942 74175 77488 

04521 26209 09249 

50427 24022 06084 

53552 06449 20542 

47914 53830 76252 

39917 65414 24109 

38168 35164 61437 

31899 22173 01636 

56279 57982 18690 

59260 02255 82885 

76955 64380 69486 55124 

09783 41998 49829 67098 

sem hi 

97198 

59527 

91821 

38428 

33008 

07625 

66100 

04707 

20482 

55505 

03127 

27977 

27949 

29965 

47943 941285 

03044 

71900 

40730 

93250 

80130 

47038 

43442 

71714 

15839 

45504 

39840 

16524 

13804 

74205 

cenitigs o ene te. 

62753 

PLUSITHE|I MPORTANCE|THA THEW I DEST I STR IBUT I oNoRoURNEN| 

LANEPROGRAM|r KEL ΑΕ .8 racHHHUe| 

60842 

53850 

57909 

81139 

72941 

17600 

12262 

95117 

51424 

38766 

24143 

65793 

01575 

46739 

O° 

46324 

40335 

99274 

53839 

40345 — 

00866 

35979 

$1029: 

26192 

08407 

36244 

98835 

72528 

5 Ὅν - - 

(00~ 42.8091 ~53) J lo 
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GPTIONAL FORM NO, τὸ 
idle 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/19/66 

ALN pos ᾿ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

“Eo 
SUBJECT; SOL bY 

Is -C 

ReCGlet dated January 18, 1966, captioned as 
above setting forth contents of a letter from CG 5824-S* 
to WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada, dated 
January 11, 1966. 

On January 19, 1966, there was received at a Solo 
address maintained in Chicago.a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN 
to CG 5824-S* which was postmarked 7:30 p.m., January 17, 
1966, at Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Set forth below are 
the contents of this message with parenthetical explanatory 
notes: Ν 

"Jan, 17th, 1966, 

"Dear M (CG 5824-S*): 

“thanks for your note (CG .5824-S*'s letter 
of January 11, 1966). The items (CP of China 
letters dated October 18 and November 5, 1965) 
Will be sent on as suggested (to NY Solo drop). 

' by now it probably is old stuff but part of the 
reading material one has to go thru. 

“The wife and I bécame grandparents a few 
days ago -a young fellow. Both mother (Sue 
Klayman, Kashtan's daughter) and child are doing 
well and the grandparents and father are holding 
up as: best they can. A bit of cheery news to us 
at least. 

"Hope everyone is well, ψν BBP= 7 b= AG 0 153) 7 | 

"ali the best, | 
6 JAN 2°? 1966 

as ever, | ; . 

dy B. (Billi Kashtan)" 

ΩΝ (ΕΜ) τὰν 
New York (100- road antoy (m9 
“EbicaEe ty. 

«ἢ ea 

. (4) 



96. 184-46: Sub Bo : | os ΝΕ ΝΕ 
= 

- - 

ΝΞ - ἀπββμασα, as - τ δβδά δὲ. is- currently in New, York 
. - City, the original of this letter’ was furnished to.CG 6653-§. 

who was traveling- on, January 19, 1966, to join C@ 5824-S*° in, 
’ New-York City. CG 6653-S will turn the original of. this note 
over to CG 5824-S*, - . - 

᾿ AS You, Can sée from the contents noted ‘above, no. * 
τος action is required as a result of this note although it is. - 

io: possible that>éither CG. 58245S5* or NY 694-S* may wish. to 
oe _ extend felicitations to WILLIAM KASHTAN ὅπ. the birth of ao. 
ΚΙ : new grandson... . . . . — 



τ: way 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, τὸ 
Ri 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO: : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! 1/18/66 

aly apom : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) rh i 
ae iy 

a, fj 

SUBJECT: (Sou MK 
: is -C 

ReNYairted. dated January 10, 1966, setting forth ἠ 

‘a contents of letter’ received at a New york Solo drop from 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP) of 
Canada, dated January 5, 1966. This letter requested the 
CP, USA to advise the address to which the CP of Canada 
should send copies of two letters from the CP of China dated 
October 8 and November 5, 1965. 

On January 11, 1966, CG 5824-S* advised he trans- 
mitted that date the following answer to KASHTAN: 

"We thank you very much for your note of 
the fifth, Herb (Herbert Aptheker) is back and 
I am sure he will have a lot of news. Will you 
please send the material on the family quarrel 

to the same address (the New. York drop address). 

"Yes, you are right. Nature is taking its 
toll.. Jack S. (Stachel) went too fast after 
his birthday. We tried very much to keep hin, 
but I guess nature was against us and science 
could not help us." (This was in reply to 
Kashtan's comments regarding the recent death 
of Jack Stachel.) 

CG 5824-S* advised that this note to KASHTAN was 
sent to a new drop address for the CP of Canada which had 
been furnished to HY LUMER by KASHTAN for delivery to 
CG 5824-S* which LUMER did on CG 5824-S*'s most recent trip 
to New York ee new address is as follows: 

A STEIN, Ά 
25 Kilbarry Road = RES 

NN Toronto, Ontario, Canada Μοῦ. Ge 25¢7/— 

(@Buxdau (RM). 
1-New York (100~134637),(Info) (RM) 6 JAN 27 1966 
i-Chicago . τ 

oe τπὶ - WAB= MDW | Wap 

ites 
ΟΠ @5uAN2 ΝῊ ἀλκὴ 

5.9 [ἃ 



PD=36:(Rov. .5.52 2.84} 
Q 

0 

“er wae a 

“ROUTE ἃ ΠΤ ly ΟΣ 
Date: 721/66 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

γα ATRTEL _ REGISTERED 
(Priority) ~ 

re cre er «ἡ ee ee ee ety ts, ey mi ee ee nn ele eh es res ee mmr “es et, ss ss es ss es me es. ms ms ns: ππ παν πααὶ _. cre en ey cr ee ey re ee ὦ eee eee eee ee Ψ......ὄ ψ... ee Se πὰ τὰ ee ee aS πὰ πα 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBT (100-428091) 

FROM - : SAC; NEW YORK (100-134637) 
O 

, SUBJECT. ( (soLa) 
| ‘I8-¢ 

ὃ 7 On 1/21/66 thére was received from the Séviets, 
be « Via radio, a ciphered=partially coded message, the rete Wha 

text of which is as follows: 

- We have a letter to Gus Hall from USSR Central 
-~ Gommitteé on ‘USSR-Chinaé relations. Full text may 

pa be, given to Jack Brooks through Sister Beth in. a Wa) 
: week if Jack Brooks is. ready to pick up. MeanwhiXe ᾿ 

: {{0.8858 arrange James Jackson's visit to USSR 4) 
delegation to. read this letter in order to ve// hl 
able to inform Gus Hall.” 

. ΤῊ the above: ‘message, Jack Brooks réfers to source, " 
᾿ and Sister Beth refers to pre-arranged drop in NYC. 

NY 694-S* advised that USSR delegation above | 
undoubtedly refers to USSR UN Delegation; NYC. ~ 

18 - Bureau (ΒΜ 
1 - Chicago - 134-46~Sub 3) (AM RM) 

i NE ΜΝ Τὰ αι ὃ (N. TALANOV) (341) τ: - u . . ON ED. 

1 - NY 100-138637. (a γαδ- Y2.809 34 IF 

ACB :msb. : Fe BE | 
(8) ἃ JAN 27 1966 

4 ; ryt 

i * ¥ " " ete eee mained 

‘Approved: Riza Sent --.ο-----.- Μ Per ar 65 4 



\ Legat, Ottawa 1/26/66 

Director, FBI (100=428091): ΕΝ 1 = Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL | RELATIONS 
-INTERNAL SECURITY = C. 

μ' Information has been received from an extremely 
delicate source that the Communist Party’ of Canada recently 
supplied the Communist Party, USA, with a new mail. drop. 
-address- for communications being sent to the, Canadian 
Communist Party. ‘Thits new mail drop address ig as follows: 
J Kleinstein, 25 Kilbarry Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 

ο aahorid be requested to furnish any availah e data in 
__Ncoricerning J, Kleinstein, You should impress: upon. 
your| _ bource ‘that due to the very delicate. hature of our - 
source, is essential that, no distribution or use of our 
intélligence information ‘be ‘undertaken. which. would be likely 
to jeopardize the. security of our source, | 

pe i - Foreign Liaison Unit ‘(Route th fx spree 

7. 

- 

: lan. Lumer, CPUSA. Educational. Secretary,. xécent ly 
Jeturtied ‘from: ‘Canada where he net with William Kashtan,. 

_Genéeral Secretary, Communist Party of Canada. Lunier furnished 
to CG 5824-S* the. néw: mail drop. address for the. Canadian, CP, 

᾿ ᾿ te /0.0: Y2804-2D) 
5 Wee eee : log ‘al be Bp + 

τ Ω αν 
“ ΓΗ 

‘JAN 26 1966 . 

Tolson - 
‘DeLoach 0 
*Moht 

τ:  COSP Ck ses 
or Ae . 
Conrad’ 

+ Felt κα 
_ Gale. 
᾿ς Βοβοῦ ree 

ως Svlltvan, mn 

αν ὠς, 
; TIGNEK ποτε 

᾿ τὰς, Room te 
ἢ Hotnes --ττ--τϑῷ 
ῃ “El 6, > Age unter CI, 
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OPTIONAL FORM KO, τὸ 
τοῖο τος 

UNITED STATES won news ROUTE IN QO. Υ ἢ ἧ; OPE 

Memorandum πὸ ὁ | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/17/66 [3 

Les ) 
ἣν ΡΝ : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

omer Copia δ SUBJECT: U. 
IS -C 

a Enclosed ‘herewith for the Bureau are two copies 
of an informant's statement captioned "Information Re- 

P 

bE arding Preparations for Travel of Isadore Needleman and f 
bic ΕΝ" Poland and Other Socialist Countries," 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was orally furnished on January 4 and 6, 
1966, by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

REG BL 44260724. §Bal 

- Bureau (E 2) (RM) 6 JAN 2'7 1966 
1 - Chicago 

| Y eee Θαπέτὶ 
RWH: MDW 

VW id 
3 G wg OE (3) i 1 Pp 

if ft, 

Kv 
 GOFEBL 1966 
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Document #2 

ΝΣ - ΠῚ π στῆὺς a wee res 

: . a 
ae woe 

- 

, . Ἰ ay. - ie - 2 aa 

INFORMATION. REGARDING PR VEL. 
OF ISADORE NEEDLEMAN AND TO 
POLAND AND. OTHER SOCIALI INTRIES ΝΣ 

departure to Warsaw; Poland; 
with Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Conmunist Party, USA (CP, USA), to negotiate for the delivery 
of a purebred Arabian Polish Stallion to Gus Hall in the USA,. 
several bric ἀχὸ held with Isadore Needleman as 
well as wit during the period Decémber 30, 
1965, through January 2, 1966. In connection with this brier- 
ing, Needleman was provided with a number -of docuncnts which 
he carried with Him and which were to be delivered or shown 
to appropriate Party representatives in the countries: which he. 
might, visit, Set forth below are the texts of the written 
documents Needleman carried with. him upon his departure abroad 
which occurred on January 3, 1966: 

Documént #1 

December 29, 1965 

Central Comittee 
Polish. United Workers. Barty. 

Dear Comrades: 

’ This will introduce, 
isidére Needlenan ahd Conrad Jeno 
are traveling in your: country ἃ ; 
sociali me missions of trade. 

Anything that. 
you, ‘ean do to facilitate their stay in your 
coutitry and their further travel would ‘be greatly 
appreciated by. us. - 

. vith imrmbst tratefael regards, 

Gus Hail 
Getieral Secretary 
National Committee — 
Conmthist Party, U. SA, 

hee 
ae 

Ip7c 



December 29, 1965. 

Contial Comittee 
Communist Party of the 
‘Soviet Union . 

- _ Dear Comrades: 

and Comrade. 
at my sug- 

gestion woudd liké to visit the USSR for a few - 
is would be the. first time that Conradé 

petits ever ‘been out of the United. States - 
an 6 first time he visited your country. I. 
‘would appreciate anything you can. do to facili- 
tate their travel into your country and their 
stay in your country. 

“With warm, fraternal greétings, 

Lo - ‘Gus Hall 
General Secretary 

; - National Committee 
a -- Communist. Party, U.S.A, 

τὰ Ν 

représentative at the Soviet Enibassy: for the purpose of 

to go to the Soviet Union from Warsaw, 

Document 43: 

| _ December 29, 1965 

TO WHOM XT MAY CONCERN? 

Dear Comrades: 

Needieman and Comrade 
are traveling 

ough. some socia: countries: on the Yay back 
to the U. S.A: They have their own transportation 
arrangements but they would very much like to: — 
spend sgome days in your country even if only a 
brief visit, We would appreciate anything you 
can do to make this visit possible and memorable. 

“ἢ - 

Im connection ΤῊ the. above docunent, this was to. 
be. delivered in, Warsaw, Poland, to the CP of the Soviet. Union, 

assisting in. the sectiring of visas for Needleman and Hallberg " 



“al 
; " ἄχ ᾿. 

With warnest fraternal regards, 

Gus Eall 
General Seerotary 
National Comittee 
Communist Party, U.S.A. 

In conneetion with this document, it was to be re- 
tained in the possession. of “Needleman and not s surrendeved at . 
any tine during his. t¥avel. It was to be used to assist 
in securing visas fron Party representatives to other 
socialist coutitries; for oxanple, Czechoslovakia, German 

: Cc Republic, etc... in which either Needlemin or 
or both might desire to visit. 

Decunent #4 

December 29, 1965 

Central Committee ὁ - 
Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union 

' Dear Comrades: 

‘Up to now we have not yet discussed 
the question of invitations fox Conradés of 
the Communist Party, U. 8. A. to your country for 
the year 1966. Howev e Isidore 
Needieman and Comrade Awho™is 

Gus Hill, our General Sécretary) 
are traveling to some other socialist countries, 
we would appreciate your reception. of these 
Comrades even if only for ἃ short period of time. 

- We are sorry that the limited tine did not permit 
ais to inform you in advarice. We hope that despite. 
this you will be able to. arftange @ brief visit 

.for these Comrades, to the USSR. 

With fraternal greetings, 

Norris. Childs - 
ΕΝ Secretary of International Affairs 

National Board, National Comnittec 
Communist Party, U.S.A. 

3 ~ 
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This document was to be delivered by Needleman 
on his arrival in Hoscow, USSR, to either Nikolai V. 
Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section, 
International Departricnt, Central Committee, CP of the 
Soviet Union, or to his assistant, Igor Mikhailov. For. 
additional security in carrying this document, it had 
been folded and plictd in a cigarette package which 
Needleman was carrying with hin, To facilitate the 
delivery of tho document to ocither of the above-notdd 
individuals, Noedieman was provided with the telephone 
numbor at the Central Comittee for Igor Mikhailov. When- 
concluding this meeting with either Mostovets or Hikhailov , 
Neodleman was to turn over to them for the benefit of the 
Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union a draft of 
the newly completed program of the CP, USA. 

Needleman also carried along with hin certain 
gifts in tho form of pens, refills, etc., which were to be 
delivered to certain CP ropresentativés in Mopcow,; Pramie, 
-and East Berlin. They were to be presented to these Party 
representatives in the name of the Secretary of International 
Affairs on behalf of the CP, USA. In addition, Needleman 
was given several copies of the current "World Almanac" and 
several copies of the book "A Thousand Days ~ John F. Kennedy in. 
the White House," by Arthur 8. Schlesinger, Jr. Needienan also 
had with him a special sét of pens and pencils for Mostovets' 
gon which Mostovets had requested be Secured as a birthday 
prosent for his son. . 

Needleman was elso provided with a transistor which 
(first name unknown) Sharif, a staff member of the "Πότ Τὰ 
Harxist Review," Prague, Czcchoslovakia, had requested during 
November, 1965. This transistor, purchased in New York, was 
fox a Philip Stereo Tape Recorder BL 35 FY and was a part 
needed in connection with volunc. control for this machine. 
Needlerian also had with him a New Year's grecting card which 
contained a ten dollar bill which was to be presentod to ᾿ 
Earry Yaris in Warsaw, Poland, 

To further facilitate their travels, in case they 
should travel to countrics other than Poland and the Soviet 
Union, Needleman was furnished the telephone numbers for the 
following individuals: 

Frantisck Kopta 
Representative of the Internntional 
Dopartment, Contral Committes, CP 
of Czochéslovakia, Praruc 

Teinz Birch 
Nepresentative of the International 
Departnont, Cortral Comittee, Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany, Berlin 

~4- 
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Specifically, in regard to ns for. the 
purebred stallion, both Needleman and| ΒΕ told 
not to become involved in a price haggle or an argument 
with government trade representatives. It any problem. 
should arise regarding this matter, they were instructed _ 
to contact the Central Committed of the Polish United 
Workers Party and explain that this was a matter previously 
raised and settled through the Polish Ambassador in Moscow. 

_ They were also told that if they were not satisfied with 
the pedigree for the horse or on. other détails regarding. the 

' transaction, they should not hesitate to reject the offer. 
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FD-36 (Rev. $-22-64) Q Cj 

FBI 

Date: 1/25/66 

Transmit: the. following in - . (hype in plaintext or code)” ᾿ Ἷ AIRTEL, REGISTERED ᾿ς 1 --- — ΚΩ͂Ν ̓ | 

TO, : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

. FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

~ supsect: (ZoreD 
3 ὃ 

| , --On 1/25/66, there was recéived from the Soviets, 
via radio, a ciphered-coded message, the plain text of 
which is as follows: 

# 

᾿ tno GUS HALL 

‘Money sent to USA already and nay be 
given to JACK BROOKS in February. 

| ane 7 JE 
ἦν} γὰρ. ‘Bureau (ἘΜ) | 

1 - Chicago ey Sub: B) (ati RM) 
| | 1 - NY 13 th " ἣΝ | — £ : OQ Ax 

| 4, 1 = NY FECT oe ip 4 0G ᾧ /o0- Ya.04] 53 

_ ACB:imsb_ - ST ney 6 JAN 28 1966 

Ν Approved: 

παν 
Sent ὁἕ ὃ ὃὺ |Ὁ55ΟΆΡΌϑΡϑ Μ᾿ Ρδι 



TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Cow) 

wi Nt : ! 
rye fata NO. to | Ὁ , ἐπ ὶ ΤῊΝ GSA GEN, REO. NO, 17 ᾿ δι \ is OF ὦ ᾿ς TOL SON errr eee 

UNITED STATES ¢ ὧν δ Mi DeLoach ———— 
Mohr . 
Casper. Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = rte 

Mr. cons Wg DATE: January 25, wid ¥ — 
Trotter ~ 

| pb Wick ———— 

Cc. F, péwningt™” 
Tele. Room anmen 
Holmes 
Gondy ———__.. 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ iy 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 1/25/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time ἃ message, NR 684 GR 25, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION : 

For information. ἢ 

\ 
| (ΟἹ ᾿ς σῷ ἢ ᾿ W100 ψ4 ζ07.-- 65 AS 

gn ) a . . & JAN 28 1966 

Enclosure 
"παι ὦ μα 

“Mr, Conrad ΝΕ 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
Mr, Downing 
Mr. Newpher ᾿ 
Mr. Paddock, ἢ" [Π1{4 
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oO 

O 
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ΓΑ elem anal en Att RRR ΠΡ νι σι ae τσ i τσ 

- . 

NR 684 GR 25 1/25/66 

Te 1RcH)|coLoURPRinTsResENiicoveKLREADYANDpA eels 

VenlrgSPRINGENFESRUARY} | . 

᾿ ΜΕ ee be eee ΡΨ ΟΡ ΠΡ 
αὶ tees ad ae are teed . 

NR 684 GR 25. 1/25/66 

"30796 22496 95480 06552 01007 12050 27706 84347 56124 05455 

79068. 05373 72812 64112 14904 36585 37420 76644 30489 09022 

$3711 35701 76372 (05545 03719 



_ ΒΟ Τ᾿ ENVELO PE 
᾿ ~~" Date: | 1/24/66 

Transmit the following in _-. a — — ss “Tiypet in plaintext ¢ or code) © ᾿ ᾿ 

AIRTEL = REGISTERED a ΠΑ] 
πε “ ᾿ (Priority) 

— -ν x - - 
ΠΤ ee PS ee eS ee 

Tos ' eS πε πο κμ τς + ῃ . 4 " oan a 7 , - 

ΞΕ τὶ aa : 7 psoas 

On. 1/24/66, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets, ! 
through | 8, drop,, & number of. ‘microfilmed messages, one of 
which was coded, several of which were partially éoded,_arid, 
several plain text. 

The following message was in cipher eodé: 

"Central Conimittee = onbieGreres. As you now know our 
CPUSA convention préparations are now undér Way and will R Ae 
require more finances that .cannot be stated in the public { Ι 
documents . We finished. 1965: totally ‘without funds and with. ῥ᾽ P 
little reserve. Both CG 5824~8* and I urgently suggest the 
early expediting of the inoney. ‘This is-necessary- since our 

|: ‘CP convention: is’ “taking placé simultaneously in the period 
of U. S. Congressional élections and also with a cP youth 
project 3 times the size as in 1965), plus the importance that 
the widest -distribution of our new GP program take place: 

| τς As "GUS HALL - cg 582h-gx" keine μὴ 
Eine a, 

W3)- Bureau (aie. ) (RM). 2 ὴ 1 = Chicago ( (134-N6- Bub B) (AM, Rit) δ 5 
1 - NY 134-92 (mv).(42 oomne 
1 = N¥ 105-14 ssa. σ᾽ (N.. TALANOY) (341) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (42) 

ACB:msb - - ᾿ 

(8) ΝΕ gil ὃ /00- βρη. 755: Ὁ 
᾿ en) 

_ 6 JAN 28 19656 
a | ee siniitinnimsn tl 

Approved: mass Q ὧν Sent —_ MSCS? 

. SSFEB 9 
tee ZA in Charge 

— 



ΝΥ 100-134637 

The following message was iin partial code: 

"IMPORTANT | | _ ΝΞ 
"Your radio message of Jariuary 21 received. Both CG 58oh.g* 

and HALD advise that if-JACKSON not available today for visit, 
to USSR Delegation to UN to read letter, JACK BROOKS is ready 

to: pick up. this letter tomorrow, Saturday, January 22, at 

next drop, which is drop Catherine, (Shandon Bar & Restaurant, 
14 East 23rd Street, Men's Wash Room, wash basin left side), ᾿ 
at. same tine 2:30 PM. ‘The reason for this urgency to pick up - 
text tomorrow is that this letter may be published before HALL 
receives your text. τ 

"If I pick up text. at drop Catherine, I will acknowledge by | 
telephone to either 682-9511 ὃς MU 2-9885. -— 

. - "JACK BROOKS" - ἮΝ 

"Tf ro pickup of this letter on Saturday at drop. Catherine - 
then advise by next radio message for day which I can again 

pick up this [etter at same place, drop Catherine. - 

| ΝΕ ZACK BROOKS" | 
After drop Gatherine,- then, drop Donna is next.” 

The? following message was, in, partial eode : 

teCCPSU Ν | 

Wgituation in National Council of American-Saviet Friendship 

(NCASF) is again most. serious and JESSICA SMITH stresses that 

there is every danger of NCASF closing its doors: All this 

is. taking plate despite the good‘work of JESSICA SMITH .and 

“NCASF ‘which recently has made its periodical into an important 

factor in this important..and critical period in USA in the 

people's struggle for peace. Our additional help helped its closing . 

up so far. No one as yet from USSR institutions both cultural 

‘or otherwise have talked with or met with JESSICA SMITH. 1 
strongly urge that you look into: this. and that JESSICA SMITH 

* must. be talked. to in next several days. - 

"aus HALL" 

~2~ 



NY 100-134637 _ 

‘Thé following message was in partial code: 

-- πρδάρβυ 

"Pleasé answex as soon δὲ possible my letter to cooRsU - 
about the number of. guests and visitors and delegations to 
USSR tor the. year of 1966. 

Le 7 "oa 582h-s*" 

The following messagé as ain: partial code: 

"Important Note. 

"This. will acknowledge your instructions to, me regarding drops 
and tiLero-transceivers time, Also this will advise you that 
your first radio schedulé of January and February recéived OK 
on Décémber 4th,’ and it. was acknowledged thé same night by 
télephone. Acknowledgment phone may have beer: out of order. 
Since otherwise you would have not have had to repeat same. 
radio méssage ~ advise you check your acknowledgment phones. 
before to determine whether or not phone bell rings. 

"JAGK BROOKS" 

The following -message was in partial code: 

"GccPsU | ᾿ 
Ι 

get Comrades: 

_ Comrades WINSTON and. HALL want, to thank you for the — 
care ‘and. patience you hav connection with the 
treatment and handling of 

"Comrades HATL STON wart to ask you to 9 consider 
the following in regards to | oo 

a ; le, that he goes to work in a factory rather than 
study. He does not have to work in Moscow, but, if he can be 
placed in another city this would be agréeable with us. 

τ3- 

“- 

ib 7c 

' ᾿ ἊΝ That you do not send him back to the USA at this time.’ 



” - 

pie ες ΟΝ". serit back to the USA immediately 
it would brea Ξ tmorale. Wé feel beyond correction. 

' - That is why wé propose this alternative.. 

NY 100-134637 

"If this. is not possible in the light of your 
OO circumstances, then, of course there is no. choice but to 
ι send him back. - - 

"With eretemel greetings, 

| | tog 5824.~.s#!! 

‘The following message was in partial code: 

~*CCCRSU | 
ai Dear Comrades ΝΣ 

"We want to inform you tha the campaign carried on ‘by some 
| * Ghanian students in Moscow, Warsaw, Prague, Berlin, etc., 
i, ο΄ gharging delibérate. ‘white chaivinism in, these Sotialist — 

- countries, especially in relation to the question of women 
_ ‘has its source in thé CIA according to- Comrade HENRY WINSTON. 

fe - 7. s 98ᾷ other Negro. comrades + . 

“MWe are now trying to get a document that is. supposed to 
Show the why-of this provocation. . When we do we shall transit 
it to you. 

HOG. 582}. 55} 



NY. 100-134637 

Among the microfilmed messages sént δῷ the 
Soviets wefe the following attached. documents, in plain 
téxt,; which concern the recent. enlarged meeting of the 
CPUSA- National Committee held at the Hotel Wellington,. 
NYC, between 1/15=17/66.- These documents were prepared. 
by δα 586 St and are self-explanatory. . 

. (It will ὍὈ6. πούβὰ that. there 18 ἃ reference to 
CG - sBoluget s sending to the Soviets a copy of a draft 
political resolution that will be presented at the coming 
CPUSA Natiorial Convention. This document has already been 
furnished to the Bureau and Chicago as reflected in NYairtel, 
1/17/66, captioned "GPUSA-ORGANIZATION, Is-¢.") : 

On 1/21/66, NY 694-S* advised that the drop — 
described above was cleared by the. Soviets at 2:30 PM on 
the aforesaid date. . 

“ee “ ' 4 - 
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January 1966 

C.C.C.P.8.U. / 

Dear Comrades: 

XL am enclosing some notes on the last meeting 
of our National Committee. Naturally some ‘matters in 
connection with the convention for security reasons . 
will be handled in sub-committees. 

Wot all decisions are in the notes since they are 
still being discussed by the N.B. and the secretariat.. 

“The agenda consisted of the following potnts. | 

Report by Comrade Gus Hall on the present 
political situation and the tasks of the CPUSA,. 

ες, A draft of a general political resolution to be 
placed before the Party for the pre-convention discussion “5 

. Hy Lumer for the sub-committee reporter. 

3. Convention proposals, setting of dates, 
representation, constitutional changes, referendums for 
changing of rules, etc . Danny Rubin for the N.B. reporter. 

4, Miscellaneous - by Winston, such as the appointment 
of Carl Winter as editor in chief of the Worker and the release 
of Jim Jackson from that position to give him time to write a 
book on the Negro question in the USA. 

Dear comrades, this last meeting of the N.C. was truly 
an inspirational one indicating the growth of the CPUSA and its 

‘ Spreading influence. Our Party is getting "younger" and refreshed 
by the youth that was present at the plenary session and will. - , 
of course be a part of the National Convention and the new leadership 
after June 1966. 

Comrade G. H. is once again trying to obtain a passport. 
If he does he will attend your Party Congress as a fraternal. 
delegate. The lawyers are working on this matter. ~ 

We sent you a copy of our draft program. We are sending 
you another copy since it is now at the printers to be set up 
ready for the middle of February. να . 
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We are also enclosing a draft political resolution to be presented to our convention. All these documents and notes are still confidential. Comrade G."H.'s report may be published in summary form soon. te 
- 

With warmest fraternal greetings and regards, 

Hub 
[ κ 

N.Y. Jan. 20, 1966 τα Σ᾽ oe 

- 45 7 ens — . . 4OuUdX, δος le hereto . eet . - 
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| ΝΙΝ ae eeMenORerr— | From Hote οι Notes: on report of EEE, ea iay-to PLENARY Bt } 

US is trying to get world support for its policy but is failing... U 

. lead to new confronta 

FLUASSTELTCATION GOIDE -ς 

Vd Wo 

- pera . 
*~ αν τὰ meeting of NC, CPUSA, mid-1/66 CANIS) TAROUGH py ὑπο BRECTED - ere erence ater, ge AN 2.) : nel The fact of this meeting is symbolic of the new status of our Party. This new status is symbolized by a number of recent developments such as the fact : that Burt Nelson must actually leave this meeting early in order to be back on the job on the Seattle waterfront as a member of the International Long- Sshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, having defeated the effort to bar hin from employment because of his political beliefs. Herb A. had to rush back here from Hanoi in order to make this meeting. Al R. and Mike %. are getting ready to go to Rome for the Congress of the Italian. Party. Others, such as Fred B, and Tommy D., are just back from a trip to Moscow in time to make this meeting of the NC, 

. There are two problems which are before this meeting. The first of these will be. to make the final plans for the public release of our Party progran.. We are already receiving orders for it. The second problem will be -to make the final decisions for the calling of our National Convention, ~~ ὌΝ | So, you can see, we are stepping out on the political scene. Also, these events are symbolic of a challenge to our leadership. Whatever ‘we. do 15 not; pre-determined; we can grasp this movement or we can lose the opportunity. In fact, the political tide’can roll us back if we are not ready. But I am con~ fident that we will meet this challenge. . . Today we ἔδοθ -a threefold task: 1) to bring our Party up to date; 2) to assess the new mass development; and, 3) to determine the steps necessary to meet the challenge of the x moment, i will not repeat at this meeting the con- clusions of past réports. Our purpose is to open up new perspectives and give direction to our Party.. -- 
. US imperialist aggression is the pivotal fact of the world situation today... it affects everything. The ugly American is’getting uglier. The cry "Yankee g0 home" is getting louder. The US is becoming more isolated than ever. The 

5 imperialis is suffering defeats all ajong the line while the anti-imperialists are r advancing and are invincible. 
However, these very .frustrations of US imperialism lead to dangers. They 

Such confrontations have hazards but cannot stop th 

US imperialism drew woong conelusions from the overthrow of the καὶ Guatemalan Government. Actually, US imperialism really thinks it can be a world policema As'a matter of fact,not a single country in NATO, SEATO, or CENTO, etc. ; really. supports US imperialism even in. the capitalist world.. Here is another 

‘ 



Ν Ν᾽, ΝΞ ΕΝ UW ᾿ 

But we must not be “ovie-sided in our assessment. We must also consider the activities of the UN, of the Vatican, of SNCC and of the Julian Bond movement. There is a growing awareness that the US miscalculation is Leading to disaster. Even the politicians see this. The US cannot long continue this policy of aggressive involvement. Already some want to compromise ana the US had to con-_ Sider the effect the bombings are having on world opinion. Under thé cover of “seeking peace" the US may really escalate the war and step up the bombings. It 1S no secret that the Pentagon is going to use even more lethal gases. This is Shocking but the people are becoming more aware, . 
We must tp realize that at some point in this struggle we will have to take a Stand and give support to those forces of US imperialism who will want to negotiate and end the war. The ultra-right will raise their voices to try. to Stop this. We must be prepared, If we now take the position that we are against negotiation on principle, then when representatives of US imperialism are ready for retreat and negotiations, we will find ourselves Supporting the ultra- 

| 

» Some of our youth suffer from the disease of the "revolutionary pirase" as Lenin said. Our "silence" has helped the ultra-right warhawk crowd during these weeks of the bombing pause. Instead, we should be mobilizing the peace movement, The peace forces of the world will turn back imperialist aggression, The ‘question is ‘how much are we preparéd to sacrifice and when, It is clear that US. imperialism is guilty of premeditated aggression, _ _ The example of the negotiations carried out, in Tashkent provides the con- trast to the US imperialist aggression. Policy of the USSR is entirely correct.’ Starting from the viewpoint of ‘uniting the forces of anti-imperialism, the USSR: is able to play this role of mediator because the USSR follows in practice the . theory of equality of nations. Also, the USSR δας understood the two processes of peace and libexation. These two "new nations" understood this position of 
the USSR, ᾿ : 

The processes of the world Marxist movement have a bearing on the struggle - against imperialism, Last year most of the Parties of the world were in con—- ‘ fusion but this has. now ended. These Parties are now drawing the. lessons they previously. did not recognize, This will lead to a broader offensive against 
US imperialism, This is showing itself at the Tri-Continental Solidarity 
Conference in Havana. The forces of dissension are being isolated and later we | 
will also have more. light shed on the situation in Algeria, Indonesia, etc, 

Turning now to our domestic situation, it can be seen that the aggression 
-in Vietnam casts. its shadow upon the US economy. It is the shadow of inflation,: 
war profits, increased taxes, the scuttling of public works, etc. The shadow — of aggression is also influencing the 1966 elections. The politicians are 
demanding sacrifices from the people, both économic and constitutional. Cuts 
in the Appalachia aid program are the first result, It is a fraud to say that 
we can have both guns and butter, The question is how do we cut corporation i 
profits. The GOP is using this war to demand a cut in th e living standards of ; 
the prep people, A vigorous fight is necessary against price increase, higher 
taxes, etc., and we must organize the people on these economic questions. New 
initiative.and &drganization are needed, . . 

᾿ adn regard to the President's State of the Union address, it was a speech 
of frustration and indecision and yet it was full of demagoguery.. However, thers 
are a few "political handles" that can be used. Last year Johnson spoke about | 
increased trade with.socialist countries. But he did nothing about it. Since 
the last meeting of the NC, the peace movement has advanced οὐ ἃ broad base. 
People now see that the source of aggression is here in the US. There have been 
demonstrations in NY. The youth have ‘been the spearhead of demonstrations in 
Berkeley: Many ads have appeared in the. newspapers. The teachers sponsored such, 
an ad and have money for two more ads. Women Strike for Peace had such an ad. : 
A new element is the peace movement in the Catholic Church. Martin Luther King : 
has: launched a campaign for peace. Jewish leaders have issued a statement. ᾿ calling for peace. ᾿ 

ae 
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The Ad Hoc Coordinating Committee to End the War in Vietnam is a good “ἤ 
example of this broad movement. When Staughton Lynd asked Herb ἃ, what makes ! 
men struggle, he was expressing the thoughts of millions of Americans, Anti-. ! 

imperialist education is the task of our Party, but we have been ‘lagging. The ; 

Ad Hoc Committee is not this anti-imperialist organization, We need trade 

union committees for peace throughout the country. The NY trade tnion commit- " 

tee is a good example. : 
Let us look at some specific problems and decisions. We must.make ἃ sharp 

break with past practices. Our emphasis must be on the working class and trade 
unions. The future of progress in the peace movement, in civil rights, and 
among youth, depends on how the working class will react to events. The work- 
ing class determines how far social events, will go and: their final content. 
The new factor making the working class role possible is: related to the 
victories we have won against the Taft-Hartley Law, the Landrum-Griffin Act, 
and the McCarran Act. Burt Nelson's victory is symbolic of these victories, 
These release the trade unions from the bonds of reaction. These laws exe 
enacted to stop militants and communists, Now, trade unions ‘can elect a com- 
munist to office again, ᾿ . 

Our attitude on these events: is important. Our Party, too, has been in- 
fluenced by the_middle class ideology. If we underestimate the role of trade 
unions and the working class, we will be out on our ear. Remember, that in not 
atl trade union leaders are "fakers." Our task is to convince the workers 
that their organizations can play a leading role. They must, be convinced that 

we are not out to take over trade unions on any level. We are just educators 

. and members of the working class. : - 
_ Despite today's. industrial boom, there is still a class confrontation, 
Creeping automation continues and job security’ is. uncertain.. This fact is 

at. the base of every sharp labor stuuggie. The military draft and the war. 
boom temporarily eases these problems, but they will bécome more: critical 

in time, You cannot sweep the technological employment problem under the 

economic rug. The NY transportation workers’ strike has. exposed how close 

the nerve is to the surface. The "veneer" of "no class" went up in smoke in | 
the so-called negotiations at the Hotel Americana. The right to. strike and 
the right. to revolution are connected: they just can't be given to labor. 
President Johnson seemed to call for the abolition of Section 14B of the Taft 

Hartley Law and for compulsory arbitration. The right to strike would be 

replaced by compulsory arbitration. Government intervention in labor disputes 

and the so-callea@ Presidentiai"guidelines"” have efféctiveTy’ blocked low-paid 

workers from gnining their demands. There are no government, guidelines to 

control profits. There is no government policy to prevent jJayoifs. Such ἃ 

policy will be gained only through struggle. This idea of the, ‘third Party" 

role of the government hurts the poorly organized, ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ 

The. steel strike settlement provides a dangerous pattern of state monopoly 

capitalism by government edict. Injunctions, fines, etc., are the dangerous ~ 

anti~labor tools of today. Government policing of labor will sap trade unions 

of their, strength.. Trade unions will lose their independence and become 
captive unions unless such actions are stopped. These actions are disastrous 

for labor. When these rights are taken away from unions as a. wartime measure, 

they are rarely returned except through struggles. If "the public interest" 

opposes higher wages, we must expose the so-called "public interest" as anti- 

labor, If we can get the government to intervene on the side of labor, that - 

is in the interest of our working class. If government intervention is anti- 

labor, then we mkiz are against it. This is not contradictory to Marxism. 

We must take working class unity as our starting point. ‘This..is a politica 

long term concept. It embraces: 1) unity in existing trade unions; 2) unity 

of Negro and white trade unionists; and, 3) organization. of the unorganized. 

There is no need to argue with you for the need to bring the Teamsters, the 

‘miners, and the railroad workers into the AFL-CIO, If this happens, there 

Will occur a qualitative change in the AFL-CIO on, all leveis. There is a 
movement in this direction now. The push for trade union unity must include 

- -- . 5 alms el ae ee ΠΕΣ 
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‘The Meany-Lovestone axis has given lip service to civil rights, but it is onl 
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the need for labor solidarity. The press was angrier about the unity of ΑἹ δὰ 

behind the transit strike than it was about the strike itself.’ 
The question of Negro-white solidarity affects trade unions and the ciass 

struggle. We are equipped to give the ideological lead on this front. We must 

raise the level of thinking among the rank and file of the trade unions. This 

is not a problem béyond solution. Democracy in trade unions demands the elec- 

tions of communists and profressives at least on the lower levels. We have 

unique qualifications for this adeological struggle to erase white chauvinism 

and to develop the class consciousness. The organization of the unorganized 

is a key question of this unity--especially in the South. There is ἃ need to 

mobilize the rank and file in the unions for this fight. We will help to 

organize it. 
Why this emphasis on the rank and file? This is because: 1) without unity 

we cannot meet the effects of automation; 2) the rank and file is a political 

force; 3) the working class cannot build alliances of Negro and whites withou;: 

the unity of the rank and file; and, 4) without unity, the working class cann 

be the leading class. This unity of the rank and file wiil give us the necessj 

leverage to move our class. 
There is one other weakness which I have isolated here for special 

emphasis. I am referring to the Meany~Lovestone asix axis which is a part of © 

US imperialist aggression. They are not "misled'--they are misleading others. 

They are willing tools and an arm of CIA. They prove the truth of the John 

L. Lewis argument that no member of a corporation can be a member of labor. 

lip service. 
The change in the leadership of gome unions is an expression of the rank 

and file. The United Steel Workers elected I.W, Abel because he was against 

becoming a tuxedo union. The question is not whether "to blast" or “not to 

blast" trade union leadership, but which union leadership should be attacked. 

How. we do it is another question. We must do it in a way that will cause con- 

cern among rank and file members for their unions, We must not get into a 

Situation where we sound like those who belong to corporations. We can be 

effective if we, ourselves, iuxe are involved in the solution of working clas 

problems. We must be concrete on policy and leaders and we must have alterna- 

tives. We can use resolutions and guides to action and what may be demagoguer 

for them.can be tools for us. If we are to be effective, we must work in this 

concrete way. Honest trade union leaders will welcome our support and organiz 

if we prove that our efforts are not aimed against them. 

There must be a change in the Life of trade union locals. If this is not 

possible, then we can try other forms of struggle. For example, in Dave 

Dubinsky's union (ILGWU) we must get a voice for the Negro and the Puerto Ri 

workers. There is a left sector in trade unions and we must find expressions 

for this sector or forms of expression. CP members must become active in the 

trade unions, New ways for our activity will have to be found. This can be 

through shop papers, shop gate distributions, etc. Unless Party members are 

convinced that we have a unique contribution to make in trade unions, then 

the trade unionists will not make this shift. This will not be easy. 

There is 2 crisis in thebig cities. For some it means slums, subways, dix 

etc. For us it means the demand of the working class, both Negro and white, 

for influence and power. 

An examination of the explosion in Watts exposed the generations of pover) 

exploitation and Jim Crowism, The Watts explosion exposed the meaninglessnes; 

of the anti-poverty program, It exposed how far removed from the ghetto are | 

the political Parties, including ours, In order to have meaning, the civil 

rights victories of the last few years must break through the economic 

barriers. It is basic that the roots of discrimination are in economics. We | 

are now at the crossroads where the civil rights struggle meets the class 

struggle, both allied against the profit structure, 

New laws are not the solution to this problem. The Department of Justice 

and their “test cases" are but camouflage for inaction, How long will this 

= = 
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᾿ struggle. Unquestionably, the Su 

convention document for public discu 

᾿ the continuing dialogue? Are we a part of movements, moods, etc.? The mood i, 

_ VW ῳ 
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Lokweee νὰ tere: , Fours. 
. “ Lo ~ 5 - ™ - torturers ef τὰ on? The federal government does nothing to stop the murderers and texshuxexs ἐν in the South. Attorney General Katzenbach only -says "That's how things are," We must stop the terror against the civil rights movement and the Negro people in the South. If this is not done, then the same terror will be unleashed against the trade unions in the South. The unseating of Julian’ Bond from the Georgia Legislature shows how thin is the veneer of capitalist democracy. The struggle has now been joined: on the one hand are civil rights .and democracy against an aggressive, dirty war; on the other hand is. just the opposite, Jim Crow, oppression and war. ᾿ : .Some general guidelines can be formed for the 1966 elections, The tactics 4 of 1964 still apply but the relation of forces has changed and, therefore, there must be some new tactics with emphasis on local action. There is a feei- ing among the people that the Johnson Administration has broken its promises on foreign policy and there is a general suspicion regarding the Administration: that it is dealing from the bottom of the deck. If the progressives can be taken for granted, then they will lose their political influence. If the pro- gressives go it alone they become isolated. But in coalition within Democratic primaries, progressives can play a very important role. This is because there are politicians looking for ways and means to separate themselves. from the Administration, Therefore, independent forms are the order of the day even if we use the old Parties. We should initiate movements that separate the péople and candidates from the Party machine. Thus, new forms will be utilized Side by side with-old forms, 

Our outlook in many areas should be toward winning the elections with peace candidates and civil rights candidates. The people are looking forward to our having candidates. We must do so now and agaxnsk announce these candidates now. - if we have to withdraw them, we can do so later. We still have legal problems but we are in a different situation than in the past. While we have wextd won many rights, we still have the McCarran Act cases which can be won only by 
preme Court decision in our favor is a reflect- 
it is a breakthrough against red-baiting, ‘it opens doors previously closed against us. In the past, we have looked for hidden. meanings under the welcome mats put out. by those mass organizations : in. which we were accepted and yet we still follow the old paths, We should follow the example set by. Arnold J. and Jim W. and. others who: are actively working in the peace movement. This acceptance of communists in these organi- - zations makes for a new atmosphere in which to work, 

A most important event was our announcement over radio, television,. and in the press of the vindication in the courts of the position of the CP and the announcement of the issuing of our program. This is really οὐχ first pre- 
ssion. But where are the mass agencies in Which we are in the leadership? What we need are "handles" or "forms" to lead. these movements for peace, civil rights, etc. Initiative is what we need, Initiative! 

We need to take a look at our mass propaganda activity? Are we a part of 

ion of political xpiaz reality. 

is important. Do we inspire those who just became aware of life and struggle? I pose these questions in the form of self-criticism. Our "new freedom" should ° be reflected in our press and literature, We must provide help to revamp our papers and distribution. We must project ourselves outward.as a legal press must do, 
As J. Edgar Hoover has a ready announced, there has beer some growth in the 2 CP--but it is not σπου eeeser afraid of people, We seem to only want - to recruit "communists," not those who want to join. Perhaps my campaign against smoking may be a. bar to recruitment. Let's just teach Marxism and after that the harmfulness of smoking. This must become a period of reconstitution, the rehabilitation of our Party. It must be ἃ reconstruction of our Party, Committees at all levels must be refreshed. We must have spokesmen in all areas. We must also raise the question of the struggle against white chauvingsm: 

Bhe Env ent ion suse eeegaces and must be put part goes With ae ere gonveption. political demonstration--a free unfettered discussion, We want to debate. 
7 
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ἐς US, we “would stop growing. Tie phrase used at. this meeting _ 

‘Beton on Gus Hall's Summary: σα. 17, 1986. 

A word about. the program: A lot of work was put - 

. *tato® the pres “pam, Many comrades. wersed on this program Ῥογοηά 

- the eall 6f duty, ; They ceserve commendation. I would cite » 

som en ee 3 a op ae ». "τ 5 “τ τ ἃ wn τῶνν τ΄ϑθς ΕἸ - - 

_ Tealso want to thants Kerb Aptheker for his contripution © 

duriny his trip to Hono, and after, ‘The discussion yas. an. 

" excellent, one} some should boon, tape, and- can be used for the 

preseohvention discussion, This meeting πα αὶ dialvetical . 

. procosd of movement. fhis shapes. our Party. . Taig process 27 

Like: the relation, beticen: the sun, Boil and rain, irifluchdes . 

one. another, When our polities envirennent, ptopa, Anfdueneins, 

about. "ἃ positive opirit" 43 a good one. We should cach of us , 

take a. Look, at ourselves in ‘Madison Avenue ptyle and pay, have 

I got something? Now about some specific questias of the 

voport and the disecussicn. - It would bo wrong. Ὅρ πᾶν "new" πὸ are 

* poing ta turn our: face to, the working slasa, khat wo arc dotnr, 

- How is ‘only omphagizing this fast. Ye are not countorpoising | -" 

Ong. movemant against another, if we want to ‘advoned: poace 2 

” gdvil rights, oteey we dust otrongthon durselyes among the 

workin, ‘elaas, the organized section firgt of 011, meaning the 

trade unions, We must ΚΩΘῊ the currents and ‘the moods. in ‘the 

working, elass. Τῇ would be wrong to measure the ‘leyel of the 

trade union membership by tho last roselutich on foreign 



policy adopted at the AFL-CIO convention, Me level of 
" 

cons¢elausness | 46 much higher among ‘tho workers than ‘At was. - 

at the AFL-CIO convention. “Ke must also bo sensitive to thd 

now factors in the worring elias; especially: anon the Negro. 

worxerg. ‘These. Negro workers influence the level of. consciousness | 

- of the entire working class. the factors. that stirred the youth . 

“are. effecting the Rorking clans algo. hese are the evelopment " 

of nuclear energy, the dahrer of ἃ , nuclear wary the ‘prog gresa of . 

automation. the underctirvents are there. 16 must understand, 

these: B80 that we can givd spark arid leadership to these movements, : 

mhere are sone dangers that que Party 30. “not sensitive tO those 

-undereurrents, ae εν ' ; oe 

| On the - queation ag to why aid y Ἢ ‘not omphasdae the > 

wortcints elags. before - Ietis be. careful and not oversdnplity.. | 

We nevded, further experdences to. ‘eotiprehond the situation. the Ὁ a 

Party was not. ready for this approach Ῥαραυδὰ of wrong influences ᾿ | 

inside our ranks, “middie ciass" thinking, | “By preparations and 

work done in the ‘last years Re. haye dgciimented the world aéone; ΝΣ 

this. has helped Goo, IT would not accept. the explanation (this 

in aviswer to ἡ, We) that we did not attack tho" trade unton _ 

leadership, therefore μα. πο] ἃ back." our history shows. 

that we made “ἃ profegsion" of ‘thio type ᾿ ‘of attack" on the. trade 

union leadersiip. this. in the past showed a lack of confidence in | 7 

the working class. This was really. a pyndicalist concept. 

Also, the Party was. generally weak in mass- york . We haye 



᾿ " thousands of Communiats in the trade anions but they sometimes 

succumb to difficultics. We can't ‘underestimate these , 

᾿ "difficulties. But worse, later thoy suécumbed to Jdeological. 

airficulties and became pansive, low can the Party use the. 

Archie Grewn court decisicn? Bach casc,. of course, is ‘differcnt ᾿ 

Ε - In cach-area, But we must get to the crux of the question and 

᾿ς in our trade union policy: how to "chanre the lagologieat 

Me must abk- ourselves how doés at apply to my union? What 

_ can We do. to chang τ the atHoaphere an ny unim? Which ts 

; different than Archie Brown's union? hig is the central poin’ ~ 

᾿ ὁπ 1 σοῖς of -riy- union, " 

. Yow, on, political action: ‘COPE (Gomaittes of politica 

. πάμαζεξου of ARL-CZO) romaing an instrument but is really not. 

- ἃ complete’ politica), ingtrunont. ᾿ Te. As lintted to a-part- of the 

organized, working elds. ‘How to. ve ak-out, 4s the question, 

᾿ and at the Same time, how to hutld “paraliel organizations" to - 

ΝΞ widen Anéependent politica) action of the worn masses, ; 

he 



Regarding the left: This left that we are talking about 

today is, different than in the 1930's and 1940's. There will be a 

"new left" in the trade unions too, but. that will be different than 

the od left. The Negro. workers. are a now phase and we must pay” 

more attention to them. | We must also pay more attention to 

the Catholic workers, ‘In the old dayd we uscd to fight the 

Catholic. workers, we can no longer underestimate this new 

situation and the role these workers play. We must rule out 

sectarianism of the past on these problems if we Want to influence 

‘trade unions. Ever some pricsts who fought us in the past will 

_ join with us to change the: trade unions fron their passive position, 

today to more active position on questions of the day (Rev, 

. ‘Rice from Pittsburgh, who- used to fight Communists, today he 

would probably “join: ‘with us in thé general movement). + 

On: how to Asses ἃ good "dome estic policy", and separate’ ; 

it from a bad foreign policy - this is the problem, This is the 

basic problem with the Johnson, Administration, it"has ἃ, po-called ~ 

good domestic policy din the cyes. of the people and a bad foreign 

policy. We can't ‘golve ‘this problem, completely, Sometimes 1% will 

be by thé flip of 4, coin = whether to support this. or that 

candidate, but under no eirounstances will we apologize for the  . 

wir policies of any candidate. ‘We must fight to influence the ᾿ 

polley of the candidates in a positive way and. got then, to change 

these. bad policies. We must not underestimate the pedce feelings 

of the electorate. If we do we will fail to give leadership. τς 



1 
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oO. We must do. everything possible to, influcnee - the 

‘axtuatiion and not underestimate. the- peuiee., feelings, of. the 

electorate.” We should. explain that Af a politician shifts " 

his position on war, he will also'shift his position, on domestic 

economic Assues and ‘goin with, or get glosert to the reactionaries. 

The test of this’ necting is hot af We report back te. 

our Local _okeapizations, pus: rather’ at. We walt be able bo: 

convince our Gade, ̓. politicaliy and Ldeologteatly, to face ney 
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᾿ Notes on Danny Rubin's Report on the ‘Convention Schedule 
ond the proparations fox the corivention 

1) | Thé convention ὁξ the Ponty will be hela - in Yew Yor ῦ 

bezinnins ΝΥΝ June 23 througa June 2 | 

3) The public ature of the convention affects tho - 

size of the convention, therefore we suggest 300 aélefates, 7 

“ropredenting the various districts, and 150 alternate delegates. ᾿ 

Also a propozal for 300 Party quests and 360 non=Party guests . 

These hon-Party guests should be of help to ‘thd convention. 

It will be difficult then to say who is ἃ Communist and who is 

not ἃ Communist . | 

, 3}. We have τι. detst'tca proposals regarding: TY and 

‘radio to yoite the convention, but, these are being worked out. 

“KY A moss meeting attended by several thousand people 

Will be-orgenized on “the eve of ‘the conventions 

| 5). The charactér of discnssion, It showld be a + — 

stdousptea arith ride Latitude. Ve τὴ publish & special paper 

or bulletin for this and will utilize the pages of "Political, 

Affaire." Tae official ecarontion call will he issued on - 

| Pebruary 15; 1966, The National Board and the Secretariat. WALL . 

present not ὉΠ the gonéral resolution that is before you but. will. 

also present resolutions on tyade unions; on the Negro and é¢Lvil 

rights, on peace, youth, ete. We will also prepare resolutions 

concerning the constitution of our Party. “A youth resolirtion. is. 

being prepared. and will be sent out to the Party menbérship. 

This resolution is being prepared. by the youth, . it is not fully ready. 



- . 

We will also have. a-meeting of the National poard that will 

review the -leadérship, arid thig question of jJeade vship too 

_ Will be presented to the Party For discussion. ‘The final date 

for submission of articles for the convention discussion will - 

be June 10th, unless. a state éonvention’ is being held later, ᾿ τ 

then ἃ special subgonmittee ‘of ‘the national Board will -process ΝΕ 

these for publication later than the deadline. ie suggest 

that state conventions should ‘be held in May or carly June. , 

We will set. up ἃ convention preparations committee and this 

committee will Include people from other districts, besides the 

leaders, of the Secretariat and the National Board. There is ἃ 

nucleous committee composed of (--- 5 πα τὸς 

--- ». Ye. Will make additions to this committee. - mnése 

‘comrades will be. in- charge of technical arringemonts for housing 

accommodations, ete, - -"-" Ν το πὶ 

We propose a comilttce to Ligten to ‘appeals riade 

up of oo === gee : ‘ond τοῖν , Others will be ~ 

added. ΕΣ ΝΞ ΕΕ ᾿ ; a 

We will also Agsue invitations to other fraternal 

parties from various parts of the world to come to our convention. — 

fhe Sccretariat is. working out these proposals How. ; 

| Convention representation will be based on proportionate 

Hembership. ΟΣ each district. Eyery district is entitled 4o one 

delegate regardless of its size. In additicn; it is entitled 

to one delegate for every 20 duces paymonts, if the membership is — 



100; 30 for 100-150; 5 for every 300 and beyond. Tiis. is to cut 

- Leyeal of control by: the big districts. ᾿ " 

National cormittee mombers. would run as delerates οὖς 

to the eenvention in the difPorent districts. if they are 

. not Glected,, thoy would have a volee at the national convention 

| but. no vete. A peferendum of the party membership is. in, order 

and will bé undertaken in order to allow the youth to participate. 

The present. ‘constitution demands two years ' nevibership before 

being a, delegate». therefore we have to, change it. We want the | 

final results. of the referendun by March, 1st. thesé doristitutional 

rulds apply to the “districts. ?hey too are Boing to change national | 

representation to 6 months mombership and the district vepresentation: 

of delegates to 3 months mo bership. ‘Avy new. οὐ ganization that © 

ds fortied 3 months ‘pefore the convention ‘igs entitled το 

- représentation. ἢ “This is based oh the. constitution, 

The bucget for the national convention calls for 

‘minigun expenditure for the 3 days of $30,000. this would not - 

“take into consideration transportation ond" por diem. we wil “ ΝΕ 

let the districts handie the “pe or diem disbursenents. The 

convention assessment will be equivalent tq 3 months! ducs. | 

Pho Sevvetariat will have to work out ways and moéans to raise . 

additional money because the asscssnent WALL not cover’ the 

expenses of the. convention. All other ‘proposais in connection. 

wath convention will go to the gecretariat. 
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— “she date for the dues averarés will be baded οὔ. τ’ 

dues payments fron, October 1s 1965; to March 3h, 1966; τς Sk, 
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CATION, “MUITHORITY DERIVED Fro 

a” 

(ECLASSTVICATION GUIDE 

Notes on ropért of’ 

nthe draft doctment before you Vos” prepared fo that 

you con further elaborate upon it and ater with your ᾿ 

additions can be given to the Party for its pre-convention τς 

discussion, Tis draft wag discussed at the ilaticnall, Board 

ς the other day end we agreed to issue tty Some comrades ask, .- “Ὁ 

| Why do wa necek & general resolutions, - -espociully dince tre are 

presenting a Party Program? And, sone say, yay not specific 

“resolutions: on thid or that subject? Firs sty it is necessary 

to onetiber that a, general polipical resolution Ls customary 

im the Party to be introduced at Party conventions . This hes τ" 

ben our practice ever since we havé recorded minuted. - ‘The 

necd for this ‘¥esolution grows out of the basic Foabuxes, of 

& Horxist-Leninist Party. Our Party; the CPUSA, is an 

organization pased on the sclontifie theory of cociety known as. - 

Marat om-Leninism, Our policies dd not consist of fra*ments. 

τς Fox this reason, it is necessary δὲ the time of a convention to 

examine what, is the state of affoirs in our country’ in the ~ 

international vorld movencnt, the relation of @lassés and | 

relation of moverents to each other. And on the basis οὐ this : 7 

exanination, “ta drow cotielusions. Thi is the function and . 

purpose of a general résolution such as you have before you. . 

Tuc fact that we ate publishing the progran has complicated 
this problert. Yots this second major document is not. superfluous, ΝΙΝ 

oux program dogs not negate the resolution. At. the October 1965 



National Board necting, Gus. said that ἃ resolution is different - 

‘thon ad prograr. Parenthetically, ‘he. sold, ἃ, prozran is only a 

broad outlines ‘Resolutions deal with 5 specific present situations. 

Contrade Gus Holi Is report at this meeting dovetails with the 

resolution. Some comrades felt that, since the prosran will 

᾿ deal with sone underlying problems, ἃ briefer draft. resolution 

Was needed, In our opinion, this draft yesolution is not big 

The way it is présented, it is numbered, and the problems are 

dealt with in a thesis form: This draft was subjected to 

sharp oriticien at the Nationel Board .and sone changes wera - 

suggested. bur Last convention (thet was. hold ih December 1959) 

correctly noted. the change in ‘the rélation of forces on 8 worl 

_gealle. Since theh thes¢ changes have proceeded further -in the 

world and in the United States. The anéressiveness of {. 5. ἡ, 

inperiolisn is also. greater. "ἢ This: shows the dfalectical 

conflict and the back-drop ‘for our policies as Gis indicated, 

- and as you will SEG, ini the resolution, becans ἃ it is different 

than. the resointion we adopted in 1959. Yet, we emphasize ‘that 

the war in Viectrien should not detract from the menace of West 

Gernan aiperialien: and the dongor of war in Europe: The ~ 

econonic si-tuation in our country points to growing ptYuggles. 

In the criticions offered of the regolution at the 

National. Board, inadequacies in. our economic amalysis Were. 

pointed out, Some said that (1) the resolution does hot show 



| “moveront of people for -geonomie demands nor does 1% dramatize 

the eyerits. (2) Regarding the civil rights movement, the 

draft, resolution does nat clearly enough show the victories- 

_abtnined.s (3) The resolution does not_go far enough rYerarding 

the gains of our Party. (4) ‘The resolution is not suffictently 

a guide to setion. It deals with problens tod much in summary 

sections « (5) The resolytion, some comzades said, does not 

deal crough with monopoly capitalinn. (6) Nore elaboration is 

needed on the strusgle against the wltra-right. Thore are some: 

inperfeetions in our policies in connection, with the. straggle 

against the reacbisnary ultra-ricght, although our policies are 

generally éofrect. (7) Sone sala wa left out the intérmational 

déveLopments in, the Communist moverient . We dort out the problem . 

. of the terror against the civil vights movenient, and the Negrogs. | 

᾿ ἄῃ the South. We lett owt the Puerto Rican problem; the. 

Mexican~Americang,, ete. Also, gone edurades are critical of 

the inadequacies of formulations. We therefore agroed at the 

National Bosra, to pone amendments on page 13 on our position 

to the organized Tabor movement’ and the. Communist wor’ ih the 

trade unions, we will say it would be wrong to regard all 

- Labor leadérg as one ποῖ δῆτα reactionary mass, Horeover, 

the rank and file λα ‘discontented and for thig reagon we have to 

put more emphasis. on the question of leadership and rank, and file 5 

_ without using the wide brush. Some problems have been created 



py the existence of our new progy: an, and, of course, time, 

rt is seven, years. pince our last Party convention. tievortheldss, 

the National. Board proposes a more Gompichensive general political 

resolution. Therefore our propose}. is that this meeting surgest 

a that the Secretariat prepares the final draft of this 

esolution, and (2) thet the timing of the veleas ἃ of this . | 

dnote, resolution. should take place sonctine efter we gee on ες 

initial reattion to the ‘Party prograzi, 

1 



Notes on Discussion by Git Goon. 
4 4 -* . L 

ἃ an. an aomplete agréenent vith Gusts xoport. 

-- 

t oxy heppy 6 sec thia because. an. the. “past I yas not always - 

" “in agreonért. The report méans that 1966 is the year of change, 

ῃ ‘Thi. is - the. year when.’ things. met be done. They rust. be done a 

“now, this year, or they wil. not be- done δὲ ald. Tis must τ 

be ἃ yeax of thé Leaps For this,. γιὰ need ar ideological, 

᾿ shake-up. of the Fe arty. Hext, ve must ‘enalyze 1f we are ino -. 

- & period of. ebb or flow. Those. commadeg who compare. “the, 

‘present pertod with the Korean War arc completely jirong.- at 

| the tame’ ‘of. the Korein War in the. 19504 2. the Progressives 

ar) ra 

: were detested. | Today, during the. war of Viotnon, the 
1 

Peagtionanies Bre: on, ‘the: defensive, which ig quite, a contrast, εἰς " 

ἃς agree. with Gus that We need the youth. of gouiee, Ne d6.. 
" 

he 

᾿ Liths worls that counts. There should be more einphasi's’ on. er 

βρέ" με nent, ‘bo give you on - example, — Keep in inind that Muste: “ | 

is 8) years old, but ‘he, As not Gongideréd. "Olds " The fact is; 

ἢ Belt activity of the masses. . this. is more’ “impotent, than the 

- statéments of Leaders: T want to cuphasize that, there is a 
Bert ‘revive in, pur country; There is. a new left, Sone | ᾿ ; 

comrades : oppase thé concept. of ‘the Left. They counterpoide . 

this py saying that We need ἃ ‘broader moveriénty We need. the’ ‘Left. | 
= 

And OS the movement broadens 3 ἂν changes this left. Xow “WiLL. 

‘reeall that “hast April, Muste criticized the denonstrétion ἡ 

* in Vashington, put, Miste has cHanged since. Apes ὃ MR. Yestenday | 



+ ay the , Monhattan center, an the mass ‘eobing on Vietnatr, Our 

᾿ spokesman, Herbert Apthe cer, appeared openly with iste sitting 

on the stage: ” When’ a riovorient goed forward, eyen the ahti- 

Communists will go along. ‘Therefore, I would emphasize that 

the unity of the left is riost important. The Left cai, Serve as 

5 Hagmet to pktract ‘others, ” the Manhattan Centex mags tieeting | 

would not be so ‘Large ie « only Herbert, Aptheker wos the speaker: 

Unléss we have a Left, πο cannot, build the Party, = repoat 

Adeolosy ‘is host important. “We cannot be mere tecnnaciana. 

' We must give basie anavers to the. people. We must point to 

- the forcés that will, nate the changes in, our βορλοῦγ, - ἴα. 

| | bust, nat, only naxie the. prgsent system, but, we must indiente 

᾿ me fubuxe system, that. is ‘Boolalism. ae 



υ; ἣν 

Notes on Yeport of Herb Aptheker 

This was a-food trlp to yietnon. I. en now bein. 

called "Honod id. My wife kidg me about this too. Mme 

ΟΡ in Vietnam was delighted to havz a repredentative from 

our Party, the CPUSA. We establishea the closest fratemal 

relations With them and steps have been- undertaken to aggure 

this relations hip. - . | 

i here, want to report that. in Vietneri the unity of the 

péople is preat. The masses of people arc armed. Everyone 

carries ἃ teanon of one king or arobhers — While I was in Honol, 

᾿ the "Hoyald Tribune" phoned me and asked if there 28 exestenont 

in Honoi, I anovered, no, thérd is no excitement there, 

everything seems. to be ealr, Then they agked ria was. there eny 

aninoaity towards White AnerLeang, end IT answered, nd, on the “ 

- "contrary, the Commmists, through their Party, fostexed 

internationalion > and they poy tho they arc not at war with 

the Ὁ, 8. or its people. - They: éyen say, or admit, that they 

will hot defént the wv, S. They just want, to get rid of the 

nblitoary occypation. Uhen- the: Vietnamese ‘talk of a pilitory 

defeat of the U. Ss, they only have this in mind, the evacuation 

Οὗ the American troops, not the actual defeat of these troops, 
The Vietnanese are ἃ nation people. Thoy want. good relations 

with all neiphbors. τον were invaded mony times in the past; 

_ they are theréfore opposed to invasions. In ancient days after 

centuries of strigeles, thoy defeated thé Chinese invaders, 



ond ‘they constructed special ships outfitted in regal style 

ona then 2 shipped, the Seneral.s. hone tO Ching, on, “these special 

chips in order ‘to let the Chinese ave fade,- Indépendenea 

of the YWetnarese moans. Aindopendence for North and South. 

They have been oné country for 9000 years, The official 

boundery has no reaning to thon, The Prine Minister of North 

| Vietnen conveyed to me his joy at the présence of a 

vepresentative of the American Communists and other peace- 

loving representatives. The General Secretary of the Party 

7 taiked to us. about the peace novernent in. the Ue ΕΝ He was 

greatly appreciative of this movehent. - They are not concerned - 

pbout whet plopens we use. In fact, the General Secretary " 
of the Party pointed out that the slogans that the Vietnamese | ᾿ 

usd in Saigon itself Bre, no vetter, no: nore advanced than _— 

the slovans We Us ἃ in the VW. 8. For oxomple,s if the Cormunists 

in Saigon or on the National. Liberation Front in Saigon, ox ony 

Stier movenont, Want a chence of- govermiont, or. demand resignation | 

of this or ἀμὸν, official, that is consideved important +00. “πρὸ, ΕΞ ΕΣ 

only thing they are cancerned with is the existence of ἃ peace movement 

in every country, 1 did not. see HO Chi-minh. Unele HO was out 

‘visiting the villages, This is the tradition because of the 
_ Lunar New Year, He not ohly meets with tho villagers in general, 

but meets Whth families, for this, fod, is in tradftion, ‘the 
Vietnancse are very cordial people. They are very polite. ; 

When they speak, they rarely speak above a whisper, they do not 



shout, We had ἃ meeting with one of the Leaders of ‘the NL. 

‘This person did’ s speal: in a louder voice, no we aliow for the 

herocs of the NEP to shout, but. Latex one of these Leaders 

apologized. to ua fox his tone of volee, arid sald that he is 

hervous, that some of his ather comrades were undoubtedly 

suffering fron : ‘eornbat fatigue, ete. The Vietnarieso are. 

overjoyed bee ude of our fraternal relations. The Party in 

Vietnan, Τὸ found ovt; is a very broad orconization, It is 

veally a, multi-party organization, even if it is organized 

into on¢ Party’. Ter in the ranks aud in the leadership, they : 

not only have Communists and Norxiststenintets , but Catholics 

end Budhists. the Vietnamese Party shows Ὁ promt devotion to 

the resolutions adopted by the conferences -of the world GRts 

in 1957 and 1950. Te Vietnunese pay honare to ‘thie Socialist 

‘fraternal parties end the states ond. to all, CP's jin the. | 

ecpitalist world and they thanl: 611. these fovernnents- ond 

parties for theiy help. 

Tan there wore questions Abked., - τ Was asked what 

about ‘the charges that tho Chinese are holding up end -nindoring | 
the flow of Soviet material aid to Vietnem? What abowt the 

slogan on neyotintions >» what did the Vicimonete say about this? 

| . Apthéker There ig no disé ussion of the split in the 

international moveriont in Vietnam, They chn. be silent about 

their problem, Although on the streets of Hanoi or wherever. — 

you co, 90-per dent oP the yenicles areSoyiet made, ‘65 per cent - 



of the machinery in the factorics comes. from the Soviet Union, 

- ond another food percentage comed Lrort Gzachoslovatia. . CéovLously 

they are getting sone help and they shoued their appreciation, 

Wren. ‘the Vietnenese say they defeotcd the U. 5. mfitary, on 

‘tthe ground, they do σὸν that thid is dre to the help that they 

rocéived fron the USSR; Wiey do not discuss thts problen of 

setting equipront through. We acked then but they would not 

Giscuss it. ; 

' Now, on the slogans rerarding ποσοῦ οὐ ons iL "“-ὕἝ΄ 

they told. us, us 38 enythins that wild involye people. | We don "Ὁ 

Care that kind of & 5168 mars it is. Pe not ane us, oY repeat our 

slogans; what is: good for us, may not be odd for you, and ΕΝ 

reneat, they. gaid that 1£ in Satgen they say, dom with the 

Brenier, or sometimes thay Bay, down ΒΔ Ὁ, 5,. inpericlisa, 

' as far ag tho Tox'th. Vietnaris ade and the. Coirmivts are eonéerned, 

that is OK with then. They objeat to somo proposition. put forth 

by a U, ΓΝ gavernontal Ὅσαν of state that explained any they 

oppose Lt, but they said fre do not. have te give these. explatiations 

or apologize, roanins the American Comiunists, the Anorican peace 

novenont. The Princ iinister of North Vietnam estegoricélly 

said that there are no YOR troops in the South. . mint the story 

ebout the presence of troops from the North is a pure fabrication. 

Now To must tell, you & Little somethine cbout the hombirig of North 

Vietnam.- Tho porbing of North Vietnen tas no joke. τῷ wes ὃ. very 



Roe, 

serious mabter. We caw the damage and we say that the bombing: 

wos indiserirvinate ond it hit all sections of the population, - 

Not only bridsos, rabirdads, factories; ete. Wo barr pagddas, 

‘schools, hospitals and hones ‘destroyed, by ordcan porhs. 

Not only ata they drop bow 8, lat the U; 8, used phosphorous bombs 

end, people will, vectity that we never yee) these ‘ponbs in 

Uorla Yar II; wrt the ΠΝ 5. Wes using phospheroud orbs Ly 

| North Vietnarl. But now, he seid, the U. 5. 15 not using 

. phospherous bohbs and this miy be, due to the pressure of world- 

‘opinion exposing the barbarous methods of the U.S. Let us not. 

indérestimate the fart at the atoppir 7 of the bombing, Our - 

Slozon shovld be ; the ‘pomibing should not be resumed. At a 

porque’ held the ¢thoy night by the CANE . Gotticib, Conpreséman | 

Ryan and Se nator Me. Govern, ‘Dry Spo eck and Norman Thomag said ‘the. 

sone, thing,. the boning. shoula stop, When the bonbing stops; Lt 

-payes ‘the réad for further: aideussion and. provents the exponding 

of the wam | 

Then ne said he was interviewed by ‘the: Mow York: “mines” 

megacine and that the article WiLL aponr any week now; that he 

was on the Colunbia DProsd¢asting radio netiroric qn the Yost Coagt 

for an nour, that there are plans and negotiations now for hin and 

the delegation to reach out across the country. Then he said he 

wrote nine articles for Mine Vorker." Mentioned how he tried to 

fet the articles to ‘Hotr Yori: while in Henei, that he had even 



phoned Hescow +o talk $0 Esthor shields. Said that. ὩΣ 
the poopie organized me Stings an other okies that they * 

should try £9 durite add three, or. at Icast. tio of then 
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; Gué Holl as the main speaker, 

On the Distribution of the Ῥροσχοτι, CPUSA 
After ἃ great deal of icbor the progrori is at the 

printers and we will bé ready ta Lounch it forablly on the 

15th of Pebruary, although wo may have some copies a Little 

earlier, Wortcding on a plan for distribution. Title is 

"New Progron, CpuUSA," with subtitle "A Draft. Τὸ will: sell 

for 95 cents, but will ὍΘ, available t6 Party orgenizations 

for 85 to 35 cents. A goal. of 50,000 edpies for the first edition 

of the paper book tf our ain. We ane aiso trying to print it Ὁ 

in serigt form, in "The Vorker." hot is now only under consideration. 

1) Wilt L6aue 8 natictiol prega. release for 811. papers ' 

at tind of leunching. ᾿ " 

2) proparationd are underwoy to send review copies: 

to all newspapers, nievadines comlontafers on radio and TY. 

3) Will eall a préss conference in New Yor with 

. 4) Local press confererices pith national. Leaders 

participating should be orgenizcd)._ 

᾿ 5) Steps se ota μα undertaken for radio and TV 

appearanees, ΝΞ ΒΕ 

* 6) fn extensive advertising campaign ip -being prepared, 

- τ Ὁ) Public neotings in all districts of the Party - 

should be called for the launching of this program. | 

8) Prorotichal pieces of literature for mailing to: 

libraries, universities , professors, colleges, etc., will, be 

sont out; with ἃ roquest for orders + 



9) A widespread donpaign Will bé launched δὸ Ect 
‘the progran into as many bodt:atorés no popsibie. 

= ‘The proposal for distriputiéa tll tule place throuch 

Wiatr Outloo:;" and 51 orderd fox the prosxron phould be placed 

ith tow OutLoot. (1) τῷ chould ain to pet espics to all _ 

Party nesbors ond oll, monbéers. should take at Least five. eopics ; 

of the prosren and we will advertize this in the followings wary: 

"5 for I . whieh means: Buy 5 for the price of ἣν (2) There 

with be ἃ national mailing of 10,000 copies of the program to 

very prominént poopie. in addition, ve prepoge local nattings 

irith voncentrotion upen trade union leaders, Nevo icaders 

énd Leaders of peace movermonts, ete, ᾿ 

" | Οὐ the study of the prograd:, (1) A study outline is. : 

now being prepared, (2) Initial diseusbiens in the districts 

| by the Leadership should bo organized. ind invitations extended 

tO οὐχ national. Leadership. (3) | We should atriye for the 

oxcenization of public distussions. of all kinda, forums, debotesy 

neetings, radios TY, colleges, tniversities, téach-ind, etc. - * 

(4)° Discussions an weitten fort, in ®polatscat Atfoirs," in 

supplenerits, and "Tha Wortter'? pares will tis onen too for 

discussions. "Polatical Affairs" will, furnish a suppletiont called 
"Political Affairs Supplonorit, τ watch will be open for diceussions 

of the progr, Sugaestions, idets; éte., frda the CP ald over 

‘the country for further wide distribytion of the proégren, 



‘ely Pomphiets. Being bublished Now 

- τι 1) Pamphlet based on. . Gus Hall's speech δὲ. 

"Columbia University. -- _ τς τὸ ᾿ 

πον Τὸ ς τὸν 8) ̓ Ραβρῃλθὺ i by George Koyers dealing with the - 

South, Ὁ ᾿ς Pe ......". 
3) Paniphiet ὁ On, folder by James. ackson made up ΝΕ τς 

ὃ a series of articles and editorials dealing with Meany, a ᾿ ΝΣ 

Roy wating and terror: in the South. ΝΕ ΕΞ 

" - | , 

Ἐπ " - 
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i TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
FROM, : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ΨΥ 

supsect: © ῷ O10 > | oe ἤν 

to WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary of the Canadian 
CP, two documents, dated October 18th and November 5th 
respectively, referring to-"the internal squabble in the 
Far East", would be made available to the CP, USA. 

; TS=C : 

: vt} Re NY airtel 1/10/66, reflecting that ΞΕ Ν fa 

On 1/24/66, there weséréceived. at 8 Néw York _ 
mail drop from the canadian CP two docuitents, one dated - 
October 18, 1965, and the other datéd November 5, 1965, . 
both addressed to: the Central Committee Of ‘the ‘Communist | 
Party of the Soviet Union. Both letters are communications : 
from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China. 

‘Copies of the sdid documents are attached hereto - .} 
for thé Bureau. ahd Chicago, en 

rt is assumed that these docunients weré forwarded” 
to the CP of Canada ‘by TIM BUCK, Chairman. Emeritus of the 
Canadian ΟΡ, who was recently in Vietnam, ag head of a anadian 
CP delegation. 
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ΞΕ "Party of the Soviet Union 

- 

{ 

there isa serious difference betiieen you and us.. 

_ was provoked by India at the instigation of U.S, 

* 

October 18, 1965 
ἘΠ 

The Central Committee of the Communist: ᾿ Con 

-Dear Comrades, ᾿ a  - Ξ-Ρ 
The , Central Committee of the. Communist Party 

of China has _Peceived and studied the letter of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
+‘ 

Union dated September 18, 1965, Sor WoL Pe 

The armed conflict between India and Pakistan 
1 

involves a major question of right and Wrong, of Ν 

aggression and resistance to aggression, For’ a social 

ist country it is an important question of principle 

) of whether or not one should distinguish right from 

wrong in the conflict between India and Pakistan, and | 
| whether or not one should support the victin of | 

- aggression against the aggressor. On this question 

" 
+ 

The current conflict between India and Pakistan 
te FL om, 

imperialism. It was India that violated the agreement 
ΝΞ τς ἢ ̓  - ΕΝ ' 

: 
“ F 

- 

- i -. } noe eee 
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‘reached earlier between India and Pakistan on the - 

peaceful settlement of the Kashmir issue threugh a os 

plebiscite by unilaterally declaring Kashmir to be. 

tan inalienable partt of India. Tt yas ‘India that. " 

first crossed the India-Pakistan cease-fire Line and, 

carried out war provocations. it was india that ‘first 
27 ts 

crossed the’ international boundary between. India and. 

Pakistan in a ‘general armed attack on Pakistan. is. 

is crystal ‘clear to all people throtighout, the world | 

who love peace and “uphold justice. that India, As the a 

aggressor and Pali stan the victin of aggression. 
ι- 

wet 
a 

F 

The Indian aggression against Pakistan is not 
pcs! 

“an isolated or fortuitous. incident. Back in 1962 ve 

India made a large~scale armed attack on: China, 

indiats repeated ageressions: against her neighbours in 

violatiori ‘of the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexist- 

‘ence and the Ten Principles of the Bandung Conference : 

are the inevitable consequence of the Indian reaction- 
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and of their pursuit of a policy of expansionism, a 

The objective fact that India has committed’. 
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aggression against Pakistan should be: the starting °. 

point for every socialist country in determining its 

attitude on the: ‘conflict between India and Pakdstans Ὁ 
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and we firmly support Pakistan in her resistance to 

The Communist Party of China has adopted 8 

principled stand on this question, drawing a clear 

line between right and wrongs We resolutely oppose 

the expansionism of the Indian reactionaries and 

sternly condemn their aggression against ‘Pakistan, 

Indian aggression and support the people of Kashmir 

in their just struggle for national self-determination. 

This stand of ours is entirely in accord with the in- 

terests of safeguarding world. peace and with. Marxism- 

Leninism and proletarian internationalism. | 

On February 24, 1964, Comrade Chou En-lai gave 

a comprehensive explanation of our stand on the dis- 

pute between India. ‘and Pakistan at a special session 

of the Provincial Assembly of West ‘Pakistan. He said: 

It is entirely possible to settle the Ν ᾿ 

dispute left over by history among the Asian- | 

African countries fairly and reasonably in 

accordance with the Five Principles of Peaceful 

Coexistence and the Ten Principles of the — 

Bandung Conference and in a spirit of equality 

and friendly consultation. ‘In the settlement 

of these disputes, it is not permissible to 
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act truculently and impose one's will on 

others, still less to bully others by relying 

on outside forces. ° 

He also expressed the hope that tthe Kashnix dispute 

will be resolved in accordance with the wishes of tthe 

people’ of Kashmir as: pledged to them by India and 

Pakistan". ‘Comrade Chou En~lai made it very clear 

that we support self-determination ‘by the people of 

Kashmir, “stand for a peaceful settlement of the dis: 

pute between India and Pakistan and oppose the bullying 

of others by relying on outside forces. The problen 

now is that India has repudiated her pledge of self- la 

determination for the Kashmiri people, rejected ᾿ 

peaceful consultation, relied on foreign forces to 

bully: Pakistan and brazenly launched armed. aggression 

against Pakistan. In ‘these circumstances, of course 
; zk 

we support Pakistan against the Indian aggressors. 

Our stand is consistent and perfectly correct. In. * oe 

your letter, you deliberately distort our stand by ¢ 

‘quoting Comrade Chou En~lai out of context. This is 
@ clumsy trick. . ΝΙΝ 7 ° 1 - 
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As against our Marxist-Leninist stand, you « 

ws oe 

base yourselves'on the general line of Soviets 
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: collaboration for the domination of the world and 

. feign neutrality, but in collaboration with U;8. 

: imperialism you have in fact supported the Indian 

fa aggressors, 

‘India and Pakistan, you have strenuously tried to 

ἱ 

Distorting the facts about the conflict between ° 

interpret it as having been provoked by Pakistan. On 

September 6,.Indian troops crossed the international 

εἰ boundary and launched a large-scale attack on Pakistan, 

Yet in its statement of September 7, Tass first said | 

that "Pakistani troops ... have advanced several dozen 

kilometres into Indian territory" and only then went 

tional boundary. Moreover, disregarding the facts 
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| on to say that Indian troops had crossed the interna 
" 

| about the Indian reactionaries! armed aggression 

against neighbouring countries, you have done ‘your 

| 
| best to embellish then, by asserting that they have 

‘ shown "devotion to the policy of peace and peaceful 

| ἢ coexistence" and that their "policy of non-alignment 

᾿ has earned broad international recognition". Publicly 
Ly . 
|: τον trying to justify India's criminal aggression, you 

εἰ ο 7 have cast the elementary principles of international ᾿ 
wv 

relations to the four winds. 
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In collusion with the United States, you have 

cooked up in the Security Council of the United Nations 

a cease-fire resolution which is partial to the Indian . 

aggressor, This resolution, which does not in the 

least condemn, India for her aggression, ignores the 

previous ‘agreements ‘between india and Pakistan on 
᾿- 

Kashmir and keeps silent about the correct principle * 

for resolving the Kashmir issue on the basis of self- 

determination, meets the demands of Indian expansionism. 

Your united action with the United States in 

the Security Council has won the applause of the U.S. 

imperialists and the Indian reactionaries.” Rusk has _ 

commended your action as being ‘teonstructive™ and 

Shastri has praised you as being "most helpful", 

Such -being-your complicity with U.S. imperialism, it 

is small wonder that the Western bourgeois press is’ 

unanimous in saying that you have "a common interest" 

with the United States, that you have "linked up" 

with and are "on the same sidet as the United States, 

. and that there has been "a historic development” in 

poviet-U.5. cooperation. Don't you see the deep 

disgrace this represents for the Soviet Communist 

Party. and the Soviet state? 
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You have consistently supported the expansionism 

of the Indian reactionaries, For ten years, you have 

invariably supported the Indian reactionaries? 

attempts to annex Kashmir, repeatedly asserting that 
"- 

Kashmir is "an inalienable part" of India and opposing» 

the Kashmiri peoplets just struggle for national self- 

determination, Following India's provocation of the 

recent armed conflict, you again stated that the. 

Soviet stand on this question "remains unchanged", 

For six years, you have invariably supported the 

Indian reactionaries! fantastic territorial claims on 

China and have tried to force China to yield to Indian 

expansionism. Throughout this period you have stipplied 

the Indian reactionaries with large-scale military 

aid in support of their expansion at the expense of 

neighbouring countries. You have given India what~ - 

ever she wants and allowed her to use your aid in | 

any manner she thinks fit. This stand of yours is . 

a complete betrayal of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian 
ing 

? ae 

internationalism. 

Lenin said, “Ascertaining the character of a 

war is, for the Marxist, a necessary prerequisite 

for solving the question of his attitude towards it". — 
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Discarding Lenin's teachings, in your letter you have 

objected to di stinguishing between right ‘and wrong, on 

the question of the conflict between India ‘and: Pakistan, 
h 

alleging that "there is no positive significance in 

seeking out who is right and who is to blame’. You 

do not distinguish between right and wrong in this 

conflict yourselves, and you forbid others to do So. 

Your purpose is obviously to reverse right and wrong 

in order to cover up India's criminal aggression and 

your own inveterate erroneous stand of support for 

Indian aggression. 

In your letter, you undiscriminatingly ‘assert 

that the conflict between India and Pakistan is | 

"harmful in all respects" and that our just stand of 

support for Pakistan in her struggle against aggression 

"serves to aggravate the conflict" and "saddens 411" - 

who stand for peace and fight for national liberation". 

This is the height of absurdity. The conflict between 

‘India and Pakistan has two aspects ~- India's ageres- 

sion and Pakistan's resistance to aggression. In 

this conflict all the harm to which you refer has 

been caused by India's aggression. It is the Indian 

aggression that has breached the peace of this area, oe 
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‘is imperative to oppose the Indian aggression. It is 

dealt a blow to the cause of Afro-Asian unity against 

imperialism and damaged the interests of the peoples 

of India and Pakistan. To eliminate these evils, it 

the stand you have taken in support of Indian expan- 

Slonism that has encouraged India's aggressive venture 

and aggravated the conflict. You carry grave respon- 

sibility for all the évils caused by the indian aggression. 

On the other hand, the stand we have taken in support 

of Pakistan against Indian aggression helps to ‘check 

the’ aggression of the Indian reactionaries and to 

safeguard peace, and is in the interests of the cause 

of Afro-Asian unity against imperialism and of the * 

peoples of India and Pakistan. Our stand is welcomed 

and supported by all peace-loving people and all 

fighters for national liberation, and it is detrimental - 

only to’ the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys. Why Ε 

then should you be "saddened" by $9 

in your letter, you shamelessly talk. about. strug- 

gle. "againat the.principal enemy -- American imperial 

ism", But as everyone knows, India has launched . . 

aggression against Pakistan for the purpose not only! 

of. realizing her own expansionist designs, but of help- 

ing the United States to exert pressure on Pakistan. . 
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